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Search on for two suspected

suicide bombers on the loose
JON IMMANUEL and news agencies

TWO Palestinians suspected of planning suicide at-

tacks have gone undergroundand are trying to sneak
into Israel, Palestinian security officials said
yesterday.

The Palestinian Police have set op roadblocks in

areas under their control to try to find the two and
have passed on Ok warnings to Israefi intelligence,

said Jihad Aba Ammar, a Palestinian security offi-

cial in Hebron.
The two suspected terrorists missing from their

homes were identified as Hamas activists Majed
Qessfyeb, 20, and Saadi Attal, 21, Abu Ammar said.

He said the twowere from the village of Dbahiriya,
south of Hebron, and have been missing for three
days.

Family and acquaintances of the two, who fled

withouta word after mosque prayers on Friday, said

they did not think they were suicide bomber types

and downplayed their links with Hamas. However,
Dbahiriya has a history of association with Islamic
militants and the bomber on the bus in Ramai Eshkol
in August last year came from the town.

Dbahiriya also is not ter from Fawwar refogee
camp, where the two February 25 suicide bombers
lived.

Overnight Sunday, the IDF arrested II suspected
terrorists in Dbahiriya. An IDF statement said it was
part of ongoing IDF operations in the territories to
arrest activists suspected of belonging to and sup-
porting hostile organizations.

Itim adds:

The remand of Zohari Khalil Ita, 24, of the Jeba-
lya refugee camp, suspected of belonging to Islamic

(Continued on Page 9)
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Heads rf. the Jtsraeli and Palestinian negotiating teams in Tabs, Uri Savir (left) and Mahmoud Abbas, share a secret

Jtj dining yesterday’s meeting. Story, Page 2 (Renter)

Peres: Parlies supporting

our guidelines welcome

tojoin my government
RHCHAL YUDELMAN and SARAH HONIG

Netanyahu, Peres

sharpen debating

; skills on Topolitika’
SARAH HONIG

ti

IF Pome Minister Shimon Peres

wins the election, be will invite all

the parties which support Labor’s

polities to join bis coalition .

Peres said he has no intention of

losing, but if Likud leader Binya-

non Netanyahu is elected prime

minister, he would not join his

government.
Commenting on Netanyahu’s

reportedplanto propose a nation-

al unity government if he wits,

Peres quoted the Bible: "Let not

him that gUdeth cm his harness

boast himself as be that putteth it

off.” (I Kings 20:11).

“There are things which one

does only after tins elections, not

before them,” Peres added.

Asked about the possibility of

setting np a national unity govern-

ment, Peres said be wradd accept

any party which accepts Ins poh-
~™ “and IwiD be very happy iftheaes
Likud joins the coalition on the

basis of the Oslo agreements. But
not Oslo deluxe, not Oslo minus,

or a narrow interpretation of tire

agreements.”
Netanyahu denied reports that

he intends to announce that should

be win, he mil form a national

unity government, as Yediot

Aharonot reported yesterday.

However, he did not rule out that

“under certain circumstances such

a government might be formed.”

He also said that should be win,

he “will consider any party which

will be ready to support our plat-

form for coalition membership.

This, of course, will be done only

after consultation within the Likud

and with its partners, as well as

with our albes in the religious

sector.”

Communications Minister Shu-

lanrit Atari of Meretz came out

sharply against a national unity

government, calling it “a national

paralysis government.” She said

she (fid not believe Meretz would

take part in such a government.
“1 will not be a member of the

next government, but as a citizen,

I object strongly to this false uni-

ty,” she said. “We’ve already ex-

perienced tins kind of government
and saw how nothing moved. It’s

vital in a democracy to have an

opposition, although I regret to

say that the opposition here in the

past few years did not behave tike

an opposition in a democratic

state, but as an enemy of the

government.”

PRIME Minister Shimon Peres

did not rule out seeking another

term, and Likud leader Binyamin
Netanyahu promised he would
put together “a very interesting

government, with many sur-

prises, including who the defense

minister will be." Both contes-

tants exuded confidence in sepa-

rate interviews aired on Channel

l’s Popolitika last night.

It was the closest foe two can-

didates for prime minister have

thus far come to a debate. They
will face off directly on May 26.

Until last night, Peres had boy-

cotted all radio and TV programs

on which Netanyahu was also in-

vited to speak, and made the

granting of interviews conditional

on Netanyahu not being inter-

viewed as well.

Neither candidate wQl be able

to appear on regular TV pro-

gramming as of tomorrow, when
foe parties’ campaign broadcasts

will debut.

Peres told the Popolitika team
that he “does not guarantee this

will be my last term. I am sure I

will be elected. Though like

[Charles] de Gaulle, I also prom-
ise not to forget to (tie some

day.”

Netanyahu, too. was confident

be would win. and said “foe Li-

kud’s polls show we are signifi-

cantly ahead.” He said be has

“half a dozen candidates for de-

fense minister, and five of them
will be surprised by my choice.”

He denied that be is seeking to

allay the floating voters’ fear of

the Likud’s generals. “The gen-

erals in foe Likud are excellent

assets who would be the feather

in any party’s cap.”

Both candidates insisted they

are not blurring distinctions, and
foe differences between the sides

are marked.
Peres said that “unlike the Li-

kud, we do not regard autonomy
as an end goal, but as a way sta-

tion. We will negotiate with the

Palestinians about the final sta-

tus, but there is no need to go
into details and promise things

now. We wifi bring it all to a
referendum later.

“The first thing I will do after I

am elected will be to renew foe

peace process with foe Palestin-

ians and foe Syrians. I believe

that in the next four years we will

(Continued on Page 2)

TA, Jerusalem police chiefs

both abroad at ‘sensitive time’

RAINE MARCUS

SENIOR police officers yester-

day expressed surprise that foe

polka chiefs of Tel Aviv and Je-

rusalem are both abroad at such a

sensitive time.

Oodrs. Gabi Last, ofTeJ Aviv,

and Arye Amit, of Jerusalem,

left for a conference in New York
tins week together with their re-

spective mayors, Romri M3o and

Ebud Olmert.
“The two major city police

chiefs are abroad exactly at the

07051005

time when the security services

are ««ning warnings of imminent

terror attacks, including those or-

ganized by Iran," said one offi-

cer.

Another police source said that

“it doesn’t look good that two se-

nior police officers have traveled

with two mayors who don’t hide

their political affiliation. The
whole trip is a little sensitive.’'

The police chiefs are away just

before the elections, when “police

action is essential, especially fol-

lowing threats agams* politicians

and public figures," another

source said.

The police recently announced

they would be on full alert for

possible pre-election disturbances

and tenor attacks..
.

US Polish leader dams Warsaw

for being too conciliatory to Jews
WARSAW (Reuter)-The head of the US Polish community has written

to Poland's president saying Warsaw is being too conciliatory toward

Jews who are seeking the return of property, the president’s spokesman

said yesterday.

The spokesman said the leader of the Polish American Congress.

Edward Moskal, had sent such letters to President Akksander Kwas-

niewski as well as the speakers of parliament and Cardinal Jozef Glemp,

Primate of Poland’s Roman Catholic church.

“It concerns that part ofour foreign polity concerning so-called Jewish

matters,” spokesman Antoni Styrczula told a news bnefing. adding that

Moskal had argued “foal we are too inclined to make concessions.”

He declined to reveal the contents of foe letter but said Kwasniewski's

office would make a statement on the question of Jewish property next

week and that Kwasniewski would in due course reply to Moskal.

Jewish organizations are pressing Poland for foe return ofproperty that

oncebelonged to the country’s more than three million Jews before most

of them were murdered during the Holocaust.

Most such buildings and land were among assets taken over wholesale

by communist authorities after the war and Poland is still working out

how to compensate former owners in general.

A bill is now before parliament paving the way for some Jewish

mmmimal property such as synagogues to be restored to the tiny

surviving Jewish communities in Poland.

IDF rejects UN claim

of deliberate

shelling ofKana
MARILYN HENRY, DAVID RUDGE, ARIEH O'SULLIVAN and news agencies

The IDF did not intentionally

target the UN position in Kafr
Kana, Chief Artillery Officer

Brig.-Gen. Dan Harel told

the LIN yesterday. He blamed
the deaths of more than 100
civilians on human and tech-

nical errors in the heat of

battle.

Harel flew to New York to

briefUN officials on the April

18 incident, after UN military

investigators tentatively con-
cluded that the attack was
intentional.

The UN report is to be submit-

ted to the Security Council soon.

It is based on the findings of the

UN inquiry, which involved on-

the-spot investigations. meetings
with UNTFTL soldiers, and senior

IDF staff, and the videotape re-

corded taken at the time of foe

shelling by a UNIFlL soldier in a

post overlooking foe camp, some
300 meters away.

The amateur videotape has re-

inforced claims that the camp was
purposely targeted. It shows a se-

ries of puffs of smoke emerging
from the base, indicating shells

hitting.

UNIFlL spokesman Timor
Goksel said the tape shows ‘The

shelling is not one or two rounds
that overshot, as we’ve been told

for foe past two weeks . . . but that

it was a targeted shelling.”

Harel unequivocally denied
this.

“There was shooting from near
the Kana base with a mortar and
Katyushas toward one of our
units.” he said. “We shoot back.

We didn’t know at foe time that

the Hizbullah people were run-

ning inside or outside to the camp
or from the camp. So we didn’t

have any initiative to fire on the

camp.”
Harel said that even if foe IDF

had seen Hizbullah terrorists

seeking shelter in foe camp, “we
wouldn’t shoot at it. This is a UN
camp, and we put parameters of
safety around each and every UN
compound in south Lebanon
when foe operation was going
on.”
He said deliberate firing at a

UN camp would have been “out
of the question.”

Israeli officials said Harel had
brought aerial photographs and
technical data, including logs of
the two batteries that fired foe

shells, in an attempt to convince
the UN that the attack was an
accident. They said mistakes in

calculating range and foe weight
of the projectiles were responsi-

ble for rounds “landing short” by
about 200 meters.

The findings of foe UN investi-

gation contradict the conclusions

of the IDF inquiry on several key
points, especially in terms of foe

direction and pattern of the firing

and the number of shells which
hit the camp.
The IDF inquiry found that

two shells, hit structures in the

UN base and up to five may have
fallen within the compound.

According to foe UN report,

however, no less than 17 shells,

some of them air bursts which
explode several meters from foe

ground, hit the UNIFlL
complex.

The shelling, according to the

IDF investigation, came about as

a result of miscalculations, in-

cluding inaccurate measurements
of the UN base itself and its pre-

cise location on IDF maps of foe

region.

“Even if they really did not
know about foe civilians in foe

base, this does not give anybody
the right to shell a UN base with

non-combatants inside,” Goksel
said.

A UN source, who has
screened the video recording,

said that the film clearly shows
foe impacts of the shells on foe

camp itself.

“The most important part of

this video is that it shows that foe'

headquarters was clearly targeted

and that foe [IDF] claim that it

was hit by just two stray shells is

totally false,” said the source.

“When the information from foe

film is collated with foe craters

caused by foe impacts on foe

ground, it shows that 17 shells fell

within the compound.”
The video also clearly shows

that an unmanned aircraft was
above Kana at foe time of foe

shelling. The IDF at first main-
tained that no drones had been
sent up that day, because of bad
weather.

On Sunday, however. Deputy
Chief of General StaffMaj .-Gen’.

Matan Vilna’i confirmed that a

drone was operating over the re^

gjon. But he said it was on a
different mission and could not

focus on Kana due to the bad
weather. He said that once the

reports of the bombardment of
(Continued on Page 2)
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"The Jewel of the Israeli Banking Industry."

Salomon Brothers. 28JL%

"First International is the best regarded

of the major Israeli banks.-"

Uninn Bank nf Switzerland, global research report. 15.1195

First International is ranked No. 1 among

the five leading banks in Israel

b} Thomson Bant WhcIl .1 1296

It was not easy to achieve such high regard

from such prestigious international

institutions. If took years of hard work

and conducting business by a dearly

defined business philosophy that focuses

on safety. Mainly the protection of our

clients assets and shareholders investments.

Our state of the art practices and the

performance of our professional staff are

dearly reflected in customer satisfaction

and in our balance sheet Year after year.

FTBI's International Private Banking

offers non-Israeli residents, new

immigrants and Israelis living abroad

custom tailored products and services

that meet their individual financial needs

based on confidentiality and security;

For further information,

contact our International

Private Banking Department.

Tel Aviv, 22 Allenbv St.

Tel: (972 >-3-5 100530

Fax: 1972 1-3-5100827

or our subsidiaries:

FIBT Bank lUK). 24 Creeehurch Lane.

London EC3A5EH, Tel: (44)- 17 1-2835333.

FIB! Bank (SwitKriand). 45 Bleichenves.

Zurich 8027. Tel: (41VI-2016969

or ai the offices of Republic National Bank

ofNew York.
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NEWS The Jerusalem Post Tuesday, May 7, 1996

Peres: We will not rule

160,000 Arabs in Hebron
PRIME Minister Shimon Peres told a group of
some 20 hassidic rabbis and yeshiva beads
who entreated him not to withdraw from
Hebron that he has no intention of continuing
to rule over “160,000 Arabs in Hebron.”
“My decision on the date of the redeploy-

ment in Hebron will be based on security fac-

tors alone,” Peres told the group yesterday.

When one rabbi requested that the redeploy-

ment be postponed for three months because
the nation is split over the issue, Peres
responded that he has heard the Likud has
accepted the Oslo accords and, “if so. the

nation is not split over the issue.”

Peres said the IDF will continue to have con-

trol over the Machpela Cave, the Jewish settle-

ment in Hebron, and the access roads to these

areas.

Rabbi Simcha Hacohen Kook, chief rabbi of
Rphovot, said the meeting had nothing to do
with politics, but was about “a very Jewish
issue. We told him that our rights over Israel

stem from the matriarchs and patriarchs buried

in Hebron; and that by withdrawing from
Hebron, we are giving up our claim to Israel.

“

IDF clashes
with

Palestinians
in Kalkilya

ARIEH O'SULLIVAN

HERB KEINON

“We did not talk about politics." Kook said.

“We talked about who we are in this land."

Another participant said the emotional argu-

ments did not seem to have an impact on Peres.

The group, which had come together just for

the meeting, included seven members of

Agudat Yisrael's Council of Sages, as well as

leading Sephardi rabbis.

Rabbi Benzion Musafi said that the meet-

ing’s only goal was “to save the Jewish com-
munity and the holy sires in Hebron. I empha-
sized all the holy sites, in addition to the

Machpela Cave.”

Under the Oslo agreements, the tomb of
Otniel Ben-Kenaz. the first of the judges, is to

be handed over to the Palestinian Authority.

Israel, according to the agreement, will retain

security responsibility for the tombs of Ruth
and Yishai. the father of King David, which are

located in Tel Rumeida.
Health Minister Ephraim Sneh. Labor's liai-

son to the haredim, said some of the rabbis

came to the meeting with fears that have no

Syria, Lebanon reject US
proposals for cease-fire

monitoring group
basis.

“No decisions were made,** Sneh said. “But

it was important because the prime minister

made it clear that there is no intention to with-

draw from the Machpela Cave. The opposite is

true. The cave, and the road leading to it from

Jerusalem, will be under the IDF's full control,

and the settlement will be guarded by a signif-

icant IDF force.”

In a related matter, a Lag Ba'omer rally

against redeployment is scheduled for today in

Hebron, the third major rally in the city in a lit-

tle more than a month. The reason for the

series of rallies, said Hebron settlement

spokesman David Wilder, is that “there is no
better way to show popular support for

Hebron."
The rallies will continue next week, when

Hebron Jews expect thousands of people to

come to Hebron and Kiryar Arba for the

Shabbat marking what they are calling

“Hebron Day,” the date when Hebron came
under Israeli control during the Six Day War.

Sneh: Labor frustrated

by low haredi support, Page 3

BEIRUT (AP) - Lebanon and

Syria have rejected a US blueprint

for a five-nation monitoring group

to oversee the cease-fire that

ended Operation Grapes of Wrath.

Meanwhile, thousands ofpeople

marked Martyrs Day by journey-

ing to a mass grave in the southern

village ofKana where 91 civilians

killed in the Israeli shelling of a

UN base on April 1 8 are buried.

Martyrs Day, which Lebanon

celebrates on May 6, commemo-

rates Lebanese activists slain in

1918 during s struggle against the

Ottoman rule.

The crowds in Kana brandished

banners that described the carnage

as a “second
,

Holocaust" They

shouted slogans that labeled the

Israelis as “the neo-Nazis of die

Middle East.”

Government officials in Beirut
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SOLDIERS fired tear gas and
rubber bullets to disperse some
600 Palestinians who tried to halt

bulldozers from clearing land for

a fence around Kalkilya yester-

day.

;

Palestinian reports said at least

a dozen people were hospitalized.

Army Radio said 1 8 Palestinians

were hurt.

Reuter reported that, according

to hospital officials, nine
Palestinians were shot They said

two men were moderately wound-
ed by live bullets and seven by
robber bullets. Those hit by rubber

bullets were treated and released,

the hospital officials said.

The army declared.the Kalkilya

region a closed military zone and
barred Israelis from entering.

In a statement issued last night,

the IDF Spokesman said;

“During a gathering this after-

noon in Kalkilya to protest land

confiscation, a group of residents

started stoning tractors working
along the Green“Line. The 'IDF

•

force protecting the work dis-

persed the stone throwers with

tear gas and rubber bullets. A
number of residents were taken to

Tulkarm hospital for treatment

for slight injuries from tear gas
inhalation and rubber bullets."

The Palestinians were protest-

ing the confiscation of the land

where a ISkilometer fence is to

be erected separating Kalkilya

and other villages from IsraeL

Kalkilya Mayor Marouf Zahran
said the fence is being built on
1 ,200 dunams of Palestinian land

and came as close as 20 meters to

some homes.
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A Palestinian runs for water after a fire broke out yesterday in a Ramallah bakery, killing three people. The blaze was caused by a
gas tank explosion. (Rsn)

Youth less willing to serve in IDF
ARRIVALS

RribcAnnul meeting of the BondOfGovenns
of.Tei Aviv Univmity-
Dr. Lia Meienfeld-Venezrnsla-to tbe in

auguralion of the Venezuela Hall

INCREASINGLY fewer youths are

wOling to serve in the IDF and the

motivation to volunteer for combat
units is decreasing, according to a sur-

vey conducted by a Bar-Dan

ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

With deep sorrow we announce the passing

of our dearest and beloved sister

ANNELIESE BALABAN
The funeral will take place in Kibbutz Ein Harod Ihud

today, May 7, 1996, at 4 p.m.

Her brother David Shilonl and family

To contact the family, phone 06-5321 42

University professor

Col. Elazar Stern, head of the

IDF’s officer school, said the

army is aware of the decrease in

motivation. He blamed it on the

changing goals of a more affluent

society, adding that “the peace
process is confusing youths and
causing them to think, mistakenly,
that there is no need to serve in the

array anymore."
According to three surveys con-

ducted over the past decade by Dr.

Ya’acov Katz, head of the educa-
tion science department at Bar-
Han, there is a continual decline in

the motivation of 12th graders
regarding mandatory service in

the IDF.
“When it comes to the link

between Zionism and service,

there is a great and significant

decline." Katz said.

In 1986. he found that 93 per-

cent of secular Israelis said they
were planning on being drafted. In

1990, this dropped to 90%. and in

1995 to only 75%.
Among non-haredi religious

Israelis. 94% said in 1986 they

planned to serve, but this dropped
to 86% in 1995, Katz said. Katz,

who is religious, said the drop was
less because religious youths see

IDF service as a mitzva and part of
the redemption of the Jewish state.

Regarding intentions to serve in

combat units, 48% of secular

youth and 55% of reUgious said in

1986 they were planning on vol-

unteering to do so. But by 1995,
these figures had dropped to 34%
and 49% respectively, Katz said.

Katz said he refrained from pub-

licizing his survey until now, and
only did so after speaking with top

IDF education officers. He
claimed the IDF is aware of the

phenomena, but has not addressed

iL

His claims were backed by the

state comptroller’s report that

came out last week, which said

there was a dramatic drop in the

willingness to serve. It found that

the social climate legitimizes

evading service and labels those
who do give their time as “suck-
ers."

In an Israel Radio interview.

Stern said that once youths are
drafted their motivation to serve
remains steady.

Katz polled 900 randomly cho-
sen 12th graders, about one-third
of whom are religious, and the
results have a 3% margin of error.

I ^ I

\sJKy The American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee

— and

JDC - Israel

extend heartfelt condolences to

Zvi Sapsowitz
on the loss of his father

MOSHE YEHUDAH SAPSOWITZ
May you be comforted among the mourners of

Zion and Jerusalem

IDF

The Ministry of Justice

mourns the sudden passing

of its friend and colleague

WOLFRAM RAINER
Counselor for Legal and Consular Affairs,

Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany,

and extends heartfelt condolences to the family

(Continued from Page 1)

the UN shelters reached the IDF,

the drone was ordered to the

area.

Prime Minister Shimon Peres

denied Israel had lied when it said

it did not have an eye in the sky
above Kana.
“No. This is a totally unfound-

ed story,” Peres said of ibe

drone. “There was a drone in the

vicinity, but not above the place.

And the fact that someone with a

camera on the land has taken a

picture of the drone doesn’t mean
that the drone was overhead and

could have seen anything.

“We checked and rechecked,”

Peres said. “The army was very

careful with its story and the army
admitted when it made a mistake.

We made a mistake. We arc terri-

bly sorry. We regret [it]. But we
insist the information that was
given is correct”

Goksel said it was impossible

to ascertain what the drone was
doing at the time and what its

capabilities were.

Hard also met with Lt-Gen.

Frank van Kappen. the military

adviser to Secretary-General

Boutros Boutros-Ghali, who con-

duct the UN investigation.

(Continued from Page 1)

bring a comprehensive peau in

the Middle East Yes, this will

demand compromise - on the

Golan too.

“But we are in a race with the

Iranians and fundamentalists. It

will be a disaster if they get the

nuclear option before we make
peace. Fundamentalism can only

be dismantled by peace and im-

proved economic conditions.
This will isolate Iran.”

Netanyahu maintained that

“Labor is already engaged in ne-

gotiations that will lead to the

division of Jerusalem. Labor is

trying to conceal the fact that it

has basically agreed to a Palestin-

ian state with Jerusalem as its

capital ... Their great achieve-
ment at Taba was to get Abu
Mazen not to claim all of Jerusa-

lem, just its eastern half.”

A Likud government, he said,

would “first of all insist that Ara-

fat live up to all of his undertak-

ings. which he is not at all doing
now.

“Security will be put fully back
into the hands of the IDF. Under
a Likud government Israel w31
not agree to a Palestinian stale,

and Jerusalem will not be

‘POPOLITTKA’
divided.”

Earlier in the day, Netanyahu
contended that there is no real

difference of opinion between
himself and MK Ariel Sharon,
who said in Tiberias that "the

Oslo accords are totally unac-
ceptable to us.”

Netanyahu said that the

“agreements are bad, and we do
not approve of them. But these

bad agreements have created a
set of facts on the ground, which
we cannot ignore. It is as if we
inherited a bankrupt company.
We could not pretend that it had

no debts, but would have to

squarely face the unpleasant situ-

ation and make the best of a bad
thing.”

During Popolitika , Sharon
phoned in and agreed with Ne-
tanyahu that while tbe Oslo ac-

cords are bad, “we will have to

deal with fails accompli and will

allow the Arabs to run their, own
affairs within tbe autonomy.”

Netanyahu said be would “en-
hance the settlements,” bat re-

fused to go into details. He ar-

gued that “autonomy for the
Arabs is possible in Hebron. But
we will maintain a territorial Jew-
ish continuity.”

said presidents Hafez Assad of

Syria and Elias Hrawi of Lebanon

decided against the American pro-

posals for a cease-fire monitoring

committee in summit talks over the

weekend in Syria's Mediterranean

port city of Latakia.

The committee- was part of the

understanding mediated by US
Secretary of State Warren

Christopher in a week of shuttle

diplomacy.

The accord stipulates That a com-

mittee be formed ofrepresentatives

of the US, France, Syria, Lebanon

and Israel to monitor cease-fire vio-

lations on south Lebanon's border

with northern IsraeL

But the level of the representa-

tion, tbe mechanism of the com-
mittee’s operations, its powers

and headquarters location were

left for later contacts among the

member nations through diplo-

matic channels.

One Lebanese official said tbe

US State Department had pro-

posed die committee be fortned at

a cabinet-minister level with

headquarters in Washington and
the US holding the chair.

He- said Assad and Hrawi con-

tend tbe US proposals bestow on
the group an unwarranted political

stature that could replace die cur-

rent framework for the peace talks

on the Syrian and Lebanese tracks

with IsraeL

They. both insist-that the com-
mittee be formed of competent
security officers from the five

nations with preferable headquar-
ters at foe Lebanese, border town
of Nakoura, the command base of
foe UN peacekeeping force in the

region, foe official said.

Steering committee to

set principles for final

status talks
JOI4 BHHANUEL -

ISRAEL . and the PLO, in their :

second day of meetings in Taba
yesterday, agreed to establish a
steering committee offour or five'

members each to discuss foebasic

;

principles of negotiations to be
followed in foe permanent status

talk* .

Chief Israeli negotiator Uri
Savir, director-general of the

.Foreign Ministry, said foe steering

committee meetings, likely to

begin before foe formal talks, will

be followed by the establishment

of working groups on specific

subjects - Jerusalem, settlements,

refugees, security, borders, exter-

nal relations and others robe
defined later.

No date was set for the talks to

begin.

Saeb Erekat, speaking for foe

Palestinians at a press conference,

.

noted the aim of foe cdt* is to.

produce “a just, comprehensive
peace settlement, and to continue

to combat terror to pave the way
for a Palestinian-Israeli future

devoid of tenorand violence.” :

Tbe tire two sides .expressed
confidence that the goal could be
achieved. - . .-

. fe.

"We emphasized foe importance
of tbe struggle against tenor, the

need for rapprochement between
foe two peoples,

7* Savir said.

"Unfortunately we have not'
been successful yet as there are

still many out there who would
still like to jeopardize

.
our

achievements and our agree-
ments _. but Ihaveno doubt that

sot too far in foe future, we may
even see both a substantia] ame-
lioration of foe security situation

mid a -substantial amelioration of
the lives of foe Palestinians. If I

may ray, also in the lives of foe

Israelis, because the hardships

which each society goes through

are very different, but both are

actually the victims of potential

terror.”

.

Despite foe conciliatory womb,
distrust is not far below the sur-

face. A report that Israel had
asked chief Palestinian negotiator

Mahmoud Abbas (Abu Mazen) to

delete a reference to a UN resolu-

tion onfoe fightof retom from his

opening speechSunday night was
denied by Israel, and railed a dis-

information put out by
Pafesfouans.

’ "

A posable explanation for the

incident is dismay among some
Palestinans who questioned the

reason for foe absence of such a
reference; especially since Savir

has referred to faerinadimssibilj-

ty.of “the right of retnm? to foe,

Nobody isptedicting-easy solu-

tions to foe vital issues. Savir
emphasized that . Jerusalem will

remain foe eternal, united capital

of Israel; Abbas spoke of a
Falestiniaa state up to the 1967

borders with Arab Jerusalem as its

capitaL •

“We knew before coming there

was a big gap between us. That’s

why we're negotiating," raid
Erekat
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support

campaign heads

Rabin to appear in

Labor’s campaign ads
HEALTH Minister Ephraim
Sneh, head of Labor’s campaign
efforts in the haredi sector, said
that the support that much of the

haredi public has already
expressed for Likud 'leader
Binyamm Netanyahu is creating.

.

frustration among Labor leaders.

Sneh, speaking on Aiutz 7, was
responding to a press report quot-
ing Housing. Minister Binyamin
Ben-Eliezer, head of Labor’s

HERB KEINON

campaign staff, saying, “We win
settle accounts with die haredim
after die elections.”

According to these reports,

Ben-Eliezer said, “No where is it

written that we have to give bud-
getary preference to haredim,
instead of to other sectors. There
are many other sectors who have
been fair with Labor and who
deserve more than the haredim.”

According to Sneh, “we are

doing much in the way of con-
struction and education for the

haredim, to close gaps that have
remained for years, and we are

also speaking in a way that

expresses the desire to build die

bridges anew.” Therefore, Sneh
said, it is not surprising that there

are expressions of frustration after

haredim come out in support of
Netanyahu.

‘Labor Party may lose Arab
votes over Lebanon’

PRIME minister Yitzhak Rabin will appear in

Labor's election campaign as of today, via

newspaper ads and the party's television

broadcasts.

Labor will publish ads - bearing the slogan

“This peace cannot be stopped" - featuring die

famous photograph of Rabin and Prime Minister

Shimon Peres taken at the peace rally on
November 4. the night Rabin was assassinated.

Labor campaign information director Haim
Ramon would not say whether Labor will use
video clips showing right-wing incitement and
violence when he announced the parry's latest

tactics yesterday, noting only that “we will

make use of anything relevant and important
for the public to know."
Clips featuring Rabin will appear in Labor’s

first television ad campaign tomorrow night,

Ramon said.

One of Labor's broadcasts will depict Peres

M1GHAL YUDELMAN

as a "big daddy" figure, taking care of the next

generation. Peres will be shown surrounded by
hundreds of youths singing “We're all with

you" and hugging and kissing him.
"We will not say that everything is golden,

but we will show the prevailing optimistic

atmosphere among the public, as we all know
it to be, whether during the day or in die traf-

fic jams at 2 a.m. on weekends/' Ramon said.

He said one of Labor’s challenges is to per-

suade right-wing voters, who do nor feel

Netanyahu is suitable for prime minister, to

support Peres without attacking the whole
right-wing or harming its legitimacy.

For this reason. Labor’s campaign does not
attack Netanyahu personally, Ramon said.

Asked about the reported criticism of the

“soft” campaign line, Ramon said Peres had

made certain comments, but approved the line

recommended by the campaign staff. He added;

that every campaign move was approved by
Peres.

Labor will not ignore the problem of terror-

ism, “but will deal with ir in a realistic way, nor

to scare the public, as die Likud is doing to

make people support it," Ramon said.

Labor will show’ the Iranian efforts to influ-

ence public opinion against Peres, by planning
terrorist attacks in Israel, especially on election

day, based on the facts provided by the intelii-

'

gence and security services, he said.

Labor's surveys of the "public climate" on
March 7, after the terrorist attacks, showed
40.5% of the public believed Peres would win
the elections, while an equal number thoughi'

Netanyahu would triumph. On surveys taken
between March 29 and April S, 503% believed
Peres would win, and 22.1% Netanyahu.

THE Labor Party and Prime Minister
Shimon Peres could lose tens of thousands of Israeli

Arab votes because of Operation Grapes of Wrath,
and especially the Kana shelling tragedy in which
over 100 Lebanese civilians died.

This is the assessment of Israeli Arab politicians

and some academics who took part in a seminar in
Tel Aviv yesterday on the “Arab Vote in the
Forthcoming Elections.”

Arab candidates, notably Abdel Malik Dahamshe
flora die Islamic Movement, which has forged ajoint
list with MK Abdul Wahab Darawshe’s Democratic
Arab Party (DAP), and Hadash representative Dn
Ahmed Sa’ad, stressed that die Arab vote is not in

Peres’s pocket They spoke in a panel debate during
tiie seminar organized by Tbl Aviv University’s
Dayan Center ro cooperation with the Adenauer
Foundation. Dr. Elie Rekhess, head of -the program
on Arab politics at the university, concurred with the

assessment, although he stressed that the situation

could easily change by election day. Around 450,000
non-Jews, representing some 12 percent of the elec-

torate, will be eligible to vote in the Knesset elec-

tions on May 29. Voter turnout among Israeli Arabs
reached just 69% - much lower than the Jewish sec-

tor - in the last elections. Prior to Operation Grapes
of Wrath, it was expected that it would rise this time

DAVID RUDGE
to as high as 80%, or around 360,000

votes.

Surveys carried out several months ago indicated

that Peres would win 90% of the Arab ballot in the

direct elections for prime minister. The polls also

indicated that the Labor Party was likely to double its

share of die Arab vote from 20% to 40%.
Since then, however, there have been two signifi-

cant events which have thrown these calculations

into disarray - the Kana tragedy and the fact that

Arab-orientated parties have once again failed to

field a unified list.

Instead, four lists will be competing fra the votes

of those Israeli Arabs who do not support any of the

so-called Zionist parties. These are the joint Islamic

Movement-DAP list. Hadash, Dr. Ahmed Tibi 's Arab
Alignment for Change, and Mohammed Zeidan’s

Progressive Alliance.

Rekhess said there was disenchantment among
Arab voters with Labor over the fighting in Lebanon
and with the Islamic Movement, because it had failed

to forge a unified Arab list.

“This will undoubtedly lead once again to a split in

the Arab vote.

How it will ultimately affect the vote in the direct

elections and for die Labor party, however, remains
to be seen,” said Rekhess.

Third Way charges Clinton,

Peres made deal on Syria
MEMBERS of the Hurd Way
claimed yesterday to have evi-

dence of an agreement between

US President Bill Clinton and
Prime Minister Shimon Peres.

Clinton, they said, agreed to post-

pone negotiations with Syria until

after the elections, and Jteres said

.

he would provide a major break-

-

through before the US elections in

November.
Party No. 2 YehudaHard told a

news conference that the party

had received this information

from various sources in Congress

and had verified it in other places.

He did not specify names.

Hard said the meaning of the

agreement is that by November
Feres would declare the Golan
Heights to be Syrian territory and
agree to pull back to the interna-

tional border “10 meters from the

Kinneret”
He said Labor's platform and

L1AT COLLINS

Peres's statements on intensive

negotiations with Syria after the

elections also fit in with this

agreement
From statements made by

Clinton, Peres and Syrian offi-

cials, Hand said, it would seem,

news of such an agreement was
forwarded to President Hafez
Assad by Secretary of State

Warren Christopher during the

talks on the Lebanese problem.

Third Way leader Avigdor
Kafaalani noted that Peres had
claimed the agreement with

Hizbullah, operating with Syrian

cooperation, would last “at least

until the elections.”

The Prime Minister's Office

was unavailable for comment last

night.

Kahalani presented a plan to test

to what extent Damascus is intent

on “tnre peace." Under his plan, a

Jordanian and an Egyptian divi-

sion would replace the IDF forces

in South Lebanon. This would
allow Israel to pull back to the

international border [with

Lebanon], while preserving the

peace there and pulling the mg
out from under the Syrians’ feet.”

He called on Peres to reveal his

stands and promises before the

election.

Kahalani promised the Third
Way would submit a bill calling

for a special Knesset majority and
public referendum on concessions

on the Golan Heights and
Jerusalem, and make joining any
government conditional on the

renewal of large-scale develop-

ment and building on the Golan
Heights.

He said said the Third Way
would not join any government
that would decide to withdraw
from the Golan Heights.

National Religious Party MK Shaul Yahalom (right) embraces actor/director Yehuda Barkan, who has volunteered to work for the-.

party’s campaign, at NRP headquarters yesterday. Barkan, who reportedly became religiously observant recently, will appear in the"
party's television commercials. (ippa>

Law allows Knesset to reject cabinet

WHAT happens if the Knesset
refuses to approve the govern-

ment chosen by the prime minis-

ter?

This question was one of many
raised in the Knesset House
Committee, which met yesterday

to discuss the shape of the

Knesset after the first direct elec-

tion for prime minister. And like

many of the other questions, it

remained unanswered.

Under the new Basic Law: The

UAT COLLINS

Government, a prime minister

chosen by direct election has to

present his cabinet, of no less than

eight and no more than 1 8 minis-

ters, to the Knesset within 45
days. If he cannot gain approval

for the government, he must
return to the polls.

Knesset legal adviser Zvi Inbar

pointed out that the new law is

inconsistent, and it is not com-
pletely clear the cabinet needs the

Knesset approval. Speaker
Shevah Weiss called the new law
“confused.”

Committee chairman Elie

Goldschmidt said this clause

allows the Knesset in effect to

vote no-confidence in the prime
minister before the Knesset fin-

ishes its first meeting.

"I fear that it basically allows

the Knesset to overrule the demo-
cratically chosen prime minister,"

Goldschmidt said, although he
admitted it avoid a situation in

which the prime minister does not

enjoy the support of the majority

of MKs.
Despite the problems raised by •

the new law, Goldschmidt said be.

sure the threat of being dragged

'

into another general election will

be enough to ensure the cabinet’s

endorsement by MKs from differ-

ent parties. He also said the small-

er parties will act as a balance.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Hussein won't endorse candidates
King Hussein will not take a position on the upcoming Knesset

and prime ministerial elections, Israel Radio reported yesterday.

Hussein said he hoped Israel would “contribute seriously and
honestly” to the peace process and that “all parties wi)J advance

toward a global settlement in the region.” Jerusalem Post Staff

Hadash won’t endorse Peres
Members of foe Hadash list met with Minister Yosa Beilin

yesterday and told him they bad not been persuaded to publicly

call on Israeli Arabs to vote for Prime Minister Shimon Peres,

Israel Radio repeated. Beilin win meet with other Arab lists in foe

next few days. Jerusalem Post Staff

Thai workers told to stop hunting
Thai Ambassador Dr. Ronarong Nuphakon issued an appeal

yesterday to all Thai workers here to stop hunting. He said that

hunting is illegal here and violates local customs, and that

engaging in tire practice gives Thais a negative image. He said any

Thai caught would be punished and expelled from foe country, ldm

Rabbinical judge attacked
Rabbi Eliahu Abarjil, chiefjudge of the Beersheba Rabbinical

Court, was attacked and slightly injured by two assailants

yesterday as be left his Jerusalem home. The attack was apparently

due to a halachic ruling, police said. At about 7 a.RL, Abarjil was
approached in foe Baka neighborhood by foe two, wbo sprayed

him with rear gas and beat him! Abarjil tried to resist, and two
worshipers at a nearby synagogue came to his aid. The attackers

fled in a van. Abarjil said be thought foe attack was doe to a recent

halachic ruling, but refused to say what it related to. Itim

Peres announces aid plan for North
PRIME Minister Shimon Peres

and Finance Minister Avraham
Shobat announced a NIS 750 mil-

lion aid package fra northern bor-

der communities last night.

During a meeting at foe Defense
Ministry, Peres and Shohat
informed Ma’alot Mayor MK
Shlomo Buhbut. chairman of foe

confrontation line communities,
of the assistance, which comes in

addition to existing budgets.

Peres said the package is aimed
at giving top national priority to

the communities in general, and
Kiryat Shmona in particular.

The specifics of foe package
have yet to be finalized, and Peres

and Shohat will bring foe itemized

list to foe cabinet fra approval.

Under foe plan. Peres said

Kiryat Shmona residents would be

given a 20 percent income tax

break and a 50% discount on
municipal taxes (arnona). and a
permit would be given to the

Holiday Inn chain to build a hotel

in foe city. An industrial plant

would also be set up in the town. -

Shohat also said he would work
on a plan to encourage the estab-

lishment of small businesses in

the town. (Itim)
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WORLD NEWS

New
Spanish
premier
kicks off

withEU
warning

MADRID (Reuter) - New
Prime Minister lose Maria
Aznar and his government took

up office yesterday with a thin-

Jy veiled threat of retaliation if

.Other European Union states

fail to wail for Spain on the

road to a single currency.

.. Foreign Minister Abel
Matures, an experienced for-

mer member of the EU’s exec-

utive European Commission,
issued the warning in inter-

views with Spain's two main
dailies and a leading radio sta-

tion just hours before King
Juan Carlos swore in the cabi-

net.

Aznar, a conservative 43-
year-old former tax inspector
who took over this weekend
from long-serving Socialist

premier Felipe Gonzalez, says
his top aim is to cut spending
so Spain can meet strict eco-

nomic standards and join a sin-

gle currency.
“At the current rate, we won't

make it in time, so an extra

effort will be needed...even so.

it will not be easy," Matutes
told his interviewers.

Asked what would happen if

Spain were not ready to join a
first wave into Economic and
Monetary Union (EMU) when
-EU states are assessed in early
1 998, he replied:

*'
“It seems to me a reasonable

-idea to stop the clock of mone-
tary union for a few months so
that a few more of us can jump
6n ro the bandwagon. It's even
Hkely this will happen.
'•* "What's more. I don’t think
France will want to leave out

' (of EMU) countries of the size

of Spain and Italy, with com-
petitive economies." he added.

A Bosnian Serb girl waits for food inside a Red Cross soup kitchen in the former Bosnian Serb-held district ofGrbavica yesterday^Rcucri

William Colby’s body found
ROCK POINT. Maryland (AP) -

Authorities identified a body
found yesterday as that of retired

spymaster William E. Colby, who
supervised the CIA's coven war-
fare campaign in Viemam and
then tried to clean up the agency
in its darkest hours.

SgL Timothy Plummer of the

Charles County Sheriff's Office
confirmed the body was Colby's.
The 76-year-old Colby, who
served as Central Intelligence

Agency director in the Nixon and
Ford administrations, had been

hismissing since going out m
canoe more than a week ago.

Plummer said the body was
found around 8 a.m. on the bank
of the Wicomico River not far

from Colby's vacation home in

this southern Maryland town. A
searcher in a boat found it.

Colby was likely alive when he
fell into the water and got
hypothermia and drowned, said

Ll Mark Sanders, a spokesman
for the state Department of
Natural Resources' police force.

He adde-d: “There is nothins
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unusual about this case at all"

Colby had been missing since he

told his wife. Sally Sheltoo-Colby,

April 27 by phone that he was
going canoeing. She was visiting

her mother in Houston at the time.

The canoe was found April 28
overturned on a sandbar about a

half km from his vacation home.
The area is near where the

Wicomico empties into the

Potomac River.

Reporters were being kept some
distance from the site yesterday

morning. At one point. Ms,
Shelton-Colby, could be seen tak-

ing a glimpse of the body, and
appeared to nod her head up and
dowo as she walked away. Last
week, she had expressed the hope
that Colby would him up, injured

and awaiting rescue.

Experts had said that natural

processes, including changes in

water temperature, eventually
bring a body to the surface.

The search, which at one time
included dogs, divers sonar equip-
ment and dragging lines, had been
scaled back in recent days.

As CIA director from 1973 to

1976, Colby was perfect for the

job: colorless, soft-spoken,

bespectacled, precise and thin. He
fit this published description: “Mr.
Colby never seems to have a hair

or an emotion out of place.”

Even Colby conceded in his

197S memoir Honorable Man:
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Gutted Pans bank $2
struggles to return

to normal
i.. fire that gutted its world

PARIS (AP) - Ravaged bya^^ Ly^s struggled yester-

headquarters, financially founderine

day to return to normal. — Oneoed for business as usual a

The bank said its 2^00 branch offiws P^1

trading room housing

day after the fire, which broke out Sunday m a

computers and quickly kv *e hundreds of thousands

No safes were damaged by i6-hour battle to con-

of liters of water sprayed by

m\ the fire, a bank spokestran
gggjf; out untii 12:30 a.m. ye*

Firefighters didn't declare the blaze offlmauy bums
terday. Fifty-two firefighters and ^je building^
inhalation. The fire destroyed most of

the famed Place de VOpen in fee heart of Fans an

state-owned hank ^Hng from financial^ ^ t0Q rapidiy ^
Once France's biggest bank, indusnial and

the late 1980s and took heavy losses from Ul-raiea movie,

real estate ventures.
, vear at an estimated cost of

SSSSwtai*£ * “p-^tonom

“^At a period when we were just sorting » recover, we didn’t need

this," bank chairman Jean Peyrelevade tola Fane -
r.

f
vnc

Peyrlevsde said the building, valued at abwt '.5 bDbon “rams (NB

900 million i was insured. He said bank clients shouldn t worry ana

viBl funcuons to offic“

“^SS^u^s would have to decide^whether to rebuild the

headquarters as it was or find “another solution. __
Marc Poli. head of capital markets, said about50 woikexs were han-

dling international deals in a backup location in Pans, and that about 20

^ =_ v j , citiianon is imDrovme. ne
dung international deals in a backup location ui r**

. „ r*

traders in London were helping out- "The situation is improving, 1m
said.

All of the bank's computer records are safe because backups are kept

in other locations, said Credit Lyonnais spokesman Nicolas Chame. But

the 2,500 employees who normally work at the headquarters stay«J

home yesterday as officials mopped up the mess.

Investigators were trying to determine what caused the fire, there

were no indications it was set. Philippe Massoni, a police official, said

an electrical short-circuit may have been to blame.

Afy Life in the CIA, being “the tra-

ditional gray man, so inconspicu-

ous that he can never catch die

waiter's eye in a restaurant"
Colby began his intelligence-

career during World War n, para-
chuting into Fiance and Norway
to fight the Nazis. Years later, he
headed die CIA’s Saigon offira

during and ran the pacification

program and its Phoenix project
aimed -.at rooting out the Viet
Cong; the communist apparatus
within South Vietnam.
The Viet Cong were severely

weakened by Phoenix with more
than 20,000 suspects killed, near-
ly 30,000 captured and 18,000
persuaded to defect
Summoned to Washington to

answer charges about Phoenix
before a Senate committee in

1970, Colby defended the project

butconceded there may have been
“some illegal killing."

He was nominatedto be director

on May 10, 1973, by' President
Nixon, then struggling to extricate

himself from Watergate.

After a major congressional
investigation of the CIA, includ-

ing allegations that it was
involved in overseas assassination

plots, illegal domestic spying,
illegal eavesdropping and CIA
experimentation with LSD, the
president fired him and Defense
Secretary James R. Schlesingeron
the same day, Nov. 2, 1975.

Australian leaders call

for end to TV violence
Canberra (Renter) -
Australian politicians yesterday

'

called for a crackdown on violent
television and video games as well
as tighter gun controls following -

last -week's massacre at Port
Arthur that left35 people dead.
Prime Minister John Howard

told parliament the government
wanted a ban on aB automatic and
semi-automatic guns, la a six-

month amnesty owners could sur-

.

render them, with mandatory jail

for those who didn't.
'

' '

Bnt fee new gun laws to be
worked out wife state leaders on
Friday would notbe fee only solu-
tion, he said.

“The causes of that dreadful
event tie deeper than Simply; fee
inadequacy" of our ^gun control

laws.” Howard said. “They go to

aspects of the kind of society we

are, they go to issues concerning

violence on screen and videos.”

. “They also...raise legitimate

questions about contemporary
altitudes towards fee treatment of

mental health problems.”

A lone gunman armed wife a

high-powered rifle killed 35 peo-

ple hist week at the historic Port

Arthur convict site 50 km south-

east of Hobart in Tasmania.
'• It was Australia’s worst mass
nmtder since atrocities committed
against Aborigines last century.

Queensland state Police
Minister Russell Cooper, from the

conservative National Party, also
called forinvestigations ofviolent

Language barrier lands

Turks in jailfor silliness
DNJPROPETROYSK, Ukraine (AP)— Two Ibridsh businessmen were
detained in Ukraine far “accosting” residents wife silly signs after get-

ting lost on fee subway, newspapers reported yesterday.

The two young men, in Ukraine upon invitation by local business

partners, had left their hotel to see the sights of Dnipropetrovsk in cen-
tral Ukraine, when they lost their way. The visitors did not speak
Ukrainian or Russian, newspapers said.

They approached passersby to ask for help, showing handwritten signs
which fee Turks thought indicated fee name of their hotel -and fee near-
est subway station. . . V '>

They hadcarefully copied down the Cyrillic letters from signs outside

. their hotel and subway stop, but failed to understand their meaning, the
report said.

One sign said '“Sony, no vacancies.” the other said “Entrance.”
- Subway police detained the men for causing a disturbance and
“accosting young women," the newspaper said. They were released two
hours later, when their translators were found.
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MOSCOW (AP) r- Russia’s' In London, the Foreign Office
countCT^ntfcffigpnce service said issued a statement saying: “Were-
yesterday its agents have captured gardtbe kind of allegations being
agovennnenT empkjyeesp^ingftH- made as annpletefy. unjustified,”

die British, and thatseveral British and warned of retaliation for the
diplomats .would be expelled in posable expulsions of diplomats,

connection with the cas^.. “If die unjustified expulsions of
The suspect had “direct access” British. Embassy officials are con-

to classified information and con- finned, an appropriate response
fessed to passingon information of win follow,” the Foreign Office
“a political, defense and strategic said. ...
nature.” said Alexander Zdano- The ITAR-Tass news agency
vich, drief ^jokesman forthe Fed- said the. suspect was arrested in

era) Security Service. April was being held at Lefor-
He said the man would be, tovo Prison in Moscow. News re-

charged with treason, which is ports said he was motivated by
punishable by death greed and was supposedly well
The Federal Security Service, paid by his handlers.

(FSB), which is Russia’s counter- The case is just the latest in a
intelligence and domestic security- long history of tit-fbr-tat spying ao-
agency, said the

.
suspect was creations and expulsions,

caught “red-handed” with nnspeo- Earlier fbfe year, Russia frfrfc*
8*)

ified espionage gear, white making out a British buanessman for sns-
contact with “bis headquarters.” pected spying. Last summer, Brit-
The man confessed to being re- ain aAurf a Russian journalist in

cruited by the British in the mid-
. London to. leave the country be-

1990s and revealed his contacts cause his presence “was not con-
witfi British agents, the FSB said. ducive to the pubhc good in terms
As a result, several “British in- of national security.”

teffigence officers who worked no- And in 1994, Russia expelled
der the embassy cover” would be die head of the Moscow office of
expelled from Russia, it said, v MI6, the British inteQigience agen-
The suspect’s name was not re- cy. In return, Britain expelled a

leased. British officials in Moscow senior Russian diplomat-
declined comment although die Ken Robertson of Reading Uni-
British ambassador, & Andrew vrasity, an academic who special-

Wood, was summoned to die For- izes in mteffigence, said one goal
eign Ministry Monday for what- of British spying in Russia is to^ Zdanovich called a “a resolute gather mformation on weapons of
protest.” mass destruction.

*n Itaderv
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Yeltsin: Election will

be held on time

*

MOSCOW (AP) - Trying to

quash doubts about his govern-

ment’s commitment to democra-
cy, Boris Yeltsin said yesterday

that next month’s presidential

election wifi be held on schedule

and chided a top aide for suggest-
ing it be postponed.

His remarks came after bis se-

curity chief and confidant, Lt-
Gen. Alexander Korzhakov,
confirmed what many suspected

Kremlin officials were thinking

by recommending the .June 16
vote be put off to avoid “new
bloodshed.”

Politicians from liberals to
hard-liners denounced his com-
ments as a self-serving tactic that

showed the KremHn fears it will

lose the election to Communist
leader Gennady Zyuganov.

“1 trust in the wisdom of Rus-
sian voters,” Yeltsin said.

“That’swhy elections willbeheld
at tiie time determined by the

constitution.”

The president, who has prem-
ised numerous, times that the

election will be held on time, said

he told Koizhakov “not to med-
dle in politics and not to make
such statements airy more.”
But in remarks carried by the

Interfax news agency, he made it

clear that he does not think Korz-

hakov’s fears are misplaced.

“Several people, not only

Korzhakov, believe that Zyugan-
ov’s victory would be the begin-

ning of a civil war,” Yeltsin

emphasized.
Russian law requires the presi-

dential election to be held this

June, and there are no legal

grounds to postpone it, the Cen-

tral Election Commission reiter-

ated yesterday.

In addition, any postponement
would stir widespread anger
among Russians and might jeop-

ardize international political and
financial support.

In Washington, for instance,

presidential spokesman Mike
McCrary said the Clinton admin-

istration
.
was concerned with

Korzhakov's remarks, “but also

welcomes the immediate repudi-

ation of those remarks by Presi-

dent Yeltsin.”

One of Yeltsin’s main tactics

during an aggressive campaign
has been to rase a “red scare”

with voters, portraying the Com-
munists as capable of inflicting

fatal damage on the nation’s po-
litical and market reforms.

The Communists, for their

part, accuse Yeltsin of plotting to

fix or scrap the election.

Korzhakov said in an interview

published Sunday in Tfie Observ-

er newspaper in London that

elections mil inevitably lead to

violence.

“A lot of influential people are

in favor' of postponement, and
Tm in favor of it too, because we
need stability,” be said.

Korzhakov said Sunday night

that his comments reflected Jbus

personal opinions. But they

raised an immediate alarm in the

tense political atmosphere.
UltranationalistVladimir Zhir-

inovsky said Korzhakov’s re-

marks show that top officials in

the Russian government know
they are losing.

“They will stage provocations

and bloodshed. They are ready to

strangle, bribe, and stage provoca-

tions in order to stay in power," be
told a rally of about 1,000 people

in St Petersburg yesterday.

IndianPM prays as polling ends
NEW DELHI (Reuter) - Prime Minister P.V. Narasunha Rao ended

his campaign and retreated to a temple on Monday to pray for victory

in general elections that win decide his role in India’s future.

Rao flew to his home state of Andhra Pradesh to visit the temples of

Tinrpati to offer homage to Lord Vcnkateswara, a manifestation of
** Vishnu, the protector of the Hindu pantheon.

The Press Trust ofIndia (PTI) said hewould remain there daring the

final main phase of the elections on Tuesday, when more than 200

million people are eligible to vote in 183 constituencies across 12 states.

It said Rao, 74, would stay overnight at the Tinunala temple and

take part in special pre-dawn rituals, or “pujas to Lord

Vcnkateswara.
, _ ,

AH but six constituencies of the 545-member lower house, Lok
Sabha, would have voted by Tuesday, rounding off most of polling that

ends on May 30. Senior cabinet ministers, conscious of growing

pressure on Rao’s leadership of Congress if the party fares poorly- as

forecast by most opinion polls — have rallied behind him.

But Industry Minister Kramoth Karunakaran stack to his stand that

a leadership challenge will mount after, the elections to consider

replacement of Rao as party president.
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Street fighters with Charles Taylor’s NPFL defend their position in Monrovia yesterday. I Reuter)

US troops open fire in Monrovia

as rival forces’ gunfire persists
MONROVIA (Reuter) - US marines opened
fire to protect their embassy in Liberia's capi-

tal yesterday and sporadic shooting echoed
around the city after the deadline for a truce

promised by dominant faction leader Charles
Taylor.

Mediators focused their efforts on rallying

support for a West African summit on Liberia

in Ghana tomorrow. Foreign ministers were
doe to meet in Ghana's capital Accra today.

US marines opened fire during a morning
of shooting in Monrovia. “Some fire was di-

rected atone ofthe marine emplacementsand
they did fire back,” Ambassador William Mi-
lam told reporters. He said there was no sign

of casualties.

US marines shot dead three Liberians on
April 30 after a 10-day truce collapsed and
fighting moved close to the embassy.
Sporadic shooting continued yesterday af-

ter a midday deadline set for a truce promised
by Taylor, who launched the war in 1989 and
whose forces have been at the center of a

month-long stand-off with ethnic Krahn
rivals.

Krahn fighters left their base in the main
army barracks when it came under attack in

heavy morning fighting, and pushed back

Taylor’s men from city center positions.

Taylor, a vice-chairman on the transitional

ruling Council of State, announced a unilater-

al truce on British Broadcasting Corporation
radio to coincide with the talks in Ghana.
Commanders of his National Patriotic

Front of Liberia (NPFL) and its ULIMO-K
allies said they were aware of the truce but
would defend themselves if fired upon. “How
can we observe the cease-fire when they’re

still shooting at us?” one commander, who
gave his name as Col. Tito, said.

Taylor said the peace process was on track

but he would not attend the Accra summit.
He said the truce had been agreed in tele-

phone negotiationswith mediators from Nige-

ria and Guinea. Several cease-fires have come
and gone.

Freed American slavesset up Liberiaas Afri-

ca's first independent republic in 1847. The war

has lulled more than 150,000 people, driven

over half the pre-war population of 2.5 million

from their homes and wrecked the economy.
Sunday saw some of the worst fighting since

battles broke out a month ago between Tay-
lor's men and Krahn loyal to Roosevelt John-

son, whom the Americans flew out for the

talks.

Sunday's fighting set the dty ablaze and
rubble and telegraph poles were still smolder-

ing yesterday morning.
Troops from the West African ECOMOG

peacekeeping force intervened on Sunday to

drive militia fighters off the streets.

“The Krahn set the houses alight and used
the smoke as cover to attack," said one man
still living in the city center who asked not to

be named. “They looted everything and left.”

A dead body lay amid debris and empty
beer cans littering Randall Street outside

newly looted Stop and Shop supermarket.

Taylor’s men milled around the Mamba
Point diplomatic area yesterday, loading their

weapons and cleaning their stolen cars.

Fighting broke out on April 6 when the

ruling council and gunmen loyal to Taylor and
fellow council vice-chairman Alhaji Kromah
tried to arrest Johnson for murder.
The Americans, who have an amphibious

battle group off Monrovia, have airlifted out
more than 2,000 foreign nationals.

Thousands of Liberians are sheltering in a
compound near the US embassy. Thousands
more are trying to flee by sea. About 2,000
left on Sunday on a rusty, overloaded Nigeri-

an freighter.

The Accra talks will discuss a new disarma-

ment and election timetable and how to rein-

force the ECOMOG peacekeepers.

Burundi army blames massacre on Hutu rebels
BUJUMBURA (Reuter) - Bu-
rundi’s Tutsi-dominated army
changed its version yesterday

about the year's worst massacre

and blamed Hutu rebels for a
Slaughter in which humanitarian

sources say 235 Hutu civilians

were killed.

“Despite what we said earlier,

it now seems that there was an

incident at Buhoro,” defense

ministry spokesman Lieutenant-

Colonel Xsaie Nibizi told Reuter.

“Following a conflict between

the military and the (Hutu) rebels,

the rebels continued to use the

local dvifian population as a shield

and it was then that this event

(massacre) occurred,” he said.

Nibizi, speaking by telephone

after U.N. monitors finally decid-

ed to visit the scene, did not con-

firm that soldiers killed the
civilians.

Earlier yesterday he denied that

any incident occurred at Buhoro
on April 26. On Sunday humani-
tarian sources provided a detailed

account of the slaughter of 235

civilians, mainly women and chil-

dren, and said soldiers were
responsible.

In his later comments Nbizi said

he did not know how many people

were killed but expected the fig-

ures would be available following

the return of UN human rights

monitors.

The army earlier denied any

knowledge of the massacre while

the senior United Nations official

in Burundi kept silent on the worst

reported mass killing this year.

The UN special representative

in Burundi, Marc Faguy, refused

to discuss the matter with journal-

ists on Monday.
The UN monitors left for the

area a day after news of the inci-

dent was published but at least sax

days after reports of a major mas-

sacre began circulating in

Bujumbura.
“How could this have hap-

pened? You can hide one or two
people but not 200 plus. There
would have to be a grave some-
where,” Nibizi had told foreign

reporters earlier.

Humanitarian sources said on
Sunday that 136 women, 87 chil-

dren and 12 men were killed by
men of Burundi's army, which is

overwhelmingly recruited from the

Tuts army, in apparent reprisal

for a raid by Hutu rebels.

Only 11 of the victims were
killed by gunshots. The rest were

slain by bayonets, knives and ma-
chetes, the sources said.

Maioufa Diabira, head of the

UN Centre for Human Rights in

Bujumbura, told Reuter that three

human rights monitors had been

sent to investigate.

They left early yesterday for

Mutoyi township dose to Buhoro,
he said.

On May 3 Diabira told reporters

that ‘important meetings and se-

curity considerations” had pre-

vented the human rights team

from visiting the scene.

“We don't warn investigation of

one massacre to stop us from being

able to investigate others,” he said

at the time.

The humanitarian sources, fear-

ing for their own safety and that of

survivors, refused to be quoted by
name or organization by journal-

ists who visited Buhoro during the

weekend.

But the sources induded wit-

nesses to the attack, people who
personally verified the body count

and others who took testimony

from witnesses.

The army is fighting a bush war
against Hums of Leonard Nyangp-
ma’s Forces for the Defense of

Democracy (FDD).
Both sides slaughter civilians as

a matter of course, diplomats say,

but the army has never admitted

committing any of the large massa-

cres it has been accused of in the

past three years of ethnic conflict.

Serb war

crimes

suspect:

Charges

based

on lies

THEHAGUE (Reuter) -The de-

fendant in the fast trial at the UN
war crimes tribunal for formerYu-
goslavia has said that the charges

against him are based on false ac-

cusations, Dutch television report-

ed yesterday.

Dutch television said it had spo-
ken to the defendant Dusan Tadic
by telephone on the eve of his trial

and that he had said witnesses

would dear his name, if allowed to

testify from a remote studio m
Bosnia. He planned to go on hun-
ger strike if they were not allowed

to testify from Bosnia, it added.
Dutch television news played a

recording of a telephone conversa-
tion which it said it had held with
Tadic.

“Absolute lies have been made
about me. The prosecutor has ac-

cepted them blindly and not taken
the time to investigate a single one
of those accusations," Tadic said.

“If the tribunal grants our re-

quest to allow my witnesses to tes-

tify by satellite from Banja Luka, I

know for sure that I will go free.

But if our request is not granted, I

will go on hunger strike.”

A tribunal spokesman was not

immediately able to verify that the

voice was that of Tadic, but con-
firmed that he was able to make
outgoing calls from the tribunal’^

detention center.

Tadic, 40, is to go on trial today

on charges of killing, torturing,

and raping Moslems and Croats in

northwest Bosnia.

SA delays

poll in

Zulu region

:

CAPE TOWN (Reuter) - South
Africa yesterday postponed
local elections in volatile
KwaZulu-Natal province from
May 29 until not later' than the

end of June, cabinet minister

Chris Fismer said.

.
He told reporters after a 5Vi-

hour cabinet meeting, which
was originally scheduled to last

just 90 minutes, that measures
recommended by a special task

force would be implemented to

ensure a credible and peaceful

poll in June.

“It was unanimously agreed
that the election date be
postponed to a date not later

than the end of June so as to

enable the implementation of

the proposal of the presidential

task group," he said.

Zulu Chief Mangosuthu
Buthelezi, whose Inkatha
Freedom Party is expected to

win control of a majority of the

local councils in the violence-

plagued Zulu homeland
province, said he went along
with the decision reluctanti-

fy- :

“We are just hoping that this

will have a calming effect and
that we are not unleashing
forces which we cannot
control,” Buthelezi to!<S

reporters.
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The UN Kana report

THERE may be something salutary in the

nasty internal United Nations report on

the Kana incident It can serve as an

object lesson in the dangers posed by a pro-

longed presence of an international peace-keep-

ing force on Israel’s borders.

The report, still officially unpublished, was
obviously intended to embarrass Israel. Leaked

to reporter Robert Fisk, a Beirut-based Briton

known for anti-Israel (and anti-American) viru-

lence, it asserts that Israel lied when it said that

the shelling of refugees in the UN compound
was a mistake.

Israel has stated that a combination of minor

errors in map charting, the absence of informa-

tion about the presence of the refugees, and

weather conditions which made effective air

reconnaissance impossible caused the lethal

100-meter deviation in the shelling. That the

firing as such was justified is beyond doubL The

UN commander himself admitted that Israeli

troops had been fired on by the Hizbullah from

the binges of the UN encampment
But the original Israeli report, issued in haste

to satisfy the demand of both government and

press, was mistaken in asserting that only a
' stray shell or two fell in the UN camp. The
tragically erroneous targeting lasted longer, and

the number of shells which hit the camp was
larger. But to imply that Israel would deliberate-

ly kill 90 civilians under UN protection is to

attribute not only savagery to the IDF, but

infinite stupidity. If there was a mistake in

judgment, it was in the government’s assump-

tion that massive shelling can be “surgical,”

and that errors can be avoided. As the US
discovered to its embarrassment during the Gulf

War, even the most advanced technology can-

not prevent an occasional mistake which results

in a major tragedy.

But the UN report, according to the BBC,

embarrasses not only Israel. It confirms what

Israeli soldiers in the field have known for a

long time: that Hizbullah, guerrillas were al-

lowed to find shelter in the UN base shortly

after firing on Israeli positions. The UN, then,

serves not only as the protector of dvflians in

Lebanon, but of armed anti-Israel militias.

Incidents in which UN peacekeepers have

been threatened and shot at by Hizbullah gun-

men have been known for a long time, and it is

hardly surprising that the relatively helpless UN
forces feel forced to give them shelter. Nor have
the UNIFIL forces in southern Lebanon been of

any use in preventing hostilities. If anything,

they have impeded Israel’s freedom of action

against the Hizbullah and other hostile forces.

Prime Minister Shimon Peres is obviously

aware of the UN role. Stating that the UN was
partly to blame for the Kana tragedy, he assert-

ed yesterday that “the UN allowed the Hizbul-

lah to establish two positions near its installa-

tion, one for launching Katyusha rockets and

the other for launching mortar shells.”

Yet the government, intending to relinquish

the Golan to achieve a peace agreement with

Syria, still hopes to ensure Israel’s security by
stationing an international force on the heights.

Perhaps the Kana experience will persuade it to

reconsider its position.

Subversion in Bahrain

E
SCALATING violence in Bahrain, a

small and inoffensive Golf island emir-

ate, is a barometer not so much ofdomes-

tic problems as of foreign subversion. The for-

eigners are no mystery - their address is

Teheran. The troubles in Bahrain, culminating

in the latest spate of nine bombs on Sunday, are

just the latest outbreak in the fanatic war fo-

mented by Iran’s mullahs against mainstream

Arab regimes, in the first place, and nltimately

the rest of the world.

The regimes suffering most from Islamic

terrorism are those most closely allied with the

West, particularly the United States. Some, like

Jordan, have been strong enough, early enough,

to nip the revolutionaries in the bud. Others, like

Algeria, are in a state of turmoil or, like Egypt,

fighting valiantly to contain the tide. In Bahrain,

27 people have so far died in the rising violence,

as hotels, restaurants, bank cash machines, and

shops have been bombed.
The majority of Bahrain’s population is Shi-

ite and many Bahrainis are of mixed Iranian

descent This has been fertile ground for preach-

ing the late Ayatollah Khomeini’s brand of
revolutionary Islam ever since he took power in

Iran. As in many Arab states, the ruling families

are of minority persuasion - Sunnis, in Bah-

rain’s case - and this provides an extra excuse

for dissidents to preach revolution.

In fact being a small and not extravagantly

wealthy island with a rich historical culture,

Bahrain has hardly been a hotbed ofoppression.

The ruling al-Khalifa family are typical tradi-

tional Arab tribal rulers - hardly democrats, but

not exactly cruel despots either. While there is

wealth at the top, there is little abject poverty at

the bottom. Ambitious and loyal Shi’ites have

done well in the city, as have a vast number of

mainly Indian immigrant workers.

There is something vaguely dishonest about

the demands of the Shi’ite opposition, behind

which the extremists hide. These include resto-

ration of the parliament dissolved in 1975 and

job opportunities for Shi’ites. As in Algeria, the

world must grow ever more suspicious of Is-

lamic fundamentalists calling for parliaments

and democracy. And the Shi’ite revolutionaries

would do well to look more closely at the brave

new world offered by bleak fundamentalist

states - Sudan perhaps - before they destroy

their little homeland.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
MISSED

Sir, - 1 live in Ramallah and work
in Jerusalem as an executive director

for the Palestinian Center for Peace
and Democracy. This center carries

out hundreds of activities with Israe-

li individuals and institutions for the

purpose of supporting the peace
process.

My peaceful Christian family
wanted to visit ray oldest sister who
lived in Haifa and was dying in

Rambam Hospital for three weeks.
We tried to visit her many times, but

our applications were refused even
though we had official documents
from Rambam Hospital that she was
dying. On Thursday at 10 ajn., she
died and we in Ramallah asked for a
death certificate from Rambam Hos-
pital to help us obtain permits to

.allow us to go to Haifa to participate

in the burial ceremony or at least to

see our sister before burying her,

since we weren't allowed to see her

while dying. We brought all the doc-

uments and we went to the Israeli

offices in Ramallah and met a cap-

tain Rabie who promised to help.

.
We waited there in the open from

_
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. And at 4 he gave

•us five permits only, one for my

FUNERAL
mother, three for my brothers and
one for my sister. Three applications

were refused; two of my brothers'

wives and mine.

The permits which were given

were limited to a period of time,

from 4 to 7 are. Going from Ramal-
lah to Haifa takes more than three

hours, especially as my family

wasn't given a permit for any car to

be used, in addition to the expected

delay at the checkpoints. Captain

Rabie was told that the burial cere-

mony would take place at 4. So why
did he give us the permits at 4? I

think refusing was better than giving

half of us permits at 4 which means
not to be allowed to see our sister

before burial.

My family left Ramallah immedi-
ately after getting the permits and
arrived in Haifa at 8 p.m. They ar-

jrived late because it took them one
hour in Jenin to find a taxi with a

yellow plate. Finally they arrived

but unfortunately my sister was al-

ready buried, so they only saw her

clothes and shoes.

I think that seeing dotbes and

shoes is better than seeing nothing.

. ,
NASEEF MUVALLEM

Jerusalem.

FRANCE’S
INTERVENTION

Sir, - The Jerusalem Post pub-
lished an editorial on May 5 and a
cartoon on May 6 which seem to me
to call for the following remarks:

1) If France intervened, as soon as
April 15, in the recent Israel-Leba-

non crisis, it was as a friend of both
Israel and Lebanon, hoping to con-
tribute to the settlement of the crisis

and to the ending of bombardments
which gravely affected populations

of both countries.

2) France supports neither “offi-

cially" nor otherwise Hizbullah or
any other Lebanese party or faction.

It is the responsibility of the Leba-
nese government to determine the

modalities of the distribution to the

people in need of the purely humani-
tarian French aid.

3) My country nurtures no desire

of “vengeance" toward anybody in

the Middle East We are glad that

the April 26 understandings make
possible a new phase in the relation-

ship between lsrae
.

el and its neigh-

bors, in the interest of all states in

the area.

JEAN-NOEL de BOUILLANE
deUCOSIE

Tel Aviv Ambassador of France

AUTOMATION AT WAR
Sir, - Automation breeds compla-

cency - not only causing air crashes

‘(New York Tunes Weekly Review

,

:April 21), but further brutalizing

war. This factor may have been sig-

nificant in the tragedy at Kana.

'Computerized weaponry minimizes

'human technical error, but it also

minimizes the use of human judg-

ment and sensitivity.

• Israel’s quest For “purity of

arms” must be updated for the com-

puter age. Otherwise, while our

weapons become “smarter,” our

'soldiers may become otherwise.

•Brought upon the mindless violence

of home computer games, how will

our kids-become-soldiers deal with

the human dimension of reality?

Your article of April 17, “Soldiers

at front commemorate Holocaust”:

“Itai [somewhere in Lebanon] ran

his fingers across the computer key-

board, punching in data and keeping

a bleary-eyed watch for blips signi-

fying a launch. ’What is fun here is

ro find the exit of Katyushas and

hear on the radio that we took them

out with artillery shells dropped on

their heads... That is what we get

excited about.’ ” Maybe too excit-

ed. The next day, unfortunately,

more than 100 civilian refugees nor

in the game-plan were deleted too.

BJ. HOLLANDER
Jerusalem.

UNSOLVED PROBLEM
Sir, - Well, history has repeated

itself. The latest US involvement in

the Middle East win most probably

lead to the same conclusions: an

unsolved problem. The United
States playing the mediators and the

moderators have succeeded again,

but the current problems in Lebanon
remain. The HrzbulJah will still be

able to act as they wish, rhanlrs to

the usual laisser fmre attitude of the

Lebanese government
Gimon has achieved another im-

portant political victory six months
away from the US presidential elec-

tions. but will this cease-fire be
effective?

ELI BITAN
Hong Kong.

YOU VOTE EOE US,*
i nn tz\ cri

A response to the mourners
Those who criticize the new

matriculation examination
system are not familiar with

it Instead of cramming at the end
of the year, we have brought about
intensive study throughout the

year.

Critics bemoan the supposed
damage to Hebrew culture from
the new system, based on a total

misunderstanding of die process

carried out by the Education
Ministry, and on confusion
between defining required subject

areas and evaluating students’

achievement in these subjects.

Until last year, the grades listed

on the matriculation certification

gave equal weight to the evalua-

tion by school teachers (the year-

end grade average) and die results

of the nationwide external

matriculation exams. Under the

current system students are given

the right to waive the external

exam for three out of seven
required subjects, and their grade

for the year from the school win
be the final grade listed on their

matriculation certificate. That's

all. We have merely amended die

system.

We now grant greater weight to

the teacher’s evaluation based on
several years of study, and reduce
the weight of short, one-time
matriculation exams where every
error can decide a student’s fate.

AMNON RUBINSTEIN

last minute for an exam.
The above step has been wel-

comed by students, teachers and
principals, and has received wide
support from members of the
Knesset Education Committee
from all parties, including support
by members of the Hebrew
Writers’ Union who were present
at the deliberations. This support
is justified, because die system of
non-required subjects has
improved the learning atmosphere
in 12th grade. Instead of students

Humanities are

more than a
required

matriculation exam

THERE ARE questions as to the

nature of the internal evaluation.

We must monitor the grades given

by the schools, and the Education
Ministry is doing just that, in

cooperation with the universities,

thereby maintaining the educa-
tional standard. Strengthening the
position of the school evaluations
will undoubtedly encourage stu-

dents to study subjects more seri-

ously throughout the entire school
year, rather than cramming at the

learning superficially throughout
the year and making a last-minute

effort to cram before the exams,
we have brought about a revolu-

tion - intensive study throughout

the year until they receive their

final grade, and lessening the bur-

den and fear surrounding the
exam period. This wasfoeproper
step to take, from both a pedagog-
ic and a professional pempective.

None of this, of course, is relat-

ed to the status of Hebrew culture

subjects. The new matriculation

examination system involves lit-

erature and Bible, English and
math, and no one fears - not even
those opposed to the system-that
foe fact that the grade in math is

based more on the teacher’s eval-

uation and less on foe matricula-

tion exam will damage the pres-

tige of that subjecL The foot that

the subjects which came up in the

Amnon Rubinstein is minister of
education, culture andsport . ;

Sound out Jerusalem options openly

B efore the recent bloodlet-

ting at foe hands of suicide
bombers, the country's

attention was fixed on Likud
efforts to make Jerusalem a major
issue in foe election campaign.
The opposition party accused
Labor of involvement in secret
talks with Palestinians about
dividing foe city.

Labor denied the allegations,
maintaining that the meetings
were limited to discussions
among academics.
The subject may have receded

from the headlines, but it is sure to
return. Let us assume, then, that

there are ongoing talks and that

government officials are
informed and probably involved.
Much depends on the nature of
these talks - to what extent are
they negotiations and to what
extent explorations?

In a democratic society nego-
tiations should ideally be above
board, with plenty of public
debate. But it is hard to imagine
how this can happen in the
Jerusalem case.

A treasure in its own right and a
symbol of so much we hold dear,
Jerusalem stimulates our emo-
tions more than our intellects.

Instead of leaders who insist that

discourse must replace sloga-
neering. we find in Labor and foe
Likud alike self-interested politi-

cians pandering to our emotion-
alism and exploiting it to win
votes.

But accusations that Labor
seeks to redivide Jerusalem, when
no one. including foe Palestinians,

is talking about redivision, can
only strengthen Peres's proclivity

to do things behind foe people's
collective back.

CHAIA BECKERMAN

positions, though actual negotia-

tion in advance of the elections

seems highly unlikely.

THE SECRECY surrounding
talks exacerbates fears over Israel

losing frill sovereignty over
Jerusalem - but if we demand
openness from leaders, we each
bear personal responsibility for

fostering a climate in which
options can be aired, even when it

comes to Jerusalem. The risks of
the status quo in an unsafe
Jerusalem must be balanced
against foe risks ofchange, and to
assess the risks of change we must

Developing forums
for citizen input on
Jerusalem would be
far more useful than

votes or

referendums

talk to foe other side.

We have serious problems as a
sole sovereign in Jerusalem. Most
derive from foe dilemmas of secu-
rity versus quality of life for resi-

dents and visitors. For example,
we are expected to guarantee
access ro religious sites — indeed,
it is a basis of our claim to sover-

eignty.

IF DENIAL of foe talks is true,

foe government is abdicating its

responsibility. Academics have a
critical role to play in dialogue,
but it is time for politicians to get
into foe acL With final status talks

on Jerusalem on foe horizon, all

parties owe it to their constituents

to have explored solutions with an
interlocutor. It is all to foe good if

Israelis and Palestinians are
meeting to sound out each other’s

IN THE absence of public debate
on Jerusalem, the role of acade-
mics assumes great importance. It

is a matter of record that

Palestinian and Israeli academics

have discussed foe future of
Jerusalem in numerous forums
here and abroad, together and sep-
arately, since the beginning of foe

decade.

The future of Jerusalem has
been even more difficult to dis-
cuss than such thorny topics as
joint water resources, security
guarantees, and foe right ofreturn
for refugees. Palestinians who
participated in early discussions

faced suspicion and censure from
fellow Palestinians. The fact foal
talks are apparently condoned at

present . testifies to a laudable
greater pragmatism on their part,

and not only to foe urgency of die
subjecL
- Joint discussions in foe past
illuminated on a number- of
issues that will be crucial for
both sides to consider in the
upcoming final status . talks.
What borders do we consider
holy in Jerusalem? How should
religious sites be controlled?
What are foe components of sov-
ereignty in foe city - tax collec-
tion? garbage collection? having
a municipal council? Are they all
sacrosanct?

Academics have developed var-
ious models to respond' to- such
questions. These,

. m turn,, raise
new questions. If functions of
government were drared or dupli-
cated, as would presumably be
necessary for two stales to call
Jerusalem their capital, need
Isael give upland? What are foe
security implications for different
models? How do we evaluate
costs that are intangible, such as
national pride or sense of control,
in order to balance them against
tangible benefits?

To answer foe last question in
particular, studies and surveys
about foe beliefs of foe average
Jerusalemite (an oxymoron ifever
ftere was one) are ofgreat impor-
tance. What might we concede
and under what circumstances?
The development of forums for
citizen- mput on Jerusalem could
be for more useful than votes or
referendums.

Rather than demand whether

should be demanding why wc ate
not offered new ideas to consider
and not merely slogans and aceu-
saoons. or at best, the old KoDek.
boroagbpbm.ifwe care about die
funro ofJemsalem, leteach of ns

V
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MARK L LEVINSON ^
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ikud leader Binyamin

Netanyahu gave a convinc-

ing talk in Ra’anana foe

other day, with an unconvincing

two precautions for those who

wouldstrike a peace

pculariy with • -JESS
^S^S^nignlymmd-
ed. Second, be sure of a fallback

defense should foe panrer prove

either insincere or short-lived.

For example, he said, with

Egypt we have the Sinai to serve

as a buffer. With Syria we would

have no such defense. So. it s

good to be ready for the souring

of any bargain, and it s bad to be

left vrifo no fallback. Fine ad™
not only for peacemakers but for

anyone taking a risk in human

dealings. • ,

It was a surprise, then, wnen

Netanyahu turned briefly to eco-

nomics at the end of his talk. He

promised to privatize the elec-

tronic media and give us a

choice of at least three TV chan-

nels. A couple of days later, in a

televised interview, Likud MK
Ariel Sharon made a similar

promise.
. .

‘

Certainly, on foe one hand, foe

Likud has cause to resent the pro-

govemment bias in news report-

ing. Was anyone in the audience

aware, he asked, of the hostile

demonstrations that dogged

Prime Minister Shimon Peres in

America? The demonstrations

simply went unreported.

But on die other hand, that bias

is not consistently pro-govem-

inent. It is consistently pro-Labor

When, foe Likud was in office foe

media didn’t support it, and cries

went up for a second TV channel

to balance the first. The Likud

had expected a non-governmental

station to be fairer than a govern-

mental one. .

But now that the privatized

Channel 2 has brought no

computerized lottery are all from
foe humanities points to one dung:
there are no natural science sub-

jects among all foe required sub-

jects, except for math, which was
exempted from a required exami-
nation last yean
There is, indeed, a problem with

foe prestige ofhumanities subjects*

a problem which exists throughout
the Western warid. The Education
Ministry; aspan of Its implementa-
tion of

. the Shenhar Committee
report, has added hours of study to

the subjects of Judaism and
Hebrew culture, and in this school
year has already invested NIS 22
million in developing new curricu-
la, and in framing and in-service,

workshops for teachers.

For the first time, we have
turned die subject oftire Bible into

a sut^t ofgenerti culture for the
purposes of the matriculation cer-

tificate, and we are encouraging
teachers to vary and revise their

teaching methods mid subject
matter. Intellectuals and writers'

should promote die studyof liter-

ature, -which did not gain much
support daring die period when it

was trapped within the framework
of the required matriculation

exams, instead of attacking foe
ministry for attempting to forgo
new paths.

“Man isEke a birdasioug asbis
spirit is free.” The struggle here is

one of die spirit and the ability to

enjoy poetry and stories, not on
foe message as required by foe

matriculation exam.
Anyone who sees foe states of

literature as dependent only upon
the existence of a required exter-

nal exam, doubts foe abilityof lit-

erature teachers to evaluate their

students’ achievements through-
out the course of the year.

Israeli commercial

television does

:
nothing to promote

fairness or

Zionist values

surcease from foe left-wing slant,

foe Likud leader calls for more
privatized channels. A most
unconvincing solution.
' Netanyahu’s idea foils his own

. test. Hrst, is foe partner benign-
ly minded? Do the capitalists

who would ran die stations have
good intentions for us? For foe
answer; look again at Channel 2,

our commercial channel It has
done tittle to serve foe national
interest Instead of talk shows,
we get shouting matches.
Instead ofsalutes to real achieve-
ment, prizes for infantile game-
playing. No time for religion, no
time for minorities, plenty of
time for ' mind-numbing ads.

.

And that emptily glitzy style has

'

infected the channel we already
had.

A station that rans on advertis-.
ing doesn’t want to create mature
thinkers. It wants to create
impulse buyers.
And is cable better? Since it

receives its funds from foe view-
ers,. it should supply what they
want With dozens of channels, it
-could afford to give time to foe

’

Arabs, the immigrants, the reli-
giously minded. But it doesn’t,
because the profit motive is
uncompromising.
Could there ever be a privateTV channel that did not flatter its

owners or advertisers by promot-mg materialism? Could there
ever be one drat did not, in its
unve to increase investment and
COTSumption, shrug off warnings
of wa

T aud societal wrongs?
.
As Netanyahu insisted regard- -

talks, there buSbe
fallback in case things gownmg. And to re-narionalize TV

stations once foey'ie ^

askhimorhersetfwhatwecSS
to fcither an atmosphere in which-^ave open deba* about2

Cham Beckerman w <t writerand editor living in Jerusalem.
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Early Elvis:

Sans sequins

and jumpsuits
IN TUNE

DAVID BRINN

LOUDER THAN WORDS
litindl Ritchie (Helicon)

ELVIS 56
'

(Hed Artzi)

These tracks for a mainstream recording company were the first attempt to mold Presley into a white crossover act.

THE King is dead, long live
the King! Marking 40 years
since' he recorded his first

songs for RCA, Elvis 56 is a rivet-
ing reminder of who started it all.

As John Lennon once remarked,
“Before Elvis, there was nothing.*’

The 22 re-mixed tracks here
started a musical revolution that is

still going on today, and they
sound better than ever with a 40-
year perspective behind them.
RCA bought Presley’s contract

from Sun Records in late 1955.
These tracks were their first

attempt to rein in his rough-and-
ready marriage of roots rockabilly
and black R&B and mold him imp
a white crossover phenomenon
(many radio stations wouldn't play
his early records because they
thought he must .be a black
singer).

The whitening of Presley only
partially succeeded, as one listens

to “My Baby Left Me," “Shake,
Rattle and Roll” and “Blue Suede
Shoes” will attest He mars like a
wild man through these and most
of the other songs, stopping only
for the brooding sexuality of
“Heartbreak Hotel.” RCA had
notiiing to worry about, as most of
these tunes hit the top of the darts
and propelled Presley into the liv-

ing embodiment of rock ’n’ ioD.

For children of the 1970s like

me, who missed oat on
Elvismania. this collection offers a
second chance to explore the

music that shaped a generation.

Don’t miss iL

Resher Gimme] will broadcast a

special devoted to the new disc on
May 13 from 11 pjn. to 1 ajn.

A 10-year hiatus from recording
has done little to dull Lionel
Richie's hit-making instincts. The
same elements that you either
loved dr loved to hate on “Say You
Say Me,” “Ail Night Long" and
“Hello” are all present and
accounted for on Louder Than
Wonts - gushy ballads with lots of
strings that sound like airplanes
taking oft, and upbeat dance tunes
with lots of percussion.

Richie sticks to his wen-proven
formula andchums out radio-friend-

ly material that, almost without
exception, deals with fee subject of
love lost, found and not quite there

yet. According to his press packet,

the 10 years were not easy for
Richie - his father died, his best

friend died of Aids and his wife
divorced him. Yet he still manages
to come up wife optimistic song
tities like

4

StiH in Love,* ‘Lovers at

First Sight’ and Taradise.’

Thlk about the power of positive

thinking! Richie’s employed some
of R&B'$ top producers to update
his sound for the 1990s - like

Jimmy Jam and Tferry Lewis,
Kenneth “Babyface” Edmonds and
David Foster - but they leave weh
enough alone most of the time.

Artists like Boyz U Men have
more or less usurped Richie's
niche in the marketplace, and the

question is whether he can reclaim

firm setting. In Tune bets that

you’ll be seeing his face and hear-

ing his music all summer

TOLTEC
Jon Anderson (Hed Artzi)

Jon Anderson wrote some screwy

lyrics with Yes, but none come
close to the nursings he offers in

Toltec (Hed Artzi). Luckily, the

music almost makes up for iL

A concept album about an
ancient people who “will help us
remember who we really are and
tile Divine purpose ofour Life ON
Earth,” this solo Anderson effort is

actually quite lovely if you can get

past the new-age Pollyanisms.

Much offee music is reminiscent

of the native Indian music used as

background in the TV show

Northern Exposure. And
Anderson's voice is in just as fine

form as long ago when he was
warbling about ail good people.

PEOPLE OF THE SONG
LOCAL RELEASES

ONE of fee better local releases

this year. That Place (NMC),
shows Nurit Galron in fine form,

tastefully interpreting excellent

material from the cream of Israeli

songwriters like Shlomo Artzi,

Aviv Geffen, Arkadi Duchin and
Rami Fords.

You may have already heard the

instant radio staples “Turning fee

Page" by Artzi and Geffen 's

“Genius.”

This is a good jumping-off point

for fee those about to attempt a
painless entry into fee ever-sophis-

ticated world of Israeli pop.

COMING VP

COMMON GROUND, artists from

Ireland or of Irish extraction per-

forming the country's traditional

music, is due to be released next

week.

Among the star-studded contrib-

utors to fee project put together by
Irish musician Dona! Lunny are

Bono and Adam Clayton from U2,
Elvis Costello, Sinead O'Connor,

Kate Bush and the Finn Brothers

from Crowded House.

Break out the Irish whiskey and
get ready.

Guitar:

Four :

hands,

one soul
HELEN KAYE

THE guitar is an easy
instrument to learn and 3
very difficult instrument

to play well, but virtuoso
Brazilian guitarists Sergio and
Odair Assad didn't really have
much of a choice. ' l

“I was always interested in;

music,” explains Sergio in a

phone interview from his

Brussels home, “but there wag
no money for a piano. We did
have a guitar at home, so I start-

ed with that. Odair got jealous,

so my father got another guitar

and we’ve been together ever!

since.” ;

Critics have praised the instru j

mental and emotional accord!

between them and Sergio admit?
feat “fee contact between us is

almost telepathic.”

*“We always study a new piece!

apart, but when we come togeth-;

er, we find we play it in the same
way.”

;

Billed as the Assad Brothers/
they first played here at the 1 98^
International Guitar Festival and
this year they're coming back to
play a single concert at the Israel!

Festival on June 9. !

As well as guitar classics the

program includes the brothers*

own transcriptions of harpsi-

chord works by Rameau;
Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue
and two songs by Brazilian com-
poser Egberto Gisraonti. which
he wrote for them. Other
Brazilian composers have also

written pieces for the Assads,
whose style draws its inspiration

from Brazilian folk music.

The Assads' contribution tq

the Brazilian guitar repertory
started with their first visit to

Paris in 1979. There, as id

Future shock cushioned by new-music series

THE third and final concert

of “Meet the • 21st
Cenhny” hasxronfinned it

as fee most interesting;}md most
conscientiously pmonhed con-

temporary music series on fee

local scene.

In this concert alone no fewer
than 19 musicians were led in all

four pieces by. the Hungarian
conductor Jolet Nagy, who tack-

led fee most complex, intricate

and unusual compositions with

an admirably relaxed virtuosity.

Spaniard Luis De Pablo’s piece

for baritone and two horns, trom-

bone and harp is a setting of four

Jbn Gabirol texts in Hebrew.
Guest baritone Dietrich

Henschel seemed to have some
serious problems with the dic-

tion, which also seemed to dis-

tract him from fee music itself,

however weak.

In his vocal line De Pablo is

influenced by Jewish cantilla-

tion, both Ashkenazi and
Sephardi, embracing a very

florid, melismatic style adorned

with a great number of embell-

ishments. The instruments move
in a completely independent
way. This combination, however,,
provestu-be7athenbarren.

.

: Next -came Hosokawa’s
Landscape VI, which at first was
reminiscent of Ligeti's

Atmospheres, a study in sound.

Then Hosokawa’s uniqueness
became evident - while Ligeti's

blocks of sound are completely

(Static, Hosokawa’s bustle wife

» activity. The quality of the sound

was aliro special.

Landscapes VI could have
been written only by a Japanese

composer because it is a blend-

ing of traditional Japanese and
20th-century sounds.

But the piece also demon-
strates one of the most important

Japanese mental qualities - emo-
tional restraint and a meditative,

completely relaxed state of

mind.
With Ron Weidberg’s Election

Campaign Speech far the

Presidency of the US
Chinamerica , which is a setting

of David Avidan’s text of the

CONCERT ROUNDUP

same title, we were rather cruel-

ly transferred from Hosokawa 's

tranquillity into the hectic, brutal

yet brilliant idiom of Avidan-
Weidberg.
Dietrich Henschel, now

singing in English (fee transla-

tion is by Avidan himself)

seemed happily immersed in the

recitative-operatic-like siyle,

delivering the speech wife

immense energy and enthusiasm.

The concert ended, appropri-

ately, with Schoenberg’s

Serenade op. 24, one of the

composer's first and strictly for-

mulated 1

2

-tone pieces.

Schoenberg may have revolu-

tionized music, but his 12-tone
works remain as inaccessible as

they were 70 years ago.

Tel Aviv Museum, May 4
Benjamin Bar-Am

THE optimistic message high-

lighted in American-Jewish com-
poser David Loden’s opera-

musical David and Bathsheba ,

IS

Tendered by fee Israel

nfonietta Beersheba under
Menahem Nebenhaus’s baton, is

this:

“Adultery is not only pardon-
able but encouraged and deserv-

ing of divine forgiveness and
even apotheotical blessing, if

only one goes through the

required motions of repentance -
provided, of course, one is king,

to whom standards of morals and
justice are applied that are differ-

ent from those common, law-

not-abiding, citizens.”

All fee ingredients supposedly

ensuring success with a non-

Orthodox American
Jewishaudience were profession-

ally utilized: stereotype Near-
Eastern melodic, rhythmic and

dance patterns for exotic effect,

embellished by appropriate pic-

ture-book costumes; a Carl-

Loewe-style ballad for relating

the poor man's Iamb story;

pathetic royal outcries; senti-

mental arias and duos; a com-

monplace, pass6, easily

digestible Romantic music style;

and polished routinier. singers -
tenor Chris Holloway, bass-bari-

tone Stan Blair, and mezzo-
soprano Donna Stephenson.

No good opportunity for

piquantery was wasted.
Bafesbeba was more feminist

than feminine, aggressively

insisting on her rightful share in

the sinful couple's guilt, demon-
strating convincingly who is

wearing the spiritual pants in the

royal household, malting it hard

to understand why fee misguided

David should have felt attracted

to her domineering charms.

An obviously liberal rabbi,

introducing his aspiring bar-

mitzva disciple to the facts of
biblical life, contributed the edu-
cational moral of the story.

Nathan was a stem but humanly
compassionate prophet
What it all amounts to is a lat-

ter-day realization of
Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess
motto: “The things feat you’re

li'ble to read in fee Bible - it

ain’t necessarily so".

Jerusalem Theater. April 30
Ury Eppstein

THE first JSO performance of
Bruckner’s Symphony No. 5, in

Subscription Concert No. 8 con-
ducted by Uri Segal, was a note-

worthy musical event. The
work's enormous and constantly

changing mass of sound were not

only produced magnificently but

also with splendid instrumental

balance and significant high-

lighting of contrasting sonorities

and dynamics.

The majestic ambiance of the

weightier movements was creat-

ed with force of conviction as

were also, in contradiction, the

characteristically Austrian take-

it-easiness and the powerful
energies of the Scherzo.

Cellist Francoise Groben
from Luxembourg rendered
Boccherini's Cello Concerto in

D major with elegance and an

easy flow.

Jerusalem Theater, May 1

Ury Eppstein

Bravo to Belgian choreographer Don 5

1 bother turning the
6Comer ’

|TN fee first moments (at fee Tel

I Aviv Performing Aits Cotter

Lopera House, May 1 ), on fee

ige of the dark stage, when a

omen in flimsy white stood wife

srback to fee audience, and a man
n an ordinary suit) came out to cut

ie elastic bands that held her in

lace, Belgian choreographer Wim
andekeybus established his anest-

ig powers.

Yet what followed in fee

xhaustion from Dreamt Love,

-hen fee Batsheva dancers began

» flit through a curtain ‘of golden

rings (behind which some seemdd

i be levitating) was little less than

arrific.

They skittered like giant ants here

>d there, and froze like cock-

aches - before making a dash for

ifety, tumbled over one another

ke flies seeking escape on a win-

3w_A.ll credit then to the Batsheva

DANCE REVIEW

DORA SOWDEN

Dance Company for fee astonish-

ing performance. There was no

sign of the “exhaustion” of fee title

despite their amazing activities.

What there was throughout was a

sense of dread created wife their

restlessness and speed, their vivid-

ness and, yes. the frenzy of the

choreography-

It was therefore a relief and con-

trast to have Ohad Naharin’s 10-

year-old Tabula Rasa, with its

unforgettable line of people sway-

ing slowly across fee stage - offer-

ing no joy but firm in its appeal,

wife bursts of passionate action.

THREE handsome young women,

injudo-style costumes, calling their

program Adam-Ma gave a display

at fee Habama Theatre in Talpiot,

Jerusalem (April 30).

Their methods were an amalgam
of dance movement wife a mix of

jujitsu and contact moves. Their

performance suggested that this

would be more suitable for studios

and seminars than for a theater.

Golem at the Yaron Yerushalmi

Theater at fee Suzanne Dallal com-
plex in Tfel Aviv (May 2) had noth-

ing to do wife fee ancient Jewish

legend. It was a show performed by
a lively couple - part dance, part

acting, part speech, wife the

“shoreography” attributed to Yael

Kromsky.
The staging was ingeniously ade-

quate! A door frame served as an

entrance for fee women, a Mock
entrance as a window. The two
became a bed when fined together

and turned over.

DANGEROUS CORNER THEATER REVIEW

NAOMI DOUDAi
By J.B. Priesdey. Hebrew, Rivfca Meshulah.

Direction. Mitko Basakov. Set. Michaels
Lika. Costumes. Paula

I

Mkha
Hasifriya

Srvuv Mesukan.

ream, kuulO ogzuun. xi, rvucuaeiB

a. Costumes. Paula Miyodovnik. Lighting,

rita Margalii. Music, Effi Shoshannl At

sifriya Theater, Ram at Gan. Hebrew title.

Gordon

.

Freda —
Olwen -

Robert

.

Akm Ofir

lrit Efaxtb

Yuli Hnragfl
Rafi Weinstock

Historic Bethlehem concert is cancelled
KNIGHT'S concert in

lethlebem- which was due to

been the first performance by

raeli classical musician at a

» in a Palestinian autonomous

- has been canceled at the last

te. ..

enty-eight-year-old Israeli

jehordisr Shalev Ad-El was to

accompanied leading English

da gamba player Dehart

iby in a program of Bach’s

tec gamba and harpsichord

as at the Church of fee

tty.
,

.

t arc playing a senes or

aue concerts in Jerusalem,

: and Tel Aviv later this week,

acause of fee ongoing closure

e territories, several muse

siasts from Bethlehem who

TOM GROSS

attended concerts I performed in

last year at the Israel festival and at

the Utuigica festival were not able

to come,” said Ad-EL

“So, at their request, we decided

to add an extra concert and go and
perform there. If Mohammed can't

come to the mountain, fee moun-

tain wouldcome to Mohammed, so

to speak.”

But tonight's performance was
canceled yesterday, following fee

withdrawal of insurance fra: the

harpsichord, and fee subsequent

refusal by its owner to loan it ouL
Therewasalso alackofcooperation
by some other people involved on

fee Israeli side, accenting toAd-El.

“It seems there were too many

people reluctant to help this con-

cert proceed,” he said.

Ad-El says he wants to “recon-

struct tire trust and maintain a good

relationship” between the

Palestinian and Israeli peoples at

this critical juncture in their rela-

tionship, and this was “a musical

not in any way a political act”

Hie duo’s other concerts of Bach
sonatas are togo ahead as planned

at the Jerusalem Music Center in

Mishkenot Sha’ananim on
Thursday (at 8:30 pjn.) and on

Friday (12 noon, which will be

broadcastlive on the radio on \foice

of Music); on Friday evening at Sl

Luke’s Church in Haifa (9:30); and

on Saturday at 9 at fee Enav Center

in Tel Aviv. (Tickets from agencies

or the venues themselves.)

Theaters feat resort to

cashing in on successful

competition are taking cor-

ners in a manner that is not only

tricky but downright dangerous.

Such is fee case wife fee second

Priestley revival this season. After

fee 1 945 smash hit The Inspector

Calls proved gripping at Habimah
this January, Dangerous Comer,
now playing at Hasifriya, comes
as an anti-climax.

Comer, while driven by fee

same dramatic mechanism as The

Inspector, an oldtime whodunit ,

lacks the neatly built suspense,

and socio-psycho-moral under-

pinnings of fee latter.

Its treatment of fee story of a

house-party in the English coun-

tryside is over-simplistic for con-

temporary consumption. With
today's sophisticated scenarios,

the offstage suicide-cum-murder
is dependent on a structure of sur-

prises feat in 1996 no longer sur-

prise.

This kind of melodrama is

hopelessly outdated and at times

even risible.

frit Elath's lively Freda except-

ed, fee cast, largely obsessed wife

direction's fill-in of stage busi-

ness, failed to flesh out what are

largely one-dimensional parts.

Priestley once said feat he per-

sonally would not travel 100

yards to see this, his first play,

again. The trip to see Dangerous
Comer at Ramat Gan's Hasifriya,

more often than not a sure spot for

good theater, was me no more
rewarding than predicted by its

author.

Brazil, they played solely classi-

cal music on stage “and
Brazilian folk music for our
friends, like the Brazilian jai%
that’s called ‘chores. ’ They said

'Hey, this is great,' so we started

playing it in concerts and people

loved it.”

Their name is Syrian and **we

think that our grandfather came
to Sao Paulo from Syria in the

1920s, but he never really said

'fof'stfre.” Bom in 1952, Sergio
was 12 when he started to play

and Odair was eight. The boys’

first teacher was their father,

who played the mandolin. They
learned so fast feat “we played

too well for the teachers in Sao
Paulo so father decided to move
to Rio.”

Rio de Janeiro held Monina
Tavora, a disciple of the mighty
Andres Segovia. She heard the

Assads play “and then taught us

for 10 years for free. We met
Segovia once after we'd played

at fee Segovia guitar competij
on in 1983. He told us feat he

was happy wife Tavora's work
with us. He was very old anc}

very charismatic.” i

The Assads’ professional debui

was in 1969 when they visiter)

the US as part of fee Youth for

Understanding program. Since

then they've played ail over ttte

world, and have produced
acclaimed recordings for the

Nonesuch label.

The brothers - “we are as close

as twins” - live near each other

in Brussels because Odair's wife

is Belgian. Sergio is a recent

widower who moved to Brussels

after the death of his wife. They
each have three children and

“both our eldest daughters are

very musical." says Sergio,

sounding a little surprised at

this.

TOWER RECORDS’ TOP 15
THIS
WEEK

LAST WEEKS ON
WEEK CHARTS ARTIST TITLE

#1 NEW 1 CRANBERRIES TO THE FAITHFUL
ifl 1 6 RITA COMPILATION
ffl 3 7 SHLOMO ARTZI TWO
M 2 B DREAMLAND BEST OF DREAM MUSIC
#5 4 2 ROCKFOUR BACK TO THE SHELL
#6 11 4 VARIOUS ARTISTS SHINE ON, VOL 2
97 5 17 OASIS MORNING GLORY
*8 10 B DANNY LTTAN1 DANNY UTANI
99 15 5 RTO 7HE GRAND LOVE
010 NEW 1 TMCKY NEARLY GOD
#11 20 2 VANGEUS PORTRAITS
012 a 5 TV SOUND TRACK SONGS IN THE KEY OF X
#13 e 7 TAKE THAT GREATEST HITS
#14 12 19 YEHUDA POUKER THE CHILD IN YOU
#IS 16 6 ALANIS MORISETTE JAGGED LITTLE PILL

Tower Records’ top-selHng albums for the previous week. RE - re-entry

2 ONE-DAY TRIPS
with Shorashim & The

Jerusalem Post Travel Club
Spend a day away-from-it-aU on one of Sborasbim’s
wifurtalnlng and willghtenhig F.ngBsh speaking trips.

You’D meet your sort of people, visit off-the-beaten-track

places and hear interesting and informative explanations

from authoritative guides.

Space b limited so book early and avoid disappointment.

Friday EM KEREN
May 17 Lad by renowned tour guide and EinKerern

resident Walter Zanger. The tranquillity and exciting

peacefulness of the village remind many of old

Provence. Ebi Keram, which Is the birthplace of John the

Baptist, has many churches. We wiH visit the famous

Church of the Vfetafon. St John's Church, and * the

most peaceful place in Jerusalem - the Convent of fee

Sisters of Zion. The tour, which starts from the Spring of

Miriam at 9:15 am., lasts unti 1:00 p.m. NIS65.

Sunday ANCIENT SYNAGOGUES OF GALILEE
June9 After Jerusalem was destroyed In 70 CE, Jewish leaders

fled to Eretz Yehuda and, after the Bar Kochba rebellion,

to Galilee, where Jewish life began to flourish again.

The tour leaves from Jerusalem, and picks up in Tel Aviv.

Thenwe visit fee Artel Tiberias, Kfar Nahum, and

Pekfin. Thetow guide is Yonl Shapiro, and the cost

which includes entrance to all sites, a full lunch, and
transportation in alr-corufrtjoned coaches, is NISI

70.

^
Reservations and further information: *

SHORASHIM, POB 7568, 14 Rehov AbarbaneJ
Behavla, Jerusalem 91074
Tel: 02-666231 (9:30 S.m. -2:30 p.m.)

Ask for Romtt, Taml or Varda
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Motorola
denies plans

for new plant

‘Exchange-rate regime
working efficiently’

Dollar surges 1.5% to NIS3.26

BUSINESS BRIEFS

JENNIFER FRIEDLIN

FOLLOWING local reports that

Motorola had frozen plans to

build a new semiconductor plant

in Israel, the company yesterday

denied ever having such plans for

d new factory here.
* An article in yesterday’s

Ha'aretz reported that the wire-

less communications company's
proposal to build a new, SI- 1 -5

billion semiconductor plant in

Israel had been halted due to

expected changes in the capital-

investment aid law.

Motorola Israel refused to com-
ment on the report, but the manag-
er of media relations for

Motorola, Inc.'s semiconductor
division said the company never
had designs to build a second
semiconductor facility here.

•“Motorola has never had a plan

to build a semiconductor plant in

Israel," Jeff Gorin said, "and I

would be in a position to publicize

such a plan if in fact there was
one.”

Motorola Israel has seven sub-

sidiary companies operating in

Israel, including Motorola
Semiconductor Israel - which
provides design capability for the

Semiconductor Products Sector of

Motorola Inc.

In addition to semiconductors.
Motorola Israel is acdve in the

design and production of military

and data communications sys-

tems.

The company also designs and
produces electronic components
and provides mobile telephone
service to more than 1 50,000 sub-

scribers.

THE Bank of Israel said yesterday

it is determined to uphold its for-

eign exchange regime, which it

said was functioning "efficiently"

during recent market fluctuations.

The shekel depreciated yester-

day against the dollar by 1.46 per-

cent, plummeting to 3.262 from
3.21 to the dollar amid brisk for-

eign-exchange trading, as the pub-

lic increased its demand for for-

eign currency. Over the past six

weeks, the shekel has lost some
5% of its dollar value.

Though the devaluation was
accelerated by the dollar's recent

appreciation in world markets, the

shekel lost altitude yesterday

against all major currencies - with

the Deutschemark gaining 1 .65%,

the sterling 1.81%, the yen 0.9%
and the French franc appreciating

1 .7% against the shekel.

The Bank of Israel's basket of
leading currencies climbed an

Jerusalem Post Staff

additional 1.52% yesterday and
settled at 3.644 to the shekel.

The basket is the basis for the

central bank's so-called "diago-

nal" exchange regime, a theoreti-

cal line carved out of a weighted

balance among five currencies

which is designed to climb annu-

ally by 6% against the shekel. The
central bank allows the markets to

devalue or appreciate the shekel

by a maximum of 7% under and
above this diagonal line.

Monetary sources said they

were confident there would be no
need to change this system, since

the shekel, though now only 23%
away from the so-called middle

rate - a narrowing of 139 per-

centage points from the end of the

previous trading day - is still well

under the diagonal.

As for the market’s behavior,

Bank of Israel Governor Jacob

FrenekJ said he saw in it a reflec-

tion of widespread assessments

that the new government, whether

led by Labor or Likud, will set out

to trim the budget.

Monetary sources stressed,

however, that should the new gov-

ernment not stand up to current

expectations for a serious budget

cut. market trends would be

reversed and the shekel would

once again appreciate.

The Bank of Israel did not inter-

vene in yesterday's trading,

according to spokesman Ohad
Bar-Efrat, in line with its policy

over the past few months.

Previously, when the shekel's

rate hovered around what the cen-

tral bank saw as an overvalued

level of three to the dollar, it

joined in the trading - by buying
dollars - to weaken an excessive-

ly import-friendly shekel.

• shares now
‘Sdtex shares overvalued m , but there is

appear overvalued on a near-terra porting »
still value in them

report on the company.
Lehman Brothers analyst department sirpon

Lehman said Scitex, which is being Birefflenco

takeover by Israeli-Anteric^^wp^^ ^ , ^^ ~we
ly undergoing a recovery program. Tberepwi ^ ^
assign low probability That Gilo s c'I®nt o" holders in
successful and believe there is still value for long-term bo

£75 current proposal - whether com^mmeformof a

higher offer from Gilo or steps taken by

The Communications Ministry has awarded license for

a company to provide two-way beeper service. The Eden

ny, a subsidiary of Nexus, has received the license, the AU*11**?

said. Eden also locates cars and does industrial monitoring. The

two-way paging device was developed

Issta to so public on May 9: Issta Lines hopes to raise NIS 8 mil-

lion when it goes public on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange next

week, the Avishai Gal, the company s managing director said.

After two years of bureaucratic wrangling, the company, which

specializes in trips for students, has been given the go ahead to

offfer 25 percent of its shares to company employees today and

then to the public two days later. . .

Since 198S Issta has increased the number of its Israel-based

offices from six to 19 - another will open next week - and set up

offices in London and Paris. The company’s 1995 net profits

totaled NIS 2.6m. on revenues of NIS 200m.
.

Jennifer Fnedhn

• i
• Kitan nears deal for

control of Gibor Sabrina
GALJT UPK1S BECK

TEXTILE manufacturer Kitan, a

subsidiary of Clal Industries, is

very close to signing an agree-

ment for purchasing control of

Gibor Sabrina.

A source close to the companies
said Kitan is expected to purchase
more than 50 percent of Gibor
Sabrina’s shares.

In return, Kitan will infuse

about $43 million in the company
and give a loan to Gibor Sabrina.

The loan is intended to help the

financially troubled underwear

and socks manufacturer improve
its cash flow and renew company
activity.

Because of Giber’s financial

problems, commercial banks
recently decided to suspend lines

of credit to the company.
Textile manufacturer Macpeli,

which is controlled by Nahum and
Eliezer Peleg, contacted Gibor
Sabrina last week in an attempt to

negotiate for the purchase of the

company. Gibor Sabrina decided
to give preference to Khan.

‘Law most advertised profession in Dan region’: A survey con-

ducted by The Tel Aviv branch of The Yellow Pages indicates feat

law is the preferred profession, dieticians are the most sought after

advisers, and food is the favored indulgence in the Dan region.

After categorizing its listings. The Yellow Pages found 3,706 law

offices. 111 dieticians and 824 restaurants in the Tel Aviv region.

From 1995 to 1996, the number oflaw offices increased three per-

cent, the number ,of dieticians rose 25% and the number of restau-

rants increased by 1 %. More than 700,000 copies of the latest ver-

sion of The Yellow Pages wQ] be distributed to businesses and

homes throughout' the Tel Aviv region.
•

• Jennifer Friedlin

Intel to become more . environmentally friendly: Intel

Corporation, theUS chip maker and a leading manufacturer of per-

sonal computer and communications products, said it will invest

$3.7 million in new designs aimed at protecting the environment.

These projects will focus on ways to save water, reduce the

amount of pollutants released into fee environment, limit fee

amount of chemical wasteland prevent noise pollution for resi-

dents living near fee company's Har Hotzvim plant

Jennifer Friedlin

ECI Telecom
posts rise in

net income

Prudential-YLR alliance

to focus on smaller clients

COMPANY RESULTS
JENNIFER FRIEDLIN

Hundreds of flower producers protest opposite the Agricultural Ministry in Tel Aviv yesterday,

after only NIS 40 million was allocated to develop the industry. They had requested NIS 80m.allocated to develop the industry. They had requested NIS 80m.
(Tamar Miope)

Local venture capital funds
have raised $570b. since 1990

THE 36 local venture capital

funds have raised $569 million

since 1990, most of which was
raised since 1992, according to a
Giza Group survey of investment

J* and venture capital funds here.

According to Giza's May 1995
survey, these funds have invested

GAUT UPK1S BECK

$321 m. of fee amount raised, rep-

resenting 56 percent of the total

capita] raised.

The nine fends with a co-invest-

ment agreement with the govern-
ment-owned Yozma have invest-

Andrew Peck
Associates Inc.
Reach UJSL markets
.by phone or fax from
anywhere in the world

Direct Access
Our telephone and fax lines arc always open.

Wc can assure you of fast, accurate executions

performed by our knowledgeable brokers. Join the

10,000 independent investors and money managers
worldwide who currently trade with Andrew Peck Associates.

Low Commission Rates
Once you compare, why cal! anyone else? Andrew Peck Associates offer

Swings in .fly discounts for investors who trade 3,000 shares or more— pay
only 3 cents Listed or 2 cents OTC (minimums apply). Even if you trade less,

we will save you money. Our option rales are just as competitive. And
Andrew Peck never trades against customer'orders.

ed 46% of the $209m. raised since

1994.

Yozma invested about 40% of
these fends’ capital.

The 26 private venture capital

fends which invest in technology
and non-technology companies
have invested about half the

$552m. raised since 1990. The
private fends include the

Renaissance Fund, Elgar, Israel

Growth Fund, and the Dovrat
Shrem Funds.
The largest fends among the

technology fends are Star, which
has $11 7m. capital under manage-
ment: Yotzma, which has SI 10m.:
and Dovrat Shrem, with $99m.
According to Giza, the venture

capital industry in Israel is now
more vibrant than ever before.

The firm said there are about 14
fends planning to raise a total of
some 5500m., adding that sizable

amounts of this capital will be
raised by new venture capital and
investment funds this year.

ECI TELECOM yesterday

reported a 17 percent rise in net

income in the first quarter to $24
million from $203m. in the same
period last year.

Revenues for the telecommuni-
cations company increased 23%
to$I3Im. from $107m.
First-quarter earnings per ordi-

nary share went up to $032 from
$0.27 during fee corresponding
period last year.

The Petah-Tikva based compa-
ny, the country’s sixth leading

exporter, provides integrated net-

work solutions and designs.

The company also develops
and manufactures digital

telecommunications and data

transmission systems.

In an effort to promote sales in

the Asia Pacific region, the com-
pany recently established a joint

venture with a Chinese industrial

company to manufacture some of
ECI’s equipment there.

US INVESTMENT bank
Prudential Securities and YLR
Capital Markets, the investment

bank of the JDB Group and Israel

Corp., are working an 29 transac-

tions and have plans to establish a
$50 million equity fund, the com-
panies announced yesterday.

Speaking at a press conference
to announce the newly signed
alliance agreement between fee

two firms, YLR board chairman
Oudi Recanati said the agreement
covers several areas - including *

public offerings, private place-

ments, as well as mergers and
acquisitions.

Recanati emphasized that the

companies plan to work wife mid-
sized clients, on deals of less than

$100m.
Prudential, which is among fee

10 largest investment banks in

North America and is a fully-

owned subsidiary of Prudential

Insurance Co., which is fee largest

insurance company in the US and
among fee largest in fee world.
Prudential Securities specializes

in small firms with a high growth

GAUT UPK1S BECK

potential and medium-sized firms.

Last year fee bank.raised $35 bil-

lion through public and private

offerings, mergers and acquisi-

tions.

YLR, which is controlled by die

EDB Group and Israel Cozp.,

offers a full range of investment

.

house sendees.

In Europe, fee company is rep-

resented by JGeinwort Benson.
Negotiations .

.

' between
Prudential .and YLR started

approximately three months ago.
Paul Scura, managing directormid
head of Prudential; Securities

investment banking group, said

YLR. interviewed seven' US
investment bankers before select-

ing Prudential.

According to Scura, the agree-

ment gives Prudential access pa

about half the companies traded

on the stock, market through
YLR's owners, fee IDB Group.
The group is controlled by fee..

.

Recanati family and Israel' Corp.,
which is controlled - by fee

Russian inflation falls to post-reform low of2.2%
MOSCOW (Reuter; - Russian monthly infla-

tion edged down to a new post-reform low in

April of 2.2 percent from 2.8% in March, in

line with government forecasts. State Statistics

Committee figures showed yesterday.

The committee said consumer prices had
risen 12.4% so far this year and that inflation

for all of 1 996 would be 34% if current trends

continued.

First Deputy Economy Minister Yakov
Urinsou said last month that April price growth
would ease to between 22% and 2.4%, just

below official forecasts of between 2.4% and
2 .6%.

Economists say prospects for controlling
inflation, which hit lows of 2.8% in February

and March, remain good for the first half of
tins year.

This is because fee government has main-
lined a tough monetary policy and a slow
depreciation of the rouble.

^ Pinion rescheduling deal with the

SsS**tbtors last

;

“O"*
confidence in the economy.

Maman worried about protecting
Israeli jobs at joint airport with Jordan

Andrew Peck (OTC)

Andrew Peck [Listed}

Charles Schwab

Merrill Lynch

Source.
1 Tekphon a notes. Utr ISM

Personal Service
At Andrew Peck Associates, wc provide the special treatment you are
accustomed to. Wc have been the leader in international discount brokerage

since 1979. Every broker is a partner in the company, wife an average of 10

years' experience. Most arc Registered Options Principals-a distinction held
by only 4% of all brokers. We immediately execute your trade and provide
confirmation promptly.

GROUND handling services at

the proposed joint Israel i-

Jordanian airport in the Arava has
become a major issue which the

Israeli negotiators have so far

overlooked, according to Danny
Spilman, director of Maman. the

country's largest air cargo han-
dler.

Spilman was speaking to

HAIM SHAPIRO

•For these reasons and more, Andrew Peck
.Associates is the international investor's choice.
Tollfree numbers availablefrom many countries.

• -iiiH us today for our information kit and account application, or visit our
• .Web site at: hUp-J/www.lhc hosi.com/pcck

' Invest in the world's majorexchanges

m Israel Discount Bank

reporters at the inauguration of
Ground Handling Services Israel
Ltd. (GH3), a joint company set
up by Lod-based cargo handling
specialist Maman (51 percent')
and LAGS (49 percent), a sub-
sidiary of Lufthansa. LAS offers
ground services in 47 airports
based in 18 countries.

GHI. which began operating at
the beginning of the month,
expects to handle ground services

Ii'S *
SumlU .

^u/cnrlA^

ANDREW PECK
The International Investor's Choice

Newport Financial Ccnicr. 1 1 1 Pavonia Avenue, Jersey Ciiy. NJ (17310

Phone 201-217-9500
Amxuhs FmKctcd up K> S2S Motion

Fax 201-217-1919
Member: NASD & 5 1PC
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for some 3,000 flights of foreign

companies flying to Israel, a third

of all the activity in this area.

However, Spilman said the new
company, which handles all

ground services for fee Eilat and
Uvda airports, could run into dif-

ficulty if government negotiators

don't ensure feat Israeli ground
handling crews work at fee new
airport

Currently, an international com-
pany is carrying out a feasibility

study for fee new airport, which is

to be shared by Israel and Jordan.

Spilman said that although fee

airport is to be shared, the main
portion will probably be in

Jordan, while the bulk of the pas-
sengers would be coming to
Israel.

In 1995, he noted, there were
about 60,000 passengers at the
Akaba Airport, while Eilat and
Uvda together had about 400,000
passengers.

“We could lose over 100 jobs,"
Spilman said. “This is one of the
first issues 1 will raise to the new
transport minister.”
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BANKNOTES

m

Eisenberg group.

In this way we have captured

more than half the capital mar-

ket,” said Scura.

Vincent .Pica, president of
Prudential Securities, said the first

of the 29 transactions Prudential

and YLR are jointly working on
was closed Sunday, saying the

companies reached an agreement
in principle for a $10ra. private

placement of equity transaction

for an internet-related firm.

The other transaction worked on
include nine IPO’s, one secondary
market, three American
Depository Receipts, nine private
equity, five raeigers and acquisi-
tions and one project finance
transaction.

Pica said the companies are also
working on establishing a $50m.
equity fund for international
investors abroad to invest in
Israeli emerging growth compa-
nies and are also planning a con-
ference in Tel Aviv, scheduled for
fee end of fee year, to educate
local companies on how to go
public in the US.
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Key Representative Rates

US dollar ...NIS 3.2620 +i„46%

Sterling NIS 4.9168 4-1.81%

Mark NIS 2.1382 +1.65%

New York market indexes

Last Chang*

DJ InouartaJ* —.... S462D6 -15.1?
DJ Transport 2171 35 -053
CM Ubia 2057 -01*
DJ Camp— 178186 +97
NYSE Incuttr 440 08 .0.62

NYSE Transport 33897 -086
NYSE Cbm 3M0G 4174
S8P 100 5173 -0.75

S4P Spot mow 6«ft42 -1.21

AMEX COrtlD 58106 -063

NYSECKKka

Unchanged Advanca* DecOnea

Sura
nwwnonfc *815 1022 1281

Volume up On lOQCTS) 143607
VMutna down On lows) 16UB4

Other stock market indexes

L*M Chang*

FTSE lOQ J751D 0
Tokyo NUa average 216623 0
sir^apore aft+snara Max 56663 0
Hong Kong Hang Seng Max 10734.2 0
Israel Indent ... .... iaa -328

Israeli stocks in NY
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Towt Scmxnd 14.875 -OS
Tew ._ 43 125 -0876
TVG 3 *0.4376
Vataiwc 11 -025

(All BeHnge era dating quotes)
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US commodities
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Conct \Mirr| tCEQ
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London commodities
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Spot market metals (US)
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Multi-sided trading Two-sided trading

Commercial

Banks
Name MceHOhg

Omni 7431 -Z0
MDmSK 13948
MDevOO
InflthPiO

MsdlC 180M D4
MBhkanC
OHH 114308 .14
Trade 462
TradeC isslbo 03

hkirtgage Banks

& Rnance
Namp Price %a>g
adanfen 4Q7G37
Cnrmd 368
CarmCg 284 -14
FMUB 37427 -ZJ3

MdepMS 63074
JMmC 14000
JtomQnk ik.cs
LQumWBR ' 46488
Mznv 6323 >1J
TeMvm i6ias

Hnanciat

Institutions

tnsurance
Name Price Kchg

tains. 104.00
mMaiata 852 -14)
iBdoaM 11200 -08
Ayalon 379
AcataoC
Ettn 474
BlanCl 270 -1.1

Hanoi 395 -45

Marias 353 -3.0

HaranmC 233 -1J
Hfvammri inn 02
nemsnmrE 159* -ID
Manoratil 821 -09
Monoratfi 925 -2D
Pnoenai 2389
PlwenhS 2195 -24
Saner B08
ZonS 8828

Trade & Services
Name Prica%dig

aboodegn

ResMCI 13900
Team 2288 43
TeamCl 17540 06
T«m 889 -ID
TDpinn 900 -ID
TrerxUn Bfli 15
Yaad 402 TD
YndCt 13750
Yaana 625 4J
Yaaai bbo -1.4

Yono 435

Industrials
Name mee«dig

atfuntt 16740
Unco 457
kadoeriago 230
Annan 2880
naua 4X1 fiiDO

phywi 308
eoKn 683 -ID
mnnH.* 445
vtomtrt* 4470 -54
ysraui 342 -09
ztxneai ikb 15
AckenC 138.00 a<
AAirtml 188 00
Mhnce 764
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Araeman 287
Aiy| 140.00
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Sam 227
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4
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Investment

Companies

ToOtaal 831 -10D
Topper 4270 -ID
TATO1 1S6D0 -0D
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unman 783
UriWurO 425 -2.1
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Property, Bunding

& Agriculture
Nona Price Kchg
Aflat 222 -04
Monraz mm -id
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jaccfehr 13230 -ID
pandor 879
raved 2(4
COM 391 ID
Mtaon 67884 -ID
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1588
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179.00
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Price %chg
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1033
^£1 -05
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224 04
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MORNING

% Volume
Price Change Shame
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PARALLEL LIST

Trade & Services

Property, Bulling
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—
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NEW YORK
ABa SUITS -05
AMP Inc 42.625 4
AMR CQrp 80823 -IDS
ASA 4025 e1D5,
AUcsLaU — 20625 *025
Aona Qnriiano 30195 -0.1 2b
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Dova Carp
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Stocks fall on

fear of rate hike
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET /

FEUCE MARAKZ

204w45
0.15%

Two-Sided Index

STOCKS fell for a second day

yesterday, amid concern that &

weakening shekel will prompt the

Bank of Israel to raise interest

rates in an effort to curb inflation.

The losses were offset by opti-

mism that a weakening currency

will mean rising profits for export

companies, which earn in dollars

and pay expenses in shekels.

The Maof Index fell 0.25 per-

cent to 214.63 and the Two-Sided

Index fell 0.15% to 204.45. Of
992 issues trading across the ex-

change, eight shares fell for every

five that rose.

Some NIS SO million worth of

shares traded NIS 28.4m. above

Friday’s level and about NIS 5m.

above last month's average trad-

ing level

Declining Maof Index-listed

shares included Koor Industries

Ltd., which feQ 0.5%, and Oal
(Israel) LtdJ, which fell 0.25%.

Export-oriented companies
with gains included chemical
companies. Israel Chemicals Ltd.

rose 0.75%; Makhteshim Chemi-
cal Works Ltd. rose 0.5%; and

Agan Chemical Manufacturers
Ltd. rose 1.25%.

The shekel weakened by
L493% against the dollar yester-

day, falling to 3.2620. The deval-

uation was the biggest in one day

in at least six months, according

to the Bank of Israel.

The shekel traded at 3.1890 a

week ago.

"‘The weak dollar had been

preventing the Bank of Israel

from really raising rates," said

Shachar Gazit, a trader at Tel

Aviv firm. Bitucha Securities and

Investment Ltd. “Now every-

body’s worried about it.”

214.63
-0.25%

Maof index

The central bank last changed

rates on April 25, lifting the rate

at which it lends to banks O.S

points to 14.8%.

Concern that April's consumer

price index, due to be announced

on May 15, will be high also con-

tributed to fears that the central

bank will raise rates, Gazit said.!

The index is expected to show

prices rose about 1.5% in the

month, he said. .
•'

March’s CPI rose a lower-than:

expected 1.0%. That increase;

following 0.9% rises in both Fetv

ruary and January, brought infla-

tion in the first quarter of the year

to 2*8% and translated to annual

inflation of about 12%. . ,

That rate exceeds both 1995’s,

8.1% inflation and this year’s tar-

get of 8% to 10%.

The possibility the shekel wiH

devalue further also damped for-

eign investors’ willingness to pur-

chase shares Gazit said.

“It may be worth waiting io

buy stocks because there may .bt;

another devaluation*" he said. >*
At the same time, optimism

that the weakening shekel wouj|

boost export companies’ profha

was largely “built into shar£

prices,” added Gazit. <'

The Maof Index gained sojnP

8.4% between April 11 and M3g
2, prompted by investors’ expec-

tations of a shekel devaluation.

Gaining Maof Index-list^
companies included Teva Ph^x}

maceuticals Ltd., which rosh

0.25%.

State-controlled phone compi-]

ny Bezeq Ltd. fell 1% and invest-

ment company IDB Holdings
Inc. fell 0.25%. Food manufac-.

hirer Osem Investment Ltd. fell.

0.25%. (Bloomberg l

German stocks up |
WORLD MARKETROUNDUP

LONDON (Reuter) - German
equities closed trade up yesterday

in a modest rebound after Fri-

day’s nearly two percent drop,

but French stocks dosed over a

percent down under the influence

of a lower Wall Street

In the absence of British mar-

kets, closed for a holiday, the

dollar remained trapped in a nar-

row trading range and thin activi-

ty. It was virtually unmoved "by

German employment data show-

ing April jobless numbers fell by

62,000, compared with the mar-

ket expectation of a 15,000

Dow falls, but rebounds
from earlier steep losses

NEW YORK (AP) - Slocks end-

ed mixed yesterday, rebounding

from steeper losses as some late

bargain hunting offset continued

nervousness about rising interest

rates and inflationary pressures.

On Wall Street, the Dow Jones

average of 30 industrial stocks fell

13.72 points to dose at 5,464.31,

rebounding from a loss of 55 ear-

lier in the afternoon.

The Dow, which lost about 90

points last week as new signs of

strong economic growth aggra-

vated concerns about inflation,

has now fallen nearly four per-

cent from its all-time high set just

over a month ago.

Most broader market measures

were lower too, but in keeping

with the recent trend, the day’s

losses were steeper in the blue-

chip sector than in those indexes

dominated by more speculative

issues.

The Nasdaq composite index
and the Russell 2000, both domi-l

nated by technology and smaller^

company shares, managed slight

gains on the day after a late re-

bound in those sectors.

"The market may try to rally,

but the buy programs won’t pro-^

vide as much upside because
there’s some real fundamental
selling,” said David Bostian)
chief economist at Herzog, Hei-
ne, Geduld Inc. “Investors ar^
belatedly realizing we have some
underlying problems.”

STERLING
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tafcaa tarn sang taHfUraa

BOMBERS
(Continued from Page 1)

Jihad and planning a suicide

bombing, was extended for 30

days by the military court at the

Erez checkpoint yesterday.

Ita went to Turkey to study

medicine at Ankara University in

1993. Shortly thereafter he was

approached by two Jihad mem-
bers who asked if he were inter-

ested in going to Iran for military

training. He agreed, and was .giv-

en money and a ticket at the Ira-

nian embassy. In Iran, he - along

with other Palestinians from the

territories — was trained in we&p
ons, demolitions, and resisting
interrogation.

After completing training, var
ions options - such as raountini
an attack on Israeli tourists ii

Antalya, shooting down an EI A
plane with a shoulder-fired mis
sue as n was landing in Turkey o
attacking a US military base* i,

Turkey - were discussed, but i

was decided it would cany out
;

suicide bombing inside Israel. -

enter Israel from Gaza and ha
confessed.
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Jerusalem Rangers shut down Pens’ power play

heads to finals

against Maccabi
ARYEH DEAN COHEN

CRITICIZED throughout the sea-

son for his inconsistent offense,

Hapoel Jerusalem guard Daron
She fa found a most opportune

lime to answer his critics: Scoring

1
7 -of his 23 points in the second

half to lead Jerusalem to an 84-75

victory over Hapoel Calil Elyon

Iasi night, and a spot in the finals

against Maccabi Te! Aviv.

The trip to the finals is

Jerusalem's first, and Shefa - who
has been with the club through

good times and bad - deserved to

have a place in bringing the club

to the historic confrontation with

Maccabi which begins next week.

His inconsistent play may have

been the target for media barbs in

the' capital of late, but last night he
was unstoppable. Jerusalem sore-

ly needed his offense on a night

when Norris Coleman was again

off-form. Shefa more than rose to

the. occasion, hitting three three-

pointers in the second half to put

an end to Galil Elyon 's dreams of

extending the series to a fifth

game.
Shefa wasn't a one-man gang,

however. Billy Thompson again

showed why he's been the most
valuable player on Jerusalem
most of the season, scoring 29
points, 17 in the second half.

In the first half, Galil Elyon
looked like they might have the

stuff to extend the series.

Although Jerusalem burst out of

the starting gate with a 5-0 run,

Galil came right back to tie it. and
when Gil Sela scored with just

over three minutes to play, coach
David Blatt’s team led 31-26.
However, a Shefa basket kept

Jerusalem close and Thompson
tied it at 36 horn the line before

Gar Shelef - outstanding in the

first half with 14 points - spun

free for a reverse lay-up and was
fouled, to put Galil ahead 59-36 at

the end of the ragged first half.

As he did in Game 3 in Malha,
coach Pini Gershon had Jerusalem

immediately play inside at the

start of the second half, and the

tactic paid immediate dividends.

Thompson scored twice inside,

but it was Shefa who turned the

game around. With 15 minutes

left, he hit a jumper, then a three-

pointer, and added two foul shots

to give Jerusalem a 51-47 bulge.

When Andrew Kennedy - who
had 16 points in the second half in

a valiant effort to keep his young

teammates in the game - brought

Galil back to within two moments
later. Shefa again hit a bomb.
Then it was Thompson’s turn to

grab a loose ball and take it to the

hoop to put Jerusalem in com-
mand at 60-53, with just over 10

minutes left.

However, Shefa wasn’t fin-

ished. He fired in one more three-

pointer to make it 67-55. and Galil

Elyon seemed ro wilt as the ball

swished Lhrough the net.

Suddenly, B Ian's players lacked

the legs to get back on defense,

while on offense only Kennedy
and Shelef were effective against

a variety of aggressive Jerusalem

defenses. With just over three

minutes left, Gershon started the

celebrations, bringing in his

bench, since Shefa - with 69 per-

cent shooting - Thompson and
Adi Gordon, who had eight

assists, had effectively already

written Hapoel Jerusalem into the

basketball history books.

For Galil Elyon, the defeat

marked the end of a nonetheless

outstanding season, and Blatt and
his club deserve tremendous cred-

it for surprising the pundits both

before and during the playoffs.

For Jerusalem, the victory

means the match-up everyone had
hoped for with Maccabi will

indeed take place, with Maccabi
holding the home-court advantage

and Gershon 's club looking to

write one more page in their sto-

rybook season as the team seeks

its first league championship.

Gough, White
rescue Yorkshire

PITTSBURGH (Reuter) - Pat

Verbeek and Luc Robitaille each

had a goal and two assists as the

New York Rangers opened up a 3-

0 lead and held on for a 6-3 win

Sunday over the Pittsburgh

Penguins, tying their Eastern

Conference semifinal series at one
game apiece.

Mark Messier had his second

game in a row with a goal and an

assist for the Rangers, who
claimed home-ice advantage in

the best-of-seven series, which
continues today in New York.

The tone was set early as tire

Rangers scored twice in the open-

ing period, while limiting

Pittsburgh to only three shots on
five power plays in the first peri-

od, including a two-man advan-

tage for 59 seconds.

"Obviously important was the

5-on-3 that we killed off," said

Rangers coach Colin Campbell.

“If you want to pick a turning

point, that was a key turning

point"
Messier said: “Our penalty

killers shut them down real tight

in the 5-on-3. Maybe they tried to

make a too perfect play and that

gave us time to intercept their

passes."
Penguins coach Ed Johnston

lamented the lost opportunity.

“I think the tone of the game
was set pretty early. We have the

5-on-3 and I don’t think we had a

shot." he said.

“When you get in this type of

series, that's what you're looking

for - that early lead. And when
you're given the opportunity we
had, you have to score."

Robitaille, a former Penguin,

opened the scoring at 5:10 of the

first period. His first shot was
stopped, but the puck came back

to him at the inside edge of the left

faceoff circle and he whipped a

shot over goal tender Ken
Wregget’s left shoulder for his

firstplayoff goal.

“It meant something extra to me
to-do this here in Pittsbuxgh,"

Robitaille said. “They traded me
and a bit disrespected me. This

game showed the people in

Pittsburgh that I can play."

Bill Berg took advantage of a

giveaway by Pens defenseman JJ.
Daigneault to score with 2:34 left

in the opening period. Daigneault

put the puck on Beig's stick and
the veteran winger beat Wregget
low to the stick side for a 2-0 lead.

The Jerusalem Post Tuesday, May

Israeli

youth
squad
beats

Germany
ORI LEWIS

GOT THE BLUES - Detroit’s

goalie Jod Casey.

Alexei Kovalev gave the

Rangers a three-goal cushion 85

seconds into the second period

when his harmless wrister from

the right circle trickled through

WreggeL
Red Wings 8, Blues 3

Steve Yzerman scored twice and

had three assists to tie a team playoff

record for points as the host Red
Wings cruised to victory over the St.

Louis Blues to take a two games to

none lead in their Western Conference

semifinal.

Game Three is tomorrow in Sl
Louis. If the Red Wings win, they can

close the series out Friday in Sl
Louis.
Yzerman scored in the first and

third periods and assisted on a pair of

goals by Nicklas Udstrom and one by
Darren McCarty.
He tied Norm l

l

iman 's single-game

team playoff record with five points.

Ullman had a pair of goals and three

assists on April 7, 1963, and had three

NHL PLAYOFFS
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS

(Best-Ol-7)

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Sunday: NY Rangers 6, Pittsburgh 3
Today: Pittsburgh at N.Y. Rangers
(Series tied 1-1}

Today: Ptiiladetotiia at Florida

(Series tied 1-1}

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Sunday: Detroit 8, SL Louis 3
Tomorrow: Detroit at SL Louis
(Detroit leads series 2-0)

Last night Colorado at Chicago
Tomomnv: Colorado at Chicago
(Series tied 1-1)

Kirk Maltby watches the puck bounce into the net past St. Louis
(Reuter)

goals and two helpers exactly one

year later.

Yzerman scored 3:40 into the game

and set up scores by Lidstram and

McCarty after Vladimir

Konstantinov's goal as Detrot explod-

ed for a 44) lead in the first 11:41.

New York 2 3 1 - B
Pittsburgh 0 12-3
First Period - 1 , New York, RotritalBe 1

(Lows. Yferbek). 5:1 D. 2. New York. Berg
1 (Churta, Driver), 1726. Penalties -
Lklster, NY (roughing), 2:43:

Samuetsson. NY (tripping), 623: Lidster,

NY (toughing), 633; Jagr, Pit (rough!

6:33; New York bench, served
Robitaille (too many men). 9:1 6:

Sundstrom, NY, double minor (high-sack-

ing), 10:18: WBktnson, Pit (Interference),

14:56; Roche, Pit (goalie interference),

1922.
Second Period -3, Now Ybrk, Kovalev 3
(Kurrt Samueiason). 125. 4, Pittsburgh.

Lemteux 4 (Zubov, Francis), 621 (pp). 5,

New York. Messier 3 (Beukeboom.
VertreeW, 633. 6. New YOk, Uarbeefc 3
(Robitaille. Messier). 15:17 (pp).
Penalties - RobitaiBo. NY (interference).

5:44; Tamer, Pit (cross-checking), 1133;
Pittsburgh bench, served by Dztedzie (too

mang men), 1434; Churta, NY (hooking).

Third Period - 7, Pittsburgh. Smoiirtsfd 2
(Roche, Daigneault), 627. 8, Pitburgh,

Jagr 6 (Nedved. Zubov). 14:19. 9, New
York. Kuril 3 (Sundstrom. Robitaille).

1920 (en). Penalties - Leroux, PH (trip-

ping). 331; RobitaiBe, NY (boarding).

1 2:33; Sandstrom, PS, miscondcut,
1920.

-New York 9-14-9 -32.
14—28.

-New York
2 Of a
York, Richter 5-3 (28

SL Louts 1 1 1 ~ 2
Detroit 5 0 3 - 8
Rret Period - 1. Detroit, Yzerman 3

(Errey). 3:40. 2, Detroit, Konstangnov 2

(Larionov, Fedorov) 4:45- 3. Dew*.
I 1 (Yzerman). 7:02- Detroit.

e
PiSSS--^SAfeS9,.li
CiccareUI. Det (Interference). 8:46;

Fetisov. Del (holding stick). 1325; Leach,

StL (Interference), 18:31; Konstantinov,

Del (interference), 1937.
Second Period - 7, SL Lou^. 3

(Anderson, Courtnall). 2:48. P»ra^

-

Anderson. StL (imping). 327; Creighton.

StJ (interference), 725: Pr°hger, StL

(roughing), 934; Maclbvish. StL (rough-

ing)/ 12:45 : Coffey. Det (roughing), 12:45;

Draper, Det (interference), 18:42;

Konstantinov. Det (rouahingj. 19:19.

Third Period - 8, Detroit, Udstrom 2

(Coffey, Yzerman), 6:19 (pp). 9. SL Louis,

Creitfrion 1 (Kravchuk), 833. 10, Detroit,

Yzerman 4 (Errey, Fetisov), 1736 (pp).

11. Detroit, Beraevin 1 (taytoi}, 1&35
(pp). Penalties - Courtnall, StL
sacking), 136; Baron. StL

' '

4:44; Lapointe. Det (tripping, .

StL (roughing), 1236; Maclnnis, StL
(Interference), 14:16; Corson, StL (stash-

ing), 1522; Baron, StL —

'

17:13;
~

, Twist, StL (roue

f, StL served
Corson,

Shots on
Pittsburgh
Pi

io(5; Pi

Goalies
shota-25 saves). Pittsburgh. Wregget 4-1

(31-26).

A- 17,181 (17,181).

r),- 17i_,
jroughing),

17-56; Mc^^
1
"^^~(roughin^

,

^^; .

Errey. Det (roughing}, - 17:56;
Konstantinov, Det (roughing), 1756;
Casey, StL, served by Pronger (interfer-

ence). 1852.
Shots on goal - SL Louis 6-8-7 -r' 21.
Detroit 11-7-13-31.
Power-play Opportunities - SL Louis T
d 6; Detroit 3 of 13.
Goalies -SL Louis, Casey 3-4(9 shots-5

saves). Ratine (11:41 Gist, 0-0), Casey
(12:14 first 22-18). Detroit Osgood 4-1

(21-18).

A - 19.893 (19,875).

LONDON (Reuter) - Yorkshire’s

two England test all-rounders

grabbed the last seven wickets for

only 14 runs to clinch a dramatic

win over Glamorgan with only

nine balls to spare in their County
Championship match yesterday.

Chasing 260 to win from 50
overs, Glamorgan looked well on
course when it was 113 without

loss, and later at 202 for three.

But Gough changed that in the

space of three balls.

First, he trapped Glamorgan
captain Matthew Maynard for 27
and then Tony Coney was run out

by a direct hit from Richard
Sfemp before Gough bowled
Robert Croft first ball.

White, who finished with four
for 33, then trapped both Darren
Thomas and Steve Walkin leg

before and struck again with the

third ball of the 49th over when
he_ had Steve Barwick leg before

to give Yorkshire a 43-run win.

Leicestershire left-arm spinner

Min Patel maintained his liking

for Lancashire batsmen to launch

Kent’s championship season by
bowling them to a 64-run victory

at Canterbury.

Patel took five for 65, including

bowling England captain Mike
Atherton for 98. to take his tally

against the county-, tipped as one

of the title contenders, to 31 in

four matches since 1994.

His haul sparked Lancashire,

chasing a victory target of 340, to

slide from 190 for two to 275 all

out and claim Kent's first champi-
onship triumph since June last

year.

Former Lancashire all-rounder

Ronnie Irani, tipped for promo-
tion to the Test side after a suc-

cessful A tour during the winter,

grabbed his second century in

three seasons at New Road to help

Essex grab a five-wicket victory

over Worcestershire.

Irani made 119 at the same
ground in 1994 and yesterday hit

an unbeaten 110 off 86 balls to

rescue Essex after they suffered

an alarming collapse chasing 187

for victory off 43 overs.

Essex was in deep trouble at 32
for five when Irani teamed up
with Paul Grayson for a partner-

ship that was to turn the tide deci-

sively Essex 's way.
Irani hit five sixes and 1 2 fours

while Grayson helped himself to

46 not ouL

Behr, Erlich lose in first

round of Eisenberg Open
HEATHER CHAU

Schott: Hitler was
initially good

ANYONE betting on Israel’s ten-

nis players yesterday would prob-

ably have lost heavily as Davis

Cuppers Noam Behr and Eyal

Erlich both lost their first round
matches ofthe $50,000 Eisenberg

Jerusalem Open. Lesser-known
Ofer Sela and Amir Hadad are

through to the second round, how-
ever.

In today’s main game, Israel’s

top player, Eyal Ran faces the sec-

ond seed Leander Paes from
India.

Behr was not his usual self on
court, losing 6-4, 7-6(7/3) to

Ireland's Owen Casey, a qualifier

ranked 320 in the world against

Behr’s 214.

Although Behr unleashed his

formidable cross-court back-
hands, his game was marked by
careless shots and tentative play.

To Casey’s crediL he presented

a solid, consistent response,

returning everything Behr threw
at him and won the rallies from
the baseline.

Erlich, a wildcard entry, took
qualifier Kevin UlJyert from

South Africa, to three sets before

losing 6-7(7/9), 6-3, 6-1.

The day’s winner was Hadad
who relied on his prowess as a

doubles player to produce some
nifty net play and overhead shots

against Miguel Tobon from
Colombia. Hadad won 6-2, 7-5

after trailing 4-5 in the second set

Sela, the only Israeli qualifier,

served up 10 aces in his 7-5, 6-3

win over Brazilian Francisco

Costa-

In doubles play. Ran and Behr
beat Yoni Erlich and Nir
Weigreen 1-6, 6-2, 6-3.

In other matches yesterday, Lars
Jonsson from' Sweden beat
Germany’s Martin Zumpft 7-5, 4-

6, 6-2; Australia’s Peter
Tramacchi beat Neville Godwin
from South Africa 6-4, 6-2 and
Mexico’s Oscar Ortiz beat Paul
Wekesa from Kenya 6-3, 4-6, 6-2.

In today's remaining first round
matches, top-seeded Chris
Wilkinson from England (131)
plays Lior Mor and Welgreen will

play Pablo Campana from
Ecuador. Play begins at 1 pm.

BRISTOL, Connecticut (AP) -
Baseball team owner Marge
Schott, who has often provoked
anger with her comments, once
again is praising the start ofAdolf
Hitler’s term as German chancel-

lor.

“Everything you read, when he
came in he was good,” the

Cincinnati Reds owner said in an
interview aired by ESPN televi-

sion network Sunday night.

They built tremendous highways
and got all the factories going. He
went nuts, he went berserk. I

think his own generals tried to kUl

him, didn’t they?
“Everybody knows he was

good at the beginning but he just

went too far.”

The 45-minute interview was
taped in Schott's office in

Cincinnati oa Friday.

“He asked me some questions
during the interview that I really

didn’t care for,” Schott said when
reached at her home Sunday night

by The Associated Press.

Schott said the subject of Hitler

came up because “he asked about

CLASSIFIEDS

the swastika in the house." ha

November 1992, Schott admitted

keeping a swastika atm band at

home. She said die was given it

by a man who.worked forJiet

On FebruaryX 1993, baseball's,

executive council - suspended
Schott forone year and lined her
$25,000 for bringing “disrepute

and embarrassment" to baseball

with her repeated use of racial

and ethnic sluis.

“There’s just no appropriate

comment,” acting commissioner
Bud Selig said Sunday night
In an interview, vrithThcNew

York Times published November
29, 1992, Schott said her family

members in Germany suffered

during World Wtir H and she was
quoted as saying: “Hitler was
good in the begftming, but be
went too far,” . -

_

As part of her suspension,

Schott was directed to attend and
complete multicultural training

programs. A week after., the sus-
pension, she said on a television

show that earlier comments about
Hitler weren’t anrisemitic.

Biii

ISRAEL’S under-16 side scored

one of national sow**^**?*-

est-ever achievements 3***™??

bv reaching the semifinals of the

European Championships m
Austria yesterday- .

The Israelis scored a remark

able 3-2 extra-time wm over

Germany in the competition

and wfll now play either Ireland

or France in the penultimate

round tomorrow. The

semifinal is between Portugal

and Greece. . .
..

With the victory, the Israeli

youngsters notched up
_
a

remarkable record after beating

Italy in tbe qualifying stages

and then England in the final

pool last week.
Euphoric coach Benny Thbak

said he bad expected bis young
charges to make it this far, “but

from now on, every win Tor us is

a bonus,” he told Israel Radio

last night.

The Germans had gone 2-0

ahead through Norman Loose

in the 21st minute and Jan
Zimmermann two minutes later.

But Israel hit back with two

very late goals, as Maccabi
Netanva midfielder Shlomi

Caban found the net twice with-

in a minute from the end, first in

the 79th and then in the 80th

minutes. (Youth games are

played over 80 minutes only).

This youth tournament is one

where FIFA is experimenting

with rale changes, one of them

being sudden-death extra-time.

That worked perfectly for

Israel, which took full advan-

tage of the rules.

The winning goat was scored

. after an impassioned pep-talk

from Tabak to his young
-charges, who recovered their

composure after the regular

. period of play was completed.
Lior Afbta diet borne low and
hard after seven minutes of
extra time play to give the

Israelis an unexpected, sensa-

tional victory.

Cantona wants
to stay put

PARIS (Reuter) - Eric Cantona

has no desire to leave English

champions Manchester United.

Tvesigned, and that means I’ll

stay to be honest and frithful to

those who have surrounded me,”
he says an interview in yester-

day’s French sports daily

VEquipe. “I can’t think of any
reason that coiild make me change
my mind.” .

. The Frenchman said he had
been hurt by criticism following
Jus. infamous Kung-fu attack on a
supporter at Crystal Palace in
January 1995.
They were really a lot of crit-

ics, especially from France, and
those- who made them thought I
deserved them. I thought it. was
too much. I'm not naive. I know
that now there will be a lot of
praise and that, too, will probably
be too much *

He said that after he returned
from his eight months suspension,
he did his best to please those who
had kept their trust in him, espe-
cially United manager Alex
Ferguson.

'M,

RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rases
Include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 99.45 |0r 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS 9.94
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152.10 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 1531.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 lor 10 worts,
(minimum),each additional word - NIS
23.40.
WEEK RATE (6 Insertions! - NIS 315.90
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

wort - NIS 3159.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
40950 lor 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 40.95.

MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 643.50

for 10 words (minimum), each additional

wort - NIS 6455.
Rates are valid until 31 .5.86 .

DEADUNES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; lor Friday and Sunday:

6 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication; for Friday

and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv

and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. ‘ Short
lenn rentals * Bed and breakfast * P.O.Box

4233, Jerusalem 9io«w. Tel. Oz-611?45,

Fax:02-618541.

! DWELLINGS 1 DWELLINGS S

Jerusalem Tel Aviv

RENTALS RENTALS
GIVAT MESUAH, 5.5, new, big yard.
S1100. Tel. 02-61839 6.

BEAUTIFUL VILLA, 250 SQ.M, built,

1,000 sq.m, plot, Ramat Hasharon. excel-

lent location, high standard. “KAV
HAYAM". TEL 03-5239988.SALES

ARNONA. BEGINNING CONSTRUC-
TION of high quality apartments. 6. 4 + 2
rooms. TeL 02-333-808. 052-634-240.

LUXURIOUS, SPACIOUS, 5 room
apartment. Azorei Chen, doorman. Coun-
try Club, immediate. Tel. 03-6968765
(eve.).

BARGAIN! BETT HAKAREM, 3.5 like 4,
renovaied and well kepL TeL 052-632693
02-6536677.

SALES
EXCLUSIVE! ZAHALA! 1,000 sq.m,
plot. 160 sq.m, built. 51,200.000. KAV-
HAYAM. Tel. 03-623-9988.

EFRAT, DEKEL, 6.5 and 5.5 garden
apartments and cottages. New construc-
tion. only 4 left. No lee. Tel. 02-093-3247.

GERMAN COLONY, 2. quiet, central.
20 sq.m, basement, garden, underground
parking. Immediate. "ISRABUILD" Tel 02-
666571

EXCLUSIVE, QUIET NORTH Tel Avnr!

Penthouse under construction, 200 sq. m.
single level, + 46 m. on roof * room for au
pair + swimming pool, SI,650,000. "KAV
HAYAM" Tel. 03-5239988.

HERZLIYA PITUAH FOR rent, 4 bed-
room house with basement near sea.
MORAN REAL ESTATE TeL 09-572-759.

OKEANUS, 2 BEDROOMS, Fully tur-
nished. High floor, sea view, long/short
term rent ILTAM REAL ESTATE feL 00-
589-611.

DWELLfNGS
Haifa and North

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
Friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart for the Au Pairs. Cal
HHmaTel. 03-9659937.

SALES

uEnm>im,utU«Tp j, quiet, cen-
tral.new buikima. parting, balconies, im-
mediate. ISRABUILD" Tel 02-666571

.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. nth floor, view of Knesset stor-

age. parking. S495.000." ISRABUILD". Tel.

0Z-6G6-571.

RASHI, 2ND FLOOR, parking, elevator,

, S425.000.

CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE *
pool * air conditioning and central vacuum
cleaning. Tel. 050-231725. 06-363261.

SERVICES
General

EDUCATION

THE HEBREW CENTER for

and Preparation tor Psychometrics. Pri-

vate lessons. Also to your home. Jerusa-
lem. Tei Aviv, Haifa. Tel. 050-291460, 03-
9627210.

t00 sq.m, luxurious.

REALTY Tel. 052-548440.
AVNER

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HAR NOF, 3, 90 sq. m., 4th floor, eleva-
tor. succah. View. SI 90.000. Gerry Faricas

Realty. Tel. 02-9933247.

YEFE NOF, QUIET, 3 - storeroom,
view, privacy. Agem! (No agents!). Tel 08-

936-1418.

DWELLINGS

SALE/RENTAL, JAFFA, LARGE Arab-
style house, view of sea and Old City, 400
sq. m. buifL "KAV HAYAM". TEL. 03-

5239938.

DWELLINGS

SERVICES
Tel Aviv

HEALTH

Sharon Area

FOR HEALTHY BODY & a happy rrxnd,

have a professional massage or shlatsu.
T0l- I"”

SITUATIONS VACANT

FORGET THE RESTII We are the
bestfl The biggest and oldest agency in

Israel For the highest quafty ffva-fn jobs
phoneAu Pair International. 03-6190423.

AMERICAN FAMILY SEEKS South
African au pair, live-ln, central Tel Aviv.
$750 * NIS 200 Immediate bonus. Tei. 03-
6201195. 052-452002-Uadrie.

HOUSEKEEPER FOR PLEASANT
family, preferably steep-in, excellent con-
ditions, TfeL 03-6492159.

OFRCE STAFF

BOOKKEEPER LEVEL 3, export,
hashavstiewr, "mfcpaP. FuB time. Cafl
Avi 03-7515626.

ENGLISH MOTHER-TONGUE, COM-
MAND of WORD and XL Tel. 03-
5627070,m

PURCHASERSALES

:<

<*1

rtf'

HERZLIYA PITUAH, LUXURIOUS
bouse!! View of sea. For sate/rent. Quiet

location. Tel. 09-552692. 056-231725.

Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS

PLEASANT HOLIDAY APARTMENTS
tor rent in Jerusalem .Best location. Tel.

03-9662070,03-9660512.

Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS

LUXURIOUS, FULLY EQUIPPED,
holiday apartments, quiet, nearsea- Direct

from owner. TeUFax: 03-528-8773.

RENTALS

HERZLIYA PITUAH, LUXURIOUS. 4
rooms, garden. 2 baihrooms. Tel. 03-524-

5666. 052-505-655.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

SHO'AM. METAPELET, END Of May.
6 month old baby with 6 yr. old sister, great
”---7 arrangements. Fladbte terms. Tfc).

423964.

IMMEDIATE!!! $700 + ROOM AND
board tor nice, experienced metapetei in
Tel Aviv. Tel. 03-524-2085.

General

FOR SALE

CASH FOR GOLD, diamonds, coins,
watches & antiques. TeL 03-si 0-6789,
052-502-809.

[rata

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
IwyirroL soflin_

023S3735.I

> - - "
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
ENGLISH
THEATER

Helen Kaye

TIKKJJN Hatzo

i

(Midnight
Prayer), by Amnon Levi and
Rand Danon, the pair who.
created the long ruxming
Shepidele» return to the hare-

di world to tel! the storyof
Bear’Jce {Yoram HaOab), a
young Moroccan educated in

a Bnet Brak yeshiva, who
becomes ah MK and atmnis-
ter. Yoram Hattd> as Bear’ke,

Yossi Graber as the
Ashkenazi and Arye Ocas as

the Sephardi rabbis are a rev-;

elation. It’s ..directed by
Danon. On. the Caroeri

Theater *naii«tggi» tonight, at

.

8:30 p.m. (Hebrew . with

.

simohaneous translation into

English)

DANCE
MichaelAjzenstadt

Percussionist Chen Zimbalista joins the Bat-Dor troope in
‘Echoes.’

THE Bat-Dor Dance Company presents Domy
Reiter Soffer’s Ec/ioes tonight (&30) at its own
theater in Tel Aviv. This new opns is danced to
music by Benny Nagari, Amos Elkana and others

and is performed live on stage by percussionist

extraordinaire Chen Zimbalista.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
MichaelAjzenstadt

ANYONE searching for that unique French atmos-
phere can find it tonight at the Tel Aviv Museum
(8:30) as the captivating concert series Paris, A
Musical Kaleidoscope concludes with a program

titled “Couleurs de la Citd Celeste” featuring music
by Milhaud, Poulenc and Messiaen. Tomer Lev
and Emanuel Halperin, who created the series, are

on hand with their fellow musical friends.

Those interested instead in the schmaltzy sounds

of the Viennese operetta can find it tonight at the

Rebecca Crown Auditorium in Jerusalem (8:30) in

Gold and Silver, an evening of operetta highlights

which is part of the Vienna Artists in Jerusalem

festival. Soprano Udiko Raimondi and tenor John
Dickie join the Jerusalem Artists' Chamber
Orchestra under Rudolf Bibl.

.

Earlier, at the Henry Crown Symphony Hall in

Jerusalem (at S) young music lovers can enjoy a
Jerusalem. Symphony Orchestra family concert

which features, among others, Prokofiev's

enchanting Peter and the Wolf. Also tomorrow
(330 and 5:30).

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem's musicol-

ogy department series of lectures concludes today
(4:15) when Professor Amnon Shiloah talks about
Between Written and Oral Culture: Arabic Music
in Its Own Image. In room 2715 of the Humanities
faculty on Ml Scopus campos.

FILM

ADINA HOFFMAN

-k-kic THE STAR MAN - Giuseppe Tomatore’s
latest picture appears, at first glance, to be a thin

reworking of the very same uplifting themes that

filled Cinema Paradiso, his Oscar-winning 1989
celebration of the movies. Set again in Sicily of the

1950s, the movie centers on a self-declared film tal-

ent scout who rides from poor town to poor town,

promising, fix- a small sum, to make screen tests of
the villagers. As a polished piece of entertainment.

The StarMan has more flaws than Paradiso, but its

bumpiness also makes it feel more genuine and less

manipulative in its approach. Although the movie is

definitely sentimental, it has a lazier rhythm and a
more casually compelling visual quality than the

earlier film. And even more startling. The StarMan
culminates in what appears to be a critical - or at

least double-edged - view of cinema. (Italian dia-

logue. Hebrew and English subtitles. Parental guid-

ance strongly suggested.)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
l Make Bill work in the.

house? (5)

4 Weapon-holder of blackleg
poet (8)

10 According to Samuel, he
was stone-dead 17)'

11 A dimmer-switch for the
theatre (7)

12 Leicester, for example, not
entirely primitive (4)

13 Elbow-bending, bat not on
. deck? (5) .

14 Advantage to have no stm
on lakeside grass (4)

17 Superficial appeal of light

bandage (6-8)

19 He drags his feet and trips

on a carrot, clumsily (14)

22 Did FaistafF hit it, taking
his nightcap? (4)

23 Started, for example, in
prohibition (5)

24 Cut with square edge (4)

27 Formula I name inside
track (7)

28 How French to make a
remark! (7)

29 Upright confidant? (8)

30 Fools making Euclid’s
bridge (5)

DOWN
1 But does it give a hoot
where it swoops? (5-3)

2 Opening account with no
lire to exchange causes a
banking flap (7)

3 Pitfall of role reversing (4)

5 Exam taken with
customary charm (6,8)

6 Inter-city? (4)

7 A group playing without
restraint? (7)

8 City's evasive move (5)

9 Naples almost describes

this worn-out condition!

(14)

15 Low church walkabtwt (5)

16 Practising universal carol

(5)

18 Formal teas set for

archbishops (8)

20 Tell the story of dramatic
end to election? (7)

21 Sailor acquires objects (7)

22 Spring, when Cardinal left

tiie young lad (5)

25 Woman is quiet in this part

ofthe Strand, we hear (4)

26 Novel bit of a problem,
mathematically (4)

iOLUTlONS

aBaaaaQa
Esaasaasa ssaDEjadasaa
aaasna conaassa

a sa
Banana aaasanaa

3 n a a a
assaanaa nEmssaam a q a
2}Z]0sanHn luoaa qaaoamoa
aaaaa anananflaaaaaanaaa
a aaaaaaaasaa
Yesterday's Quick Sdotfan

ACROSS: 1 Course. 4 Me—, S
Shrub, 9 Admiral. 19 Legatee, 11
Tern, IS Bow, 14 Stag, IS Argo, 18
Elm, SI Rosy, 23 Atelier, 25
Spinach, SB Lofty, 27 Relay, 28
CoUmr.
DOWN: I Caatle. £ Upright, 3
Sabotage, 4 MlmL^Nnrae, 6 Alfing,
1 Caper, 13 Waterloo, 18 Gainfid, 17
Censor, 19 Macho. 20 Prayer^ 22
Still. 24 Many.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Overcome (7)

5 Caper (5)

8 Drop (5)

9 Petrol stations (7)

10 Helmsman (9)

12 Drink 13)

13 Mistakes (6)

14 Prayer beads (6)

17 Curve (3)

18 Wholeheartedly
(9)

20 Pressing (7)

21 live (5)

23 follow (5)

24 Perpetual (7)

DOWN
1 Punctuation mark
(5)

2 At present 13)

3 Honest (7)

4 Privileges (6)

5 German artist (5)

6 Unpleasant
dream (9)

7 Rapture (7)

11 Gluttonous (9)

13 Inspect (7)

15 Unpunctual (7)

16 Riddle (6)

18 Malice (5)

19 Cries loudly (5)

22 Female sheep (3)

TELEVISION
CHANNEL

1

6:30 News In Arabic 6:45 Exercise

Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

&0Q Sesame Street8:30 PiedPperof
Hamelin 9:30 Dinosaurs in action

10.-00 Autoto 1030 Victor and Victoria

(1993)- Danish production about trolls

who live peacefully untfl the outbreak

of war over the magic ring 11:40 Africa

Screams (1949) - Hilarious safari saga
w&h Bud Abbott and Lou Costello. (78
mins.) 13:00 The World is Round
1330 Scary Tales 13*5 Kitty Cat and
Tommy 14:00 The Fables of King
Baber 14:30 Cartoons 15:00 New to

the eyes

CHANNEL 1

15:55 Rex 16:20 Garfield 16:50 Zap to

Dovete 16:59 A New Evening with Dan
1 17.-34 Zap Live 18:15 News in

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Apropo - discussion on current
affairs 19:00 News in Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Every evening with Merav
Michael) 20:00 Mabat News 2950
Lotto draw live 20:55 Referendum with

Meni Pe'er 22.-05 Countdown toAtlanta
'96 - preview of the Olympics 22:40
Rou^inecks 23:30 News 00:00 Verse
of the Day

CHANNEL 2

10:00 ASce In Wonderland - animated
movie 11:30 Happily Ever After -fairy-

tale series: Jack and the Beanstalk
12:00 watt Disney WetW Wild -selec-
tion erf extracts from some of the best
Disney cartoons 13.-00 Wonderworks
14:00 Open Cards 15:00 Disney Time
16.-00 The Bold and the Beautiful 17:00
News magazine with Raft Reshef
17:30 First Love 18:00 Ruby 19r00
Lingo 19:30 Comedy Store 20:00
News 2030 Ramat Aviv Gimmel 21:15
Fact 22:00 Gov Night 23.-05 The X
Files 0(X00 News 00:05 Night-time

Rendezvous with Kobi Medan 00:40
All or Nothing at All - two-part mini-

series about a man whose fnends and
ars, befieving him to have a
touch, give him their money to

invest 2:15 Nurses 2:40 On the Edge
of the Shelf

JORDAN TV

1235 Feature film 14:15 Clips of the
Unexpected 14:40 Growing Pains
15:00 Captain Planet 1525 Ins, the
Happy Professor Feature film 15:40
Scientific Eye 16.-00 Atf 1620 The Bob
Morrison Show 1720 French pro-

WHERE TO GO
Notices In this feature are charged at

N1S28.08 per line, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs
NISS20.65 per fine, including VAT, per
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of tho

Mount Scopus campus, in English, daily

Sun.-Thur.. 11 a.m. tram Bronfman
Reception Centre. Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9. 23, 26,
28. For into, caB 8S2819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah installa-

tions. Chagall Windows. Tel. 02-116333,
02-778271

.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Miche Ullman,
Drawings 1994-5New Horizons:
SculptureMicha Bar-Am - The Last War,
PhcrtographsTiranit Barzilay, 1995Yaecov
Dorchin - Blocked WelTFace to FaceThe
Museum Collections. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY ART. Sophie Celle. True Stories.

Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Tue. 10
am-10 p.m. Fn. 10 arrt-2 p.m. Sat 10 -

3 p.m. Meyerhof! ArtEducatton Center,

Tef. 69191558.
WIZO. To visit our projects call Tel Aviv
6923819; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa
388817.

HAIFA
WHAT'S ON IN HAIFA, (Sal 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Super Pharm, 5 Burfa,

791951; Balsam. Salah e-Din, 272315;
Shuafat, Shuafal Road, 810108: Dar
Aldawa, Herod's Gate. 282058
Tel Avfv: Briut, 28 King George, 528-
3731; Kupat HoGm Maccabi, 7 HaShla.
546-5558. Till 3 am. Wednesday: Ben-
Yehuda, 142 Ben-Yahuda. 522-3535. TUI

midnight Superpharm Ramat Aviv. 40
Einstein, 641-3730; London Ministore
Superpharm, 4 Shaul Hamelech. 696-
0115.
Ra'anana-KTar Sava: Magdiei. 54
Derach MagcSei, Hod Hasharon, 915567.
Netanya:CTaJ Pharm. 60 Binyamln.
338061.
Krayot area: Harman. 4 Stmtat ModHn,
Kkyat Motddn, 870-7770/3.
Haifa: CarmeBt, 6 Eliahu Hanavi. 867-
5175.
Hetzliya: Ctat Pharm. Beit Merkazim. 6
Mastot (cnr. Sderot Hagafim), Herdiya
Pttuah, 558472, 558407. Open 9 a.m. to

midnight
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm. Lev Ha'ir

Mai, 570466. Open 9 a_m. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: BScur Hofim (internal, obstet-
rics); Shaare Zedek (surgery orthopedics,
cmhthalmology. ENT): Hadassah Bn
Kerem (pediatrics).

Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv MetScal Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv
Medical Center (internal, surgery).
Netanya: Lantado.

POUCE 100
RRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies efial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

pjteh) In most parts of the country. In

AWtdOd* 551333
Ashhflton 551332
Beaahefaa* 274767
Bat Shomesh 523133
Dm Region* 57B3333
Bar 332444
HaSn" 8512233
Jerusalem' 523133
KamaeT 9965444
* MafaSs Intensive Care
area sand the dock.

Kfer5ava- 902222
Naharfya- 912333
Netmyo* 604444
Peiah tB{vb-S311111

FtehowT 451333
Rotion- 9642333
Safed 93033
Tel Aviv* 5460111
Tirerias* 7S2444

Urd (MICU) service in Bw

Metfical help for tourists (in Engfah) 177-

0224110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-6529205, for emer-
gency cafe 24 hours a day, (or information

in case ot poisoning
Bran - Emotional First Aid. Jerusalem
610303. Tel Aviv 5461111 IchWrerVyouth
6961113), Haifa 6672222/3, Beeraheba
494333, Netanya 625110, Karmlai
9868770. Ktar Sava 7674555, Hadera
346789.
Woo hotfines for bettered women 02-

8514111, 03-5461133 (also in Russian), 07-

37631a 08-550506 (also In Amharic).
Rape Crisis Center (24 hours). Tel Aviv
5234819, 5449191 (men). Jerusalem
255558, Haila 8530533, EBat 31977.
Hadassah Metfical Organization —Israel
Cancer Association telephone support ser-
vice 02-247676).

grams 19:30 Encounter 20:00 Home
Improvement 2fc3Q Life in the Freezer
21:00 Varietias 21:10 Star Trek 22M
News hi English 2£30 The Bold and
the Beautiful 23:10 Feature film:

Operation Cobra, starring David
Janssen and Lana Wood

MIDDLE EAST TV

14:00 700 Club 14^0 Fair Ray -
Western comedy about two families.

Paul Ford, Robert Middeton and Terry

Wilson (84 mins.) 16:05 Another Life

16:30 Dennis the Menace 16:55 Mask
17:20 Dtplodo 17:45 Earth 2 18:40The
A Team 19:30 World News Tonight

(Arabic) 20:00 CNN HeadSne News
20:30 America's Funniest Home
Videos 20:55 Star Trek: The Next
Generation 21:45 Father Dowling
23.-05 Another Life 23:30 CNN

CABLE
ITV 3 (33)

17:00 Cartoons 17:30 The Nile Stil!

Flows 18:30 From Day to Day 19:00
News in Arabic 19:30 International

magazine on the arts 20:00 Mabat
News 20:45 Outstanding creations
21:00 Blah Blah - joint racBo and TV
chat show 22:00 Showcase 22:30
Cinema magazine (KhOO Closedown

ETV 2 (23)

'

15:30 Hey Dad 16ft» Ifs not the end of

the world 16^0 Worth Considering
17:00 Great discoveries 17:30 Time
Out 18:00 The Jerusalem of Yehuda
Halevi 18:30 On Second Thoughts
19:00 Family Album 1930 r
20:00 A New Evening with
sitotities 2030 Welcome to France
21:00 Female Perfective 21:30
Documentary on choreographer Pina
Bausch 22:30 Moses in Jewish
Tracfition

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

830 Falcon Crestfrpt) 9:00 One to

Live (rpt) 9.15 The Young and the
Restless (rpt) 10:30 Second Time
Around 10:55 WKRP in Cindrmali
11:25 Celeste (rpt) 12:10 Nai^ibors
(rpt) 1235 Dallas (rpt) 1330 Starting at

1:30 14:05 The A Team 1435 Falcon
Crest 15:45 Melrose Place 16:40
Neighbors 17:10 Dallas 1830 One Lite

to Live 18:45 The Young and the
Restless 19:30 Local broadcast 2030
Celeste 20:50 Beverly Hitts 90210
21:40 Texas Justice - TV thrffler star-

ring Peter Strauss and Heather
Loddear.ATexan rrdtonaire to (he mid-
dle of a dvorce is accused of murder-
ing his wife's daughter .Part 1 23:10
Sapir (rpt) 2330 Mad About You 23:45
Sisters 00:35 Babylon 5 130 Hunter

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

1030 For Their Own Good (1992) -
1 12:10 Meet John Doe (1941) With
Cooper and Barbara Stanwyck.

(121 mins.) 14:10 Seeing Stars -
Planet Hollywood 15:00 Rebel hfigh

(1907) (rpt) 1635 Round Trip to

Heaven (1992) - action comedy (rot)

1735 What's New at the Movies 18:10
Supergirf (1984) - Superman's cousin

comes to Earth. . With Helen Slater

and Faye Dunaway (119 mins.) 20:15
Key Position - action series 2130
Laser Mission (1989) - Ernest
Borgnine is a scientist piaruxng to cre-

ate a deadly laser. (84 mins.) 2230

JERUSALEM
G.G. GIL Jerusalem Mail (Maihaj *
788448 Executive Decision 5. 730. 1015
* 12 UonkeysteSabrlna 5. 7:45. 10:15 *
The Monster 5. 7.45. 10* Copycat 5. 7:45,

HM5 * Leaving Las Vegas 5. 7:45, 10 *
Heat 6:15. 9:30 JERUSALEM THE-
ATER 20 Marcus St * 617167 Anna 7 *
Le Hussanl sur te Tolt 930 * Antonia's

Une 930 RAV CHEN 1-7 * 79Z799
Credit Card Reservations » 794477
Dracula 5. 7:30. 9:45 * Up Close and
PersonaMOthetlo 5, 7:15, 9:45 * Sense
and Seneftiility 4:45. 7:15. 9:45 Before

and After5. 7:30, 9:45*ToyStay (Engfish

dialogue) 7-30, 9:45 * HBghty Aphrodtte 5.

730, 9:45 Toy Story (Hebrew datogue)5
TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak SL *
5772000 Ulysses' Gaze 6. 9:15 *
Underdog 7* Smoke 8:45 (XZENGOf7
Leaving LasVegas 11 am. 1,a 5.7:45, 10

* A Man of No Importance 3:15. 7:45 *
Show Girts 1,5. 10* Anna 11 am * The
Monster 11 am. 1, 3, 5, 7:45, 10
DRIVE IN Wdeaway 10 * Sex Film 10
GAN HA'IR * 5279215 71 ton Gabaol SL
Prisdfls 230 * Before the Rain 5, 730,
9:45 GAT Sense and SensfbiDty 4:30,

7:15. 9:45 GORDON Eat. Drink, Man,
Woman 530, 7:45, 10 HAKOLNOA »
6959341 26 Ibn Gabrol SL Mr. HoUancTs
Opus 4:30, 7. 945 G.G. HOD 1-4 w
5226226 Hod Passage. 101 Dizengoff SL
Executive Decision 2. 5. 7:45, 10 * Dead
Man Walking 2. 4:45, 7:45. 10:15 *
Casino 5:30, 9 * The Birdcage 2, 5,

7:45, 10:15 LEV 1-4 « 5288288
Antonla’8 Une 12, 2, 4:45, 730, 9:45 *
Heat 11 am. 2, 6:30. 9:45 * Copycat

1130 am, 2. 4:45, 73a 10 * Le Hussard
sur le Toft 12:15 p.n., 2:15, 5, 7:45, 10
G.G. PE'ER CopycaWGet
Shorty 5. 7:45. 10:15 * 12 Monkeys 5.

7:45, 10:15 * Sabrtea 5. 7:45, 10:15
RAV-CHEN® 5282288 Dizangoff Center

Up Close and Personal 5, 7:15, 9:45 *
DracuMBroken Arrow 5, 730, 9:45 *
Before and AftsrOThe Usual Suspects
1130 am. 23a 5. 730, 9:45 * Toy Story

(English cSalogue) 1130 am. 23a 730.

9:45 * Toy Story (Hebmw Gatogua) 5
RAV-OR 1-5 « 5102674 Opera House
Beyond RengoonMAigftty
AphroditoMStar MarriM Posttno 5. 730.

9.45 * Othello 5, 7:15, 9:45 G.G.
TAYELET 1-3 * 5T77952 2 Ybna Hanavi

SL Heat 8:45 * Sabrina 7:30, 10:30 *
Underground 8:45 G.G. TEL AVIV »
5281 1 81 65 Fmsker SL Executive
Decision 5. 7:45, 10:15 * 12 Monkeys 5,

7:45, 10 TEL AVIV MUSEUM *
6961297 27 Shaui HamaSekh Boulevard

NenyetM.Amaud5,8. 10

HAIFA
CINEMA CAFEAMAMI *325755 Nelly

at ML AmaurMAntontate Une 7:15. 9:15
ATZMON 1-5 • 673003 Executive

DecisionM12 Monkeys 4:15, 6:45, 9.15

The Uonstar 430. 7. 915 * Get Shorty

430, 7, 9:15 CINEMACAFE MORIAH
v 242477 La Hussard sur le Toft 730,
9:30 CftlEMATHEQUE The Bridges of

Madison County 9:30 ORLY* 361668

Sense And Sensibility 6:30. 9:15
PANORAMA 1-3 » 382020 Sabrina

4-30, 7. 915 * Copycat 4:30. 7, 930
RAV-GAT 1-2 tr 674311 [OS]

DracuteMJp Close and Personal 430, 7,

9:15 RAV-MOR 1-7 » 4168998 [OS]

Breton Anew 4:45. 7. 915 * Before and
After 4:45, 7, 915 * Toy Story (£ngfsh

dialogue) 7, 915 * Dracula 4:45. 7. 915 *
Sense and SensSritity 4:15, 7, 9:30 *
Hideaway 7, 930 * Beyond Rangoon
4:45. 7. 915 * Aca Ventura 4:45 * Toy
Story (Hebrew oalogue) 4:45 RAV-OR
1-3w246553 [OS] OthaBo 430. 7. 915 *
Mighty Aphrocfite 4:45. 7. 915 * Star

Mart 9:15 * Toy Story (HebrewcSakjg'jaJS

Omega Cop (1990) - In the near
future, the hole in the ozone layer

causes panic on Earth. (86 mins.)

00:00 Shattered Image (1993) (r|

‘

135 Fatal Woman (1890) - a
wed’s wife disappears. (93 mins.)

CHILDREN (6)

630 Cartoons 8:00 Surprise Garden
8:35 Popcomta 900 Sptderman 9:40

Alice in Wbnderiand 10:15 Nils

Holgerson 10:50 Hangin' with Mr.
' 11:45 Saved by toe Befi 12:15

1230 Hugo (rpt) 1330 Ernest

Goes To Camp- a rubberfaced worker
(Jim Varney) at a summer camp
becomes the counselor of delinquent

youth 1430 Surprise Garden 15:05
Power Rangers 15:35 Soderman
16:10 Alice in Wbnderiand (rpt) 16:45
NBs Holgerson (rpt) 1730 Han^n' with

Mr. Cooper (rpt) 17:50 Loony Tunes
(rpt) 18:15 Stored by the Bell (rpt)

1930 Hugo 1930 Three's Company
2030 Married with Children 2035
Roseanne 2030 The Ren and Stingy
Show 2135 Big Brother Jack 2130
Cheers

I SECOND SHOWING (6)

2230 Same Time Next Year (1977) -
Romantic comedy about a couple who
leave their spouses to meet in the
same hotel once a year lor 25 years.
Effen Burstyn andAten Aida (113 mins.)
20:00 Apur Sansar (1958, BengaG) -
Third part of Satyapt Rafs Apu Trflogy

(100 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

630 Open University 1230 Travel
Magazine (rpt) 1230 Floyd on Italy

(rpt) 1330 Shadows on the Street (rpt)

1430 Open University 1630 Travel

Magazine (rpt) 1630 Floyd on Italy

(rpt) 1730 Shadows on the Street (rpt)

18:00 Open University 20:00 The
Mind: The Cosmos Within Us 2130
National Geographic Explorer 22:00
Combat at Sea 2330 The Mind: The
Cosmos Within Us (rpt) 2330 Open
University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Selina Scott Show 7:00 NBC
News withTom Brokaw7:30 fTN World
News 8:00 Today: international

Magazine 10:00 Supershop 11:00
European Money Wheel 16:00
Morning Reports live from Wall Street

1730 US Money Wheel 1830 FT
Business Tonight 1930 ITN News
1930 Adventures 2030 The Selina

Scott Show 2130 Datefine 22:30 ITN
News 2330 G3etie Sports Magaztoe
2330 Horse Racing 0030 The Tonight

Show with Jay Leno 130 Late Night

n O’Brien 230 Later wkhwith Conan
Greg Kinnear

STAR PLUS

630 Aerobics 6:30 Namy and the

Professor 730 Bevariy HSblSes 730
Yan Can Cook 830 Entertainment
Tonight 8:30 Gabriefle 930 Senla
Barbara 1030 The Bold and the
Beauffiid 1130 Oprah Winfrey 1230
Remington Steele 13:00 Yan Can
Cook 1330 E TV 1430 Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles 14:30 New
Adventures of Lassie 1530 Black
StaBion 1530 Batman 1630 Home
and Away 1630 Entertainment Tonirtit

17:00 M'A'S'H 17:30 The Flying

Doctors 18:30 The Extraordinary1930
The BokJ and the Beautiful 2030
Santa Barbara 2130 Hard Copy 2130

CINEMA
* Toy Story (English dialogue) 7 *
Dracula 7. 930
ARAD
STAR « 950904 Sabrina 7. 945 * The
Sorcerer 7:15, 945 * Broken Arrow 7:15,

945
ARIEL
ARIEL Broken Arrow 930 * Blue fn the

Face 7:15 * Copycat 930
ASHDOD
G.G.GIL The Monster 5. 8, 10 *
Executive Decision 4:45, 730. 1915 *
Sabrina 10 * Toy Story 5. 8 * Gat
StortyteCopycat 5, 7:45. 10:15 G.G.
OR] 1-3* 711223 TWeive Monkeys 5,

7:45. 1915 The Birdcage 6:15, 9:45 *
Dracula 5, a 10

ASHKELON
G.G. GIL Executive Decision 4:45,

7:30, 1915 * 12
Montoeye#Copycst*Dead Man Wtfldng

5, 7:45, 1915 * The Birdcage 5, 7:45,

10:15 RAV CHEN * 711223 Baton
and AfteriHflghty AphrodfteteDracula

5, 7:30, 945 * Sense and Sensfcffity

4:30. 7:15. 9:45 Up Close and
Personal 5, 7:15, 945
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN « 5531077 Before and
AfterteThe Monster 5. 7:30, 9:45 *
Executive DedslonteUp Close and
Personal 4:45, 7:15. 945 * Dracula 5,

730. 9:45 * Copycat 5, 7:15. 945 * 12

Monkeys 945 * Toy Story (English Oa-
kjgue)72D
BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Executive Decision 4:45,

7:30. 1915 * 12 Monkeys 4:45, 7:45,

1915* Copycat 4:45,7:15. 10:15*Tha
Monster 5, 8, 10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4 *
235278 Dracula 5. 730, 945 * Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5 * Sense and
Sensibility 9:45 * Before and After 5,

7:30. 945 * Up Close and Personal 5,

7:15. 945 * Beyond Rangoon 5. 730,
9:45 * Toy Story (ErtgSsh dialogue) 7:30

DIMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT 8
SLAT
KOLNOA EILAT Up Close and
Personal 7:30. 10 * The Monster 7:30,

10 * Executive Decision 730. 10

HADERA
LEV 1-4 Executive Dectafon#12
Monkeys 5, 7:30. 10 * Up Close and
Persona] 5, 7:30, 10 * Casino 630. 945
HERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN^
*6902666 Sense and SensteUtty 5, 7:30,

10 * Star Man 5, 8, 10 STAR* 589068

Executive Decision 7:30, 10 * The
Monster739 10 *12 Montoya 730, 10
DANIEL HOTEL Antonia’s Line 7:15,

945
KARMJEL
CINEMA 1-3 « 887277 Mighty
AphnxStBteDracuSa 7. 930 * Up Close
and Personal 7, 930
KFARSAVA
G.G. GIL Executive Decision 4:45. 7:30,

1915 * Toy Story (Hebrew tSalogue) 5 *
Toy Story (English dialogue) 8 *
Gopycat*12 Monkeys 5, 7:45. T915 *
Leaving Las Vegas 10 * DrecutaftThe

Monster 5, 8. 10 * The Birdcage 4:30.

730. 1915
KIRYAT BIALIK

G.G. KJRY0N 1-9 « 779156 Executive

DedsionOThe Monster 4:45, 7, 930 *
GetShortyMLeaving Las Vegas 7. 930 *
Acs Vantura 4:45. 7. S30 * Sabrina 7.

930 * 12 Honkeys*Copycat4:46. 7, 930
KKWTSHEHONA
G.G. GIL Executive Decision 4:45, 7:15.

10 * Casino 6. 915 * Get Shorty 5. 7-J9
10

LOD
STAR Copycat 7:15, 9:45 * Mr. HoBancfs
Opus 930 * Operation Dumbo Drop 7:15

Baywatch 22:30 Andros Targets 2330
Entertainment T<

Winfrey ld» Haiti

and Away 2:00 The

CHANNELS

6:30 Bodies in Motion 7:30 Basic
Training 16.-00 Bodes in Motion 16:30
High hive (rpt) 18:00 English Soccer
League 19:00 Israeli National League
Soccer 19:45 Preview: European
Soccer, in England this summer 20:15

Israel Rollerskating Championships
22.-00 Argentine Soccer23:30 Snooker

EUROSPORT

930 Motor Sports Magazine 11:30
Truck Racing (rpt) 12:00 Eurogoals: -

Soccer 13:00 Tennis: Mercedes Super
ATP Tournament, Germany - live

18:00 Table tennis: European
Championships final - live 19:00
Preview of European Cup soccer ’

20:00 Motorcycle racing from Spain'
21dX) Heavyweight boxing- five 2900
Tennis - summary of Mercedes Super
ATP Tournament, Germany 00:00
Preview of European Cup soccer 1:00

-

Snooker -

!

- PRIME SPORTS

6:00 RoBerskating 630 Car Racing
'

7:30 Tennis: ATP Tournament in
,

Bermuda, semr-flnais 9:00 American -

FootbaB 930 Car Racing: Grand Prix '

from San Marino (rpt) 11:30 Women’s -*
I

Basketball 13:00 Cricket Benson &
Hedges Cup - live 21.-00 Billiards

;

23:00 American Football 23^0 Car
Racing: Grand Prix from San Marino

‘ -

(rpt) 1:30 Showjumping

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6.-05 Assignment ..

10K)5 Assignment (ipt) 11:30 Txne‘

Out Nature (rpt) 12£0 Tomorrow's
World - documentary (rpt) 15:15 The :

Money Programme (rpt) 16:15 World
Business Report 16:30 Asia and
Pacific News 1730 Travel Magazine

18:15 Assipiment 19:30 Time
Film 'oe (rpt) 22&5 Assignment

'

23:30 Cals OOrtX) International
’

i News

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morrung Concert 905 Vivaldi:

"

Gloria In D; Arriaga: String quartet no 1
-

in D minor (Chffingirian),' Ravel: La-

valse choreographic poem; Brahms:.

Double concerto in A minor for violin

and cello; Chausson: Podme de
Tamour et de la mer; Shostakovich: 24
Preludes op 34 (Mustonen) 12.-00 light

‘

Classical - Tchaikovsky: 1812.-

Overture, excerpts from Eugene-,,

Onegin, Piano concerto no 1„-

Serenade for strings, Symphony no 4,

Nutcracker ballet 13.-00 Viobvst Sarah
Chang -works by Chopin, ffizet, Sgar,

Gershwin, Khachaturian 14.-06 Encore
15KX) Israeli Artists on CDs -works by
Ya’acov GBboa 16ftX) My Concert with

Danny Ben-Tovim 18A0 New CDs -
StoeiiB: Symphony no 5 (original 1 91

5

version). Eh Saga (1692 version); Artie

Nordheim: The Magic Island after

Shakespeare'sTheTempest, Tractates

for flute and chamber orch 20:05 From
the Wbrkfs Concert HaBs - harpsi-

chord redtaL Works by Byrd, Gibbons,
Frescobaldi. John* Bull, M. Rossi,

PfiBps 22^)0 A Musical Journey

* Hftfeewsy 7:15. 945
NAHARIYA
HECHAL HATARBUT Ace Ventura

930
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Heat 6:15, 930 It

Postkwfjeavtng Las Vegas 5, 9 10 * -

Sabrina 5, 7:45. 10:15 * Executive-

Decision 4:45,73a 1915 * The Birdcage

4:45, 7:45, 1915
NES5ZIONA
G.G. Gfl- 1-4 « 404729 Executive

Dedsion*12 Monkeys 5, 730. 1915 *
Sabrina 5, 7:45, 1915 * The Monster 5, .

8,10 •

,

NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 * 628452 Executive ;

Decision 4:45, 730. 1915 * Sabrina 5;
-

7:45. 1915 * 12 MonkaysteCopycat 5.

7:45, 1915 * The Monster 5, 8, 10 RAV
CHEN Up Close and ParaonaWOthello

5. 7:15. 945 * Dracula 5. 7:30, 9:45 * ,

Sense and SenrfMfty 4:30, 7:15, 945 -

ORAIOVA
RAV CHEN Dracula 7 * Mighty
Aphrodite 930 * Up Close and-
PereonaHKSense and Sendbffity 7, 93Q
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL Sabrina9CopycaW12.
Monkeys 5, 7:45, 1915 * Executive .

Decision 4:45, 7:30, 1915
PETAHTBCVA
G-G. HECHAL Executive Decision 5T .

7:45, 1915 * Copycat 5, 7:45, 1915*
The Monster 5, 8, 10 G-G- RAM 1-3 *
9340818 Sabrina«12 Monkeys 5, 7:45.

1915 * 6 Posttno 5. a 10

RA’ANANA * -

CBVJ-MOFET Get Shorty 830 PARK;
MJglrty Aphrcxfito F, TOO, 1916 * Up-
Close and Personal 5, 730, 1915 * D

Posttno 7:30. 1915 * Sense and
Sensibility 5. 739 1915 * Executive.-.

Decision 5, 739 1915 * Money Traih

1130 ajn. * Broken Arrow 1130 ajn., 5
* A Goofy Movie 1130 ajn.

RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 8197121 Up Close and
Persona* 5. 7:15. 9:45 * Dracula 5. 7:39

945 * Before and Alter 945 * Toy Story

(English efiatogue) 730 * Sense and ’

SensiMfty 430, 7:15, 945 * Toy Story

(Hebrew drogue) 5 RAV-OASfS 1-3 » -

6730687 Executive DecMonOCopycat 5,
‘

7:15, 945 * The Monster 5, 7:30. 945
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV * 5491979 Seven 930
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 *382664 Executive Decision

7, 945 * Antonia's Une 7:15, 945 * The.

Monster730. 945
RISHON LEZJON
GAL 1-5 » 9819689 The
Monster*Dracula 5, 8. 10 * Heat 6:15,

930 * Copycat 5. 7:45. 1915 * Leaving

Las Vegas 5, 6, 10:15 HAZAHAV 12

Monkeys 5. 7:45. iQrtS * Toy Story
.

(ErtgSsh dialogue) 8. 10 * Toy Story'

(Hebrew dialogue) 5 * Executive

Decision 4:45, 7:30, 10:15 RAV
CHEN « 9670503 Up Close and.

Personal 5. 7:15, 945 * Sense and

SensibfBty 430. 7:15. 945 * Dracula s;

730. 0:45 * Othello 5. 7:15. 9:45 RON-
Cesino 8:30 * Sabrina 7:45, 10:15

STAR 1-4 = 9619985-7 27 Lishb^sky SC'

Sense and Sensflaffity 7:15. 10 Dead

Han W8flting*Up Close and Personal

7:30, 10 * Mr. HoUantTs Opus 7:15 *.

Broken Arrow 10

YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyxtm Oraota 5. 73Q,

945 * Up Close end Personal 4:45, 7:1 5w*

945* Otheflo 4:45. 7.15. 945* Sense anff

SenaBaSty 945 * Toy Story (English dfeh

bgue) 73J Toy Story (Hebrew tfatogus) 5
Rwne reservations: 1« Aviv 5252244

[OS] Phone reservations: Haifa 728878 -

AS times are pm. unless otherwise imS--.
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Investigation of
sportsmen continues
NATIONAL Crime Squad Chief

Dep.-Cmdr. Yoram Rudman said

yesterday that police are currently

compiling information against the

betting "organization's alleged

leaders - none of whom are

sportsmen - who were arrested

last week to expedite indictments

against them. The evidence,

including that gathered by under-

cover agent Yitzhak Hagoel. will

be transferred to the" District

Attorney’s Office shortly.

The National Crimes Squad, In

conjunction with tax and VAT
authorities, questioned additional

soccer and basketball players yes-

terday about the sports betting

racket, in which sportsmen were

allegedly involved.

Police and authorities are still

trying to determine whether
matches were fixed or if sports

players merely bet on results. A
senior police officer said yester-

day that there is still no proof that

games were fixed.

RA1NE MARCUS

Hapoe! Eilat basketball player

JJ Ewbanks was summoned for

questioning yesterday. Some
months ago when the case sur-

faced in the press, prior to the

police investigation, there were

allegations in the local Hebrew
media that Ewbanks had fixed a
game while playing for his former

club, Maccabi Ramat Gan. He
was questioned about those

rumors.

As he left the National Crime
Squad's Peiah Tikva

Headquarters, Ewbanks told

reporters he was innocent.

National soccer team captain,

Nir Klinger of Maccabi Tel Aviv

was also questioned yesterday, as

were star Maccabi midfielder

Itzik Zohar and the club's reserve

goalkeeper Alain Mashraki.

Klinger, who denied betting on

games, insisted he was not

involved in irregularities. He said

he had been asked about "others

Survivors bitter over

Yad Vashem’s payment demand
for commemoration project

who may be involved in betting

on or fixing matches.”

Zohar was first questioned some
seven months ago by a private

investigation company. Modi 'in

Ezrachi, about local betting on

sports. At the time, his statement

that he wasn't involved was given

the all-clear by a private poly-

graph examination. He reminded

reporters of this yesterday.

"I didn't have much new to say

today,” said Zohar after his inves-

tigation.

Hapoe I Kiry3t Ono soccer player

Avi ShauL who was summoned for

questioning yesterday morning,
was still being interrogated last

night, but police sources said he

would probably be released on baiL

Additional basketball and soc-

cer players whose names were
listed on computer diskettes or

diaries found in the possession of

the betting operation's alleged

leaders will also be questioned

over the next few days.

SEVERAL Holocaust survivors on BATSHEVATSUR ing for stones m_thc new «we, Baer

the Yad Vashem maUing list have said yesterday

expressed dismay over a letter suggesting they pur- meraoration enterprises at trad vasnem
- -|wi

chase stones to commemorate their loved ones. that all the names ofthose whopenslwd

The letter says that an additional memorial cave is in the Pages of Testimony m the Halt oi w

being planned, where relatives and friends can place “In May* 1994, the High Court o ’

a sDecial stone inscribed with the names: The price of was petitioned [on this issue], Tulea tnat

a stone is determined by its size - NIS 1 ,500 for 15 had the authority to sett up memorial enterpn^ior

cm. x 30 cm., NIS 3,000 for 30 cm. x 30 cm, and

NIS 4,500 for 30 cm. x 45 cm. The money, described

as a "donation.” will be used to defray expenses, the

letter said.

The "cave” idea originated with the first

International Gathering of Holocaust Survivors, held

in Jerusalem in 19S1-. At the time, participants

brought with them stones of all sizes and shapes on

which were inscribed the names of those they had

lost. These were later placed in a memorial cave on

the way to the Valley of Lost Communities.
Other survivors then wrote to Yad Vashem

requesting stones, and it was decided to make these

of uniform size and inscription, Yad Vashem spokes-

woman Aviial Baer said. When numerous requests

arrived', especially from abroad, a second cave was
opened.

In response to survivors' complaints about chaig-

victims and was specifically empowered to accep1

donations for special purposes, under conditions

agreed upon between Yad Vashem and the donor,

she said. „
:

. ,v
She quoted the court's ruling: In setting up the

memorial cave, Yad .Vashem was acting within its

statutory authority.” '

. „ _
The memorial cave is an "optional, extra, Baer

said, since all the victims are already memorialized.

“It is clear, as the High Court stales, that .this is not a

commercial enterprise, and Yad Vashem has no

intention of making a profit,” she added:

She said several names could be inscribed -on even

the smailesi stone.

In the past few days, there have been numerous

requests for stones, and people have stressed that this

is the only “gravestone” they have, and that the enter-

prise must continue, Baer said.

Cameroon diplomat
in row over non-
payment of rent

EVELYN GORDON

A CAMEROONIAN diplomat is

flouting a court order to vacate his

house after a year of not paying

the rent - and the authorities,

charges the house's owner, are

taking the diplomat's side.

According to papers filed with

Herzliya "Magistrate's Court,

Suleiman Shaulian rented his

Herzliya house to Assomba
Etundi, Cameroon's charge d'af-

faires in Israel, for 12 months
beginning on January 1, 1 995. The
rent was set at S 1,000 a month.
However, after the first three

months, all of Etundi’s checks
bounced. In August, Shaulian tried

to cancel the contract and evict

Etundi, who refused to leave.

Shaulian therefore sued.

This past February, the magis-
trate's couri ruled in Shaulian 's

favor. It ordered Etundi to vacate

the house by February 1 4. and to

pay Shaulian NTS4I.472. plus

linkage and interest, in back rent

However, Etundi once again

refused either to leave or to pay.

Shaulian claims that he then

asked the police to evict Etundi,

but the police refused on the

grounds that this would cause a

diplomatic incident.

He also charges that this

response on the police's part was
due to orders from the highest lev-

els of the Foreign Ministry,

including Foreign Minister Ehud
Barak.

To make matters worse,
Shaulian said. Etundi has refused

to pay other expenses for which
he is obligated under the con-
tract. such as municipal rates

iamona), and he has damaged
the house so extensively that

repairs will cost tens of thou-

sands of shekels.

In addition, since the contract

states that Etundi will pay
Shaulian $80 a day for each day

#t BESTSELLER

ISM
MOfETHAHISKHSEOTIffiS. 3DDMEWFUKS

EXdlCnf USHffi OF TIP FAMLY FUG
EXHUflH HTU ISKXE Df SHE DUB HEDIES
WBlUBBWBflgUCaBCUSIBg

The 1996 edition brings you.

up to date on the good, the'

bad and the awful... from all

time greats to unforgettable
duds*. More than 19,000 A-Z
rated entries, 300 new films,

complete with summary,
director, stars and a lot more..

A must for every video library
|

and for cable movie
selections. Softcover, 1582 pp.
Signet.

JF Price NIS 38.00 each.

To: Books, The Jerusalem
Post, POB 81, Jerusalem
91 000. TeL 02-241282.

Please send me MaJtln's

Movie and Video Guide
1996. Enclosed is my check
for NIS 36 payable to The

:

Jerusalem Post Credit card

;

orders accepted by phone. *!
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City

Code

Tel. (day)

he stays beyond the term of the

contract, Etundi now owes
Shaulian over SI 0,000 for 1996.

Equally important to Shaulian,

his son is getting married, and the

couple was counting on having

the Herzliya house to live in.

Both the police and the Foreign
Ministry deny Shaulian ’s charges.

According to Gadi Doron. police

spokesman for the Tel Aviv
region, it was only last week that

Shaulian first came to the police

with the court order and asked
them to act
The file has now been sent on to

the head of the police investiga-

tions division, he said, where
senior officials will deride on the

proper way to handle the affair.

Yigal Talmon. a Foreign
Ministry spokesman, also said his

ministry- had not been involved in

any way.

However, he said, there is a real

problem caused by Etundi 's diplo-

matic immunity.

The police do not have the

power to arrest foreign diplomats,

he said, so it would be very diffi-

cult for them to enforce the court

order.

Both Shaulian and his lawyer,

Amir Shaulian, however, stuck to

their stoiy that the police had been
asked to act, but had refused, due
to Foreign Ministry pressure. The
police, said Amir Shaulian. even
threatened to arrest his client if he
did not stop harassing Etundi.

Both Shautians also said it is not
clear whether Etundi really does
have diplomatic immunity with

respect to the house, since it is his

private residence rather than part

of the embassy.
Etundi, meanwhile, said he was

unwilling to comment on the

affair until it is settled.

"I have nothing to state on this

issue.” he said.
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TIGHT security was in force on Mount Meron
yesterday for the Lag Ba'omer celebrations

centered around the tomb of Rabbi Shimon
Bar-Yohai on the Galilee peak.

More than 1,300 police, border police and
civil guards were brought to protect the cele-

brants, maintain law and order, and supervise

traffic arrangements. Police said other security

forces, including IDF units, are also on stand-

by in case of any serious disturbances, and a

police helicopter is also at the site.

Galilee district police spokesman Chief
Superintendent Danny KufFler said the beefed

up security presence followed warnings of

DAVID RUDGE

possible terror attacks.

"With around 200,000 people expected to

visit the site in the course of the holiday espe-
cially today, we are taking maximum precau-
tions to safeguard the festivities and try to

ensure that the event passes quietly and peace-
fully,” said Kuffler.

Magen David Adorn has established two
field clinics at the site and has 10 ambulances
there on standby. The fire brigade has also sta-

tioned trucks at the site.

Kuffler said police had drawn up contin-

gency evacuation plans in case of any serious

emergencies. The Egged cooperative has
reserved 1,000 buses to take people directly to

the site and to belp jferry celebrants ftpm paric-

ing areas to the mountain peak.

Mount Meron is traditionally the center of
Lag Ba’omer festivities, although many other
events are taking place throughout die country,

as well as thousands of bonfire parties.. -

The festivities at Mount Mferon officially

started yesterday afternoon with 'the traditional

march to take an ahtiem Torah scroll from
Abbo family home in Safed to the tomb of
Rabbi Shimon Bar-Yohai on -Mount Meron.

Liver transplant success rate now 78%
THE success rate of liver trans-

plants here has reached 78 percent
- equal to that in the largest trans-

plant centers in the US and
Europe. According to the national

transplant coordination center.

Israel Transplant. 33 of the opera-

tions since 1991 have been per-

formed at Hadassah-University
Hospital in Jerusalem's Ein
Kerem and the rest at the Rabin

JUDY SIEGEL

Medical Center-Beilinson
Campus in Petah Tikva. The
Beilinson survival rate during the

first year after transplantation

averages 96%; none of the
patients has died on the operating

table. After four years, the sur-

vival rate is 78%. The rates are

similar at Hadassah. The most

ATRIBUTE TO IDF

A PRAYER FOR THE SOLDIERS
OF ISRAEL
TWo posters with prayers for soldiers

in English and Hebrew.

Poster a) Group of soldiers:
1 8 3/4" x 26 3/4" (47 1/2 cm x 68 cm)

Poster b) IDF shield:
27" x 19 1/2

" (68 1/2 cm x 49 1/2 cm)

Produced by Mediart / CLC

JP Price NIS 39 per poster,
inc. VAT and mailing in Israel

Buy two for only NIS 69,
inc. VAT and mailing in Israel

Airmail abroad - please add NIS 6 per poster

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
Please send me the TRIBUTE TO IDF posters: a) copies b) copies
Enclosed is my check payable to The Jerusalem Post

T~

Credit card orders accepted by phone/fax/e-mai!

common causes of death among
.recipients are in ection and rejec-

tion of the orgaik

According to Israel Transplant,

the average patient is 47 at

surgeiy, but 11 of the recipients

have been children.

A total of 1 50 Israelis with liver

transplants are currently alive and
well; two-thirds of them under-
went the operation abroad.

The success rate here has risen
because of changes In surgical
tactics. Doctors have been able to

take livers from' elderiy patients
because liver function does not
usually decline with age. One
donor was 77, while several btb-
ers were over 66.

Surgeons have received Health
Ministry permission to remove
part of a living relative's liver for
transplant into their child; such
operations will begin soon.

3 Meshulam followers
transferred to
different prison

RAINE MARCUS

Name. Address.

C'rtY Code Tel. (day).

Please list gift recipients' names and addresses separately.

THE Prisons Service has moved
three of Uzi Meshulam’s follow-
ers, who are awaiting trial on
attempted murder charges, to

Beersheba's Ohalei Kedar lockup
after the group ran riot again yes-
terday.

Yoav Shabi, Avner Sa’id and
Zohar Hasson, who are awaiting
trial on charges of shooting at
prison security officer Benny
Aviram as he left his Kiryat Gat
home last year, were transferred
to Ohalei Kedar, as they are being
tried in Beersheba District Court,
the spokesman said.

Internal Security Ministry offi-
cials convened to discuss the pos-
sibility of dispersing Meshulam
and his followers to different pris-
ons to solve the problems handed
by the group. Sources said they
decided to move Meshulam’s fol-
lowers to different prisons gradu-.
ally.

Prisons Service Commissioner

Arye Bib! had said earlier that

experts had recommended the
group be kept together so drat

authorities could monitor them
more easily.

Meshulam and his followers
had been staying in the hospital of
Ramie’s Ayalon Prison, because
of sanitation problems - in their
prison ,wing. While in die hospital
wing, they started and stopped
hunger

. strikes. The group is cur-
rently on a week-long hunger
strike.

On Sunday ~ night. Meshulam
and his group were transferred
back to the regular wing, where
they began to ran riot, said die
Prisons Service spokesman.
They complained .that .wheel-
chairs and -beds had- been -

removed and demanded,to be pot
into solitary confinement
Prisons authorities -.complied
with their wishes and the group
is again in solitary. -

.
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Benzion and Sima pose for a photographer in Jaffa before getting married last night, as dozens of other couples around the country
also did on Lag Ba'omer. (aiooRoo/ bracisanj

Thousands converge on Mount Meron
for Lag Ba’omer festivities
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Vanning cards

In yesterday's Mifal Hapayis
daily Chance card draw, the lucky

cards were the eight of spades,

ace of hearts, seven of diamonds
and jack of clubs.

Stuck in

traffic?

Help is on
the way
HAIM SHAPIRO

DRIVERS who find themselves
'

stock for .hours , in urban traffic

may. be consoled by the -fact that.-
:

at same time in the future .a net-’ .

' work of electronic signa l's to be
installed on die highways, telling

drivers how to avoid traffic jams.
r ' The' project, which the
f Transportation Ministry says is to

-

be the firstofitskind in the world,..

. is to be preceded by a • 12-month,

pflot program
,
with three such

signs located on bridges seen by
drivers coming into Tel Aviv from
die north, before the Glilot and

- Moorashfl junctions.

According to the plan, die signs

: are to teQ the drivers which roads
they should avoid and which they
should take, before they actually

become caught up in traffic jams.
The control center for die project

is to be located in one of the radio
stations in Tel Aviv, with informa-
tion coming in from observation
planes, the police, and drivers
using cellular phones, with varying -

degrees of reliability accorded to

each source. The police reports are

to be viewed as the most reliable,

and the driver calls as the least

Roads are to be described as clear;

slow, crowded orcongested.
Drivers are to be interviewed as

part of the, study and, at the same
time, experts are to examine the
effect thesagns have cm the traffic

patterns. -

Dizengoff
bomber’s alleged j

driver appeals
remand

SAID Suleimani, who is charged
with bringing the, Dizengoff sui-
cide bomber to Tel Aviv, appealed
to die Supreme Court yesterday
against a lower court order to

. remand him until trial. Hie appeal
argued that while Suleimani was
negligent in -not investigating his

- passenger's motives more careful-
ly, negligence is not grounds for
conviction on a charge of abetting
murder. — the charge which is the

'

basis for the remand. The state, in

contrast, is arguing that Suleimani
had plenty of hints as to the
tomber's purpose, but chose to

ignore them. Evelyn Gordon

Quality Government
Award winners named
THE Movement for Quality
Government in Israel announced
yesterday the

. recipients of its

annual Quality Government
•Award. The seven winners are
xeffied Tel Aviv District' Court
president Eliahn Vinograd, former
-police comptroller- Avraham
Adan, Hebrew University law

-.professor -Mordechai Kremnitzer, -
attorney Amira Adar of the Tel *
Aviv .District Attorney’s Office, =

head pf the military police Brig*.
- Goldbroam, MeretzMK Ayraham Porazand;joamaIist
MosheNegbi. EvelynGordon
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